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ABSTRACT

Baccio del Bianco at the Court of Spain: Early Modern Scenic Design in Context
by
Pamela Thielman

Advisor: Marvin Carlson
This dissertation examines the life and work of seventeenth-century artist and architect,
Baccio del Bianco, to imagine alternative research strategies for histories of theatre. Traditional
scholarship of theatre design is rooted in art historical practices, which has limited the
consideration of influences beyond visual culture. It has also posited Italian theatre culture as the
driver of innovations in Early Modern theatre design. In this project I argue for and engage in a
practice of scenic design historiography that replaces Italy as the dominant actor in the theatrical
scene of this period with a more nuanced approach that places emphasis on the contexts of artistic
production.
Baccio del Bianco was born and trained in Florence, and he later worked in Italy and the
Holy Roman Empire, before taking up the post of court theatre designer for King Philip IV of
Spain in Madrid. There is a large amount of extant documentation relating to his life and work,
including a presentation copy of a play by Pedro Calderón de la Barca containing eleven signed,
hand drawn illustrations. This manuscript is central to this project, though I also draw upon
selected other works from Baccio’s oeuvre. These include many with no direct relation to theatre
or performance, such as his work on military fortifications and civic waterways, and his designs
for ornamental glassware.
iv

The research and writing of this dissertation were influenced by a cultural history approach to
design, as well as Actor-network-theory. The former is based on the work of theatre scholar
Christin Essin and, in part, posits theatre design as a creative practice in conversation with
cultural, social, and economic flows outside the realms of theatre and performance. Actornetwork-theory, promulgated by sociologist Bruno Latour, provides strategies for analyzing
networks composed of both human and non-human actors. It offers approaches to archival
research that draw attention not just to the connections between people but also to those created by
material elements in archival collections. Together these methodologies encourage robust
engagement with primary and secondary sources, objects, and felicitous encounters (both literal
and imaginative) to build a fuller image of past events and practices. My project is in-and-of-itself
an argument for this kind of engagement with the history of theatre design.
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INTRODUCTION
The historical narrative of scenic design, from the advent of the perspective setting in the
early sixteenth century through the late eighteenth century, is one of Italian domination. From its
earliest known manifestations in Ferrara in 1508 the practice of combining mathematical
perspective—drawn from developments in the visual arts—with existing scenic technology
traveled from court to court on the Italian peninsula along with peripatetic artists and architects.
By 1545 perspective scenery had developed from a single image on a flat background to a multiplanar construction. This style of scenic arrangement became the standard in court and
professional theatres across Italy and was complemented by the use of special effects ranging
from flying machinery, to simulated ocean waves, to changes in lighting. Dignitaries visiting
Italian courts witnessed incredible spectacles, and the men who created them became a soughtafter commodity in other nations.

This dissertation project seeks to explore alternatives to histories of design for theatre that
place Italian and by implication, visual arts narratives at their center. Much early work on scenic
design in particular was done by scholars of art history, who reproduced some of the chauvinistic
narratives of that field in positing Italian cities as centers for the development of Western art
forms. While Art History as a whole has moved away from Italo-centrism, scholarship of the
early history of theatre design in that field and in Theatre History have been slow to move away
from the narrative that scenic design innovation was the province of a few key figures working in
Florence, Rome, and Venice. The purpose of this study is to interrogate a narrative that has been
confirmed through iteration in the scholarship on scenic design, namely that perspective scenery
in the Early Modern period was always essentially derivative. This is far too simple an
1

explanation for a practice so deeply embedded in court culture. Like other aspects of visual
culture, scenic design must be considered as a medium in conversation with political and social
circumstances as well as cultural flows. These exist on a local, regional, and pan-European (if
not global) scale. In this project I will argue for and engage in a practice of scenic design
historiography that replaces Italy as the dominant actor in the theatrical scene of this period with
a more nuanced approach that places emphasis on the contexts of artistic production.
In order to do this, I examine the life and work of one particular artist, Baccio del Bianco,
as a case study. My choice of Baccio del Bianco is based on three main factors. The first is that
he participated in the practice of scenic design for European court theatres during a period that is
both under-explored in scholarship and significant in the history of the form. Baccio’s working
life spanned the 1620s to the 1650s. By this time Italian scenic design had developed from flat
background paintings to dimensional constructions with established visual conventions, based on
Sebastiano Serlio’s Comic, Tragic, and Satiric scenic typologies. The practice had also
established itself outside Italy, arriving in Germanic lands and in Britain under the auspices of
Italian-trained designers. 1 This period also predates the rise of scenic design dynasties such as
the Galli-Bibiena family. This is important because I am interested in drawing broader
conclusions from the experience of a single representative artist, which would be complicated by
the presence of particularly dominant families.
A second factor in my choice is that there is a large amount of extant documentation
relating to Baccio’s life and work. Of particular note in the context of his theatrical work is the
Houghton manuscript, a presentation copy of a play by Pedro Calderón de la Barca called

I am thinking particularly of Joseph Furttenbach in Germany and Inigo Jones in England, both of whom trained in
Florence under the architect and theatre designer for the Medici family, Giulio Parigi.
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Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo (The Fortunes of Andromeda and Perseus). The manuscript
contains eleven signed, hand drawn illustrations by Baccio of his own production designs and
was a gift from Queen Mariana of Spain to her father Ferdinand III, Emperor of Austria and the
Holy Roman Empire. 2 This one-of-a-kind manuscript also includes a hand-written text and
score, setting it apart from other literature of the period intended to commemorate performance.
It is the central document of this project. In addition to this, many of Baccio’s drawings and
sketches survive, including more than 270 in the Uffizi collection in Florence, which include
costume renderings and plans for theatrical machinery. Baccio was also an active letter writer
and several of his letters to Florentine correspondents are held in archival collections. 3 In
addition, there are financial records relating to work that he carried out for the court of King
Philip IV in the Spanish national archives.
A third factor in selecting Baccio del Bianco as the subject of my research is that there
has been increasing scholarly interest in his work. Beginning with Mina Gregori’s “Nuovi
accertamenti in Toscana sulla pittura ‘caricata’ e giocosa” in 1961, art historians have turned
attention to his drawings and paintings, and a few unattributed works have since been attributed
to him. In the last ten years in particular there have been significant articles and chapters on
Baccio’s works in Florence and in Prague, where he spent two years at the beginning of his
career. 4 Very few, however, seriously treat his theatre work in Spain. Nor have there been many

For the most comprehensive treatment to date of the Houghton manuscript see: Phyllis Dearborn Massar, “Scenes
for a Calderón Play by Baccio del Bianco,” Master Drawings 15, no. 4 (Winter 1977): 365-375+445-455.
3
Notable among his correspondents are Duke Ferdinand II and Galileo Galilei.
4
For Baccio’s work at the Medici court see Ioana Măgureanu, “Baccio del Bianco and the Cultural Politics of the
Medici Court,” Revue Roumaine d’histoire de l’art / Academia Română, Institutel de Istoria Artei G. Oprescu, Sér.
beaux-arts, 48 (2011): 13-26. Recent articles on his humorous drawings include: Louise Rice, “Cardinal Rapaccioli
and the Turnip-Sellers of Rome: A Satire on the War of Castro by Baccio del Bianco,” Master Drawings 47, no. 1
(Spring 2009): 53-69, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25609726; and Sandra Cheng, “Parodies of Life: Baccio del
Bianco’s Comic Drawings of Dwarfs,” in Parody and Festivity in Early Modern Art: Essays on Comedy as Social
Vision, ed. David R. Smith (Farnham, UK: Ashgate, 2012), 127-141. An in-depth discussion of one of his Prague
2
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writings specifically about Baccio in the field of Theatre Studies, although he is discussed
generally in some overviews of Spanish Golden Age theatre. The time is ripe for a substantive
study on Baccio del Bianco’s work as a designer and engineer for theatrical events.
Rather than attempting to address Baccio del Bianco’s many and varied performancerelated works in detail, this dissertation is centrally concerned with the mythological musicodramatic spectacular Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo by Pedro Calderón de la Barca,
performed at the Coliseo theatre at the Buen Retiro palace in Madrid. This theatre was the first in
Spain built for perspective scenery and elaborate theatrical machinery. Andrómeda y Perseo
featured spectacular scene changes and effects to express its mythological and allegorical
content, in keeping with the practice of court theatres in Italy and, increasingly, across Europe.
Using this well-documented production as a touchstone, I draw upon selected other works from
Baccio’s oeuvre, including many from outside the worlds of theatre or performance.

Literature Review
In pursuing this project there are three areas of scholarship in which I am intervening.
The first is literature on scenic design and scenography, and in particular the literature on
scenography in Europe during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 5 This is primarily drawn

undertakings can be found in Sylvia Dobalová, “The Iconography of St. Wenceslas in Early Baroque Prague: The
Case of the Wallenstein Palace and Baccio del Bianco,” Actae Historiae Artis Slovenica 16, no.1-2 (2011), 71-85.
5
The terms “scenic design,” “set design,” and “scenography” are slippery and subject to idiosyncratic usage.
Scenography is the preferred term of most contemporary scholars and practitioners, and as a rule it takes a broader
view of the elements included than would be included in the traditional understanding of the concept of scenic (or
set) design. In her 2002 book What is Scenography? Pamela Howard defines it as “the seamless synthesis of space,
text, research, art actors, directors and spectators that contributes to an original creation” (130). While this definition
is of interest to me, it is complicated to apply to the historical period under investigation here because it would not
have been part of the Early Modern scenic artist’s self-understanding. I propose to follow the practice of Christin
Essin in her 2012 book Stage Designers in Early Twentieth-Century America: Artists, Activists, Cultural Critics, in
which she uses “design” to signify “the historically situated practices used by professionals during the period” and
scenography to signify “a theoretical process of creative engagement informed by the theatre designer’s skills of

4

from Theatre History, although a few key texts also belong to the field of Art History. The
second is the literature on Spanish Golden Age theatre. Finally, there is literature from the
discipline of Art History specifically on Baccio del Bianco’s drawings, paintings, and
architectural projects.
There are, in fact, surprisingly few substantive scholarly works on the history of scenic
design, despite writings touching on the subject dating back to the ancient period in Western
scholarship. The first work on the topic was written by the Roman architect and engineer
Vitruvius in the first century BC. His De architectura contained a discussion of theatre
construction based on Greek models, including permanent and changeable scenic elements. Parts
of this work were rediscovered in the early fifteenth century and they were first translated, and
then reinterpreted, according to Renaissance building techniques and conceptions of space. The
most influential of these reinterpretations was Sebastiano Serlio’s Second Book of Architecture,
published in 1545. Serlio’s book refracted Vitruvius’ ideas about theatre buildings and scenery
through the lens of mathematical perspective, which emerged from the visual arts practice in
Italy in the early fifteenth century as well. This work established three conventional types of
scenery: Tragic, Comic, and Satiric. 6 Serlio’s descriptions of these three scenic types formed the
basis of scenic practices that would last nearly to the end of the eighteenth century—and whose
legacy can still be seen today.
During the period between the early 1500s and the late 1700s, writing on scenic design
was dominated by practitioners. Influential works include Nicola Sabbatini’s Practica di

dramaturgical interpretation and visual representation” (6). In this way, I acknowledge that the disjuncture between
the practice in which the artist saw himself as engaged and my own perspective on that practice.
6
Serlio’s application of mathematical perspective to the design of theatrical scenery was not an innovation. The first
known perspective setting was created in 1508 in Ferrara by Pellegrino da San Daniele (also known as Martino da
Udine).
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Fabricar Scene e Machine ne’ Teatri (The Practice of Making Theatre Scenes and Machines,
1638), Joseph Furttenbach’s Architectura Recreationis (Architecture for Recreation, 1640), and
his Mannhaffter Kunstspiegel (The Manly Mirror of Art, 1663). Characteristic of these
practitioner-authored works was a focus on craft. Rather than theorizing the practice of scenic
design or framing it as an art form they served as instructional texts that enabled the reader to
understand the mechanics of stagecraft even to the point of being able to reproduce the scenery,
effects, and theatrical machinery described.
Formal academic scholarship on scenic design dates to the early twentieth century. 7 Most
often it appeared in the context of broader conversations about theatrical practice, as in Allardyce
Nicoll’s The Development of the Theatre (1927). Other times it emerged from discussions of
specific periods, as in E.K. Chambers’ The Medieval Stage (1903) and Montague Summers’ The
Restoration Theatre (1934). Full-length works on scenic practice, such as Lily B. Campbell’s
Scenes and Machines on the English Stage During the Renaissance (1923), tended to focus on a
particular region or period (often both). By the mid-twentieth century there was a growing body
of work on scenic design and scenography, the latter term emerging from Czech scholarship in
the 1950s and 1960s. 8 Theoretical writings were added to the practiced-based and historical
approaches to the field at that time as well. This approach is exemplified in the scholarship of

This account is primarily focused on English language scholarship, although this statement also holds true for other
Western European scholarship. There is a small body of work in Western European languages between the late
seventeenth and the early twentieth century, but these are mostly treatises on practice. Historical and/or theoretical
scholarship on the subject, however, does not really emerge until the twentieth century. Denis Bablet’s Le décor de
theater de 1870 à 1914 (1965) is perhaps the best-known example of modern European theatre scholarship on scenic
design from an academic perspective.
8
For a concise treatment of the rise of the term “scenography” in the Czech context and its dissemination in
international theatre practice see: Barbora Příhodová, “The Specificity of Scenography: A Czech Contribution to the
Theory of Scenography,” Theatralia 1 (2011): 254-262.
7

6

Arnold Aronson and the publications arising from the Prague Quadrennial, the international
exhibition dedicated to scenography established in 1967. 9
As the above brief overview suggests there is an extant literature on scenic design, but a
large portion of it does not relate in any significant way to this project. There are only a handful
of significant works in the field in which I am interested: broadly speaking the period 1550-1700
in Western Europe. Defining texts on or relating to scenography in Early Modern Europe include
George R. Kernodle’s From Art to Theatre (1944), Barnard Hewitt’s The Renaissance Stage:
Documents of Serlio, Sabbattini and Furttenbach (1958), Per Bjürstrom’s Giacomo Torelli and
Baroque Stage Design (1961), A.M. Nagler’s Theatre Festivals of the Medici 1539-1637 (1964),
and Margarete Baur-Heinhold’s The Baroque Theatre: A Cultural History of the 17th and 18th
Centuries (1967). 10 George Kernodle’s book is the first key text in this body of work and despite
its age it remains a staple in discussions of scenic design. The importance of this work rests in its
interdisciplinary approach, using visual arts and extra-theatrical forms (royal entries, tableaux
vivants) to explore the development of theatre and scenic forms in the Renaissance. 11 Margarete
Baur-Heinhold’s The Baroque Theatre is an important and ambitious volume, attempting to
cover theatre (broadly defined and including performance forms as diverse as martial
tournaments and opera) from 1580-1790. Her geographic coverage takes in most of Europe,
including Russia because of its cultural connection to European courts. On one hand the scope is
a strength of the text, but on the other, it prevents Baur-Heinhold from going deeply into the

I have in mind specifically Aronson’s The History and Theory of Environmental Scenography (1981) and Looking
into the Abyss: Essays on Scenography (2005).
10
Barnard Hewitt’s edited volume reprints portions of the works of the titular artists with scholarly commentary,
fitting into the abovementioned category of practitioner writings. I will not address it further here, though it remains
a useful text for scholars of scenic design.
11
Kernodle does not articulate a set period for the term “Renaissance” but his examples imply a range from
approximately the mid-1400s until the late 1600s (around the time of the Restoration in England).
9
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connections between periods, places, and styles. A more recent book, Making the Scene: A
History of Stage Design and Technology in Europe and the United States attempts an even more
extensive history of Anglo-European scenography. Authors Oscar G. Brockett, Margaret A.
Mitchell, and Linda Hardberger devote three chapters to scenic design from the early sixteenth to
the late eighteenth centuries, placing particular emphasis on the influence of Florence, and
Florentine artists. 12 The trajectory that the authors follow places emphasis on the role of Italian
designers in disseminating the practice of perspective scenery. Significantly, the book does not
explicitly address production practices at the Spanish royal court.
Per Bjürstrom’s and A.M. Nagler’s books focus more narrowly on the works of specific
artists, in Bjürstrom’s case the influential Giacomo Torelli 13 and in Nagler’s the artistic circle
involved in Medici court entertainments in Florence. Artist-focused works constitute the largest
category of works on scenography and they range in approach from scholarly studies to lavishly
illustrated coffee table books. 14 Both Bjürstrom and Nagler take the former approach, pairing a
catalog of images with relevant contemporary texts that describe the performances depicted and
the conditions of production, including festival books, letters, and financial records. Though each
is a work of detailed scholarship on its topic, neither pays particular attention to the performed
aspects of the scenery. Instead, they focus on the drawings of scenery as drawings, rather than
considering their implications as records of a performance event. The visual records are taken to

Oscar G. Brockett, Margaret Mitchell, and Linda Hardberger, Making the Scene: A History of Stage Design and
Technology in Europe and the United States (San Antonio: Tobin Theatre Arts Fund, 2010), 90.
13
Giacomo Torelli (1608-1678) was a scenic designer whose career took place primarily in the public opera theatres
of the independent republic of Venice. He is credited with introducing the chariot-and-pole system of scene
changing and his innovations in machinery and design resulted in an invitation to serve the French royal court. His
active period overlaps with Baccio del Bianco’s although his documented work for the theatre began about twenty
years later, and Torelli continued to be active for about twenty years after Baccio’s death (in 1657).
14
This latter category is not of interest in this project, as there are no works of this kind on Baccio or any of his
immediate contemporaries.
12
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meaningfully represent reality and issues of error, chance, and interactivity (with the bodies of
the performers and/or audience and with other spatial characteristics of the performance space)
are largely unexplored. Bjürstrom takes for granted that the designs reflect staged reality and
makes connections to other areas of cultural practice based on visual similarities between
Torelli’s work and other aspects of mid-seventeenth century cultural objects, an approach that
more recent scholarship on scenic design has called into question. 15 Similarly, in his description
of Le Nozze degli dei (The Marriages of the Gods), a 1637 opera with which Baccio del Bianco
is known to have assisted, Nagler enumerates the differences between etchings and descriptions
of the same event but makes no move to explain them or to support one or another as more
probable given what is known about the play and its circumstances of production. 16 My own
approach to the use of scenic design drawings in this dissertation is to engage them as
performance documentation, with heightened attention to the physical realities that they may or
may not represent.
In addition to books on scenic design, there are also works germane to this project among
studies of Spanish Golden Age theatre. In English language scholarship the first and still the
best-documented discussion of the topic is N.D. Shergold’s A History of the Spanish Stage from
Medieval Times Until the End of the Seventeenth Century (1967). Shergold’s exhaustive text
devotes five chapters to court theatre, two of which relate to my period of interest. He credits the
Italian engineer Cosimo (also known as Cosme) Lotti with the creation of a Spanish court theatre
culture “deriving from Italian theory and practice,” and focuses on the importation of perspective

15
For a compelling argument along these lines see: Pierre Frantz, “Décor et action à l’époque des Bibiena,” in I
Bibiena: Une familglia in scena; Da Bologna all'Europa, edited by Daniela Gallingani (Florence: Alinea, 2012), 4149. Frantz asserts that that looking to the immediate cultural context of scenic designs is preferable to relying on
visual similarities between them and other known works of art because of the complexity of tracing the routes of
stylistic influence.
16
A.M. Nagler, Theatre Festivals of the Medici: 1539-1637 (New York: Da Capo, 1976), 162-174.
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and trompe l’oeil settings, as well the technology for quick and total scene changes. 17 Later
comprehensive works in English about Spanish Golden Age theatre have followed Shergold in
leaving uninvestigated the differences between subsequent production practices in Spanish and
other European court theatres. This is in many ways an understandable omission, as their aims
are to give an overview of the theatre in the period, both at court and in public venues. In Theatre
in Spain 1490-1700 (1989) Melveena McKendrick mentions Baccio del Bianco in the context of
“the reign of the Italian scenic designer.” 18 More recently there is Jonathan Thacker’s A
Companion to Golden Age Theatre (2007), which devotes some discussion to Baccio del Bianco
and other Italian designers both before and after his tenure in Madrid.
I have focused above on English language sources, but a review of the literature in
Spanish on Golden Age theatre shows a similar lacuna with respect to Baccio del Bianco. There
are no monographs on him, though he does appear in some general works on theatre of the
period. The most extensive treatment of his theatre career is in María Teresa Chaves Montoya’s
El espectáculo teatral en la corte de Felipe IV (Theatrical Spectacle at the Court of Philip IV,
2004). The book covers the tenures of Cosimo Lotti and Baccio del Bianco as court scenic
designers admirably but differs from my orientation in her focus on the development of Spanish
theatre forms. This is mirrored in her article in Criticón, “‘Las rimas, el color y el canto
engañarán las almas con deleitoso encanto’: Baccio del Bianco, Giulio Rospigliosi y las
‘fortunas’ del ‘parlar cantando’ en el teatro calderoniano,” which places Andrómeda y Perseo in
the context of Italian musical influence and looks at the ways that musical forms had to be

N. D. Shergold, A History of the Spanish Stage from Medieval Times Until the End of the Seventeenth Century
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), 275.
18
Melveena McKendrick, Theatre in Spain 1490-1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 214.
17
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shaped to Spanish tastes. 19 This is one of a handful of articles that deal with the work in a
musicological context, another being J.E. Varey’s “‘Andrómeda y Perseo’, comedia y loa del
Calderón: afirmaciones artisticoliterarias y políticas” in the Revista de Musicología..20 There are
also thorough introductions to two printed texts of Andrómeda y Perseo that discuss Baccio del
Bianco, one by Rafael Maestre and the other by José María Ruano de la Haza. 21 Another article
in the Spanish language literature on theatre that foregrounds Baccio del Bianco and scenic
design in the discussion of court theatre in Madrid is Rafael Maestre’s “Calderon de la Barca–
Baccio del Bianco: Un binomio escénico.” 22 However, Maestre is much more interested in
Calderón’s innovations and in exploring his ongoing engagement with scenery, than in looking at
Baccio’s trajectory and its implications with regard to scenic practice. 23
This project also draws upon and aims to add to a small body of literature on Baccio del
Bianco himself. The artist’s near-contemporary Filippo Baldinucci was the first to document
Baccio’s life and work in his Notizie dei professori del disegno da Cimabue in qua: per le quali
si dimostra come, e per chi le belli arti di pittura, scultura e architettura, lasciata la rozzezza
delle maniere greca e gotica, si siano in questi secoli ridotte all'antica loro perfezione (News of
the professors of drawing from Cimabue until now: for which it is shown how, and for whom the
beautiful arts of painting, sculpture and architecture, having left the crudeness of Greek and
Gothic manners, have in these centuries been reduced to their ancient perfection, 1681). The
María Teresa Chaves Montoya, “‘Las rimas, el color y el canto engañarán las almas con deleitoso encanto’:
Baccio del Bianco, Giulio Rospigliosi y las ‘fortunas’ del ‘parlar cantando’ en el teatro calderoniano,” Criticón 8788-89 (2003): 161-174.
20
J.E. Varey. “‘Andrómeda y Perseo’, comedia y loa del Calderón: afirmaciones artisticoliterarias y políticas,”
Revista de Musicología, 10 no. 2 (1987): 529-545.
21
Pedro Calderón de la Barca. Andrómeda y Perseo, ed. José María Ruano de la Haza (Kassel, Germany: Edition
Reichenberger, 2005) 11-134; Pedro Calderón de la Barca. Andrómeda y Perseo: fábula escénica, ed. Rafael
Maestre (Almagro, Spain: Museo Nacional del Teatro, 1994) 9-35.
22
Rafael Maestre. “Calderon de la Barca–Baccio del Bianco: Un binomio escénico,” Revista De
Historia Moderna 11 (1992): 239-250.
23
This is a rich area of study, especially given Calderón’s role in Spain’s late-developing musical theatre genres.
19
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success of this extensive biographical catalog has meant that there has long been an awareness of
Baccio in Art History, however it was not until the mid-twentieth century that he became a
significant object of study. Mina Gregori’s 1961 “Nuovi accertamenti in Toscana sulla pittura
‘caricata’ e giocosa” reinserted Baccio del Bianco into the historical narrative of caricature as a
genre. 24 This increased interest in his comic drawings, which led to later investigations of his
paintings and architectural works. Some of the articles and chapters on Baccio since mid-century
document the attribution or reattribution of work to him. The most significant of these for my
purpose is Phyllis Dearborn Massar’s “Scenes for a Calderón Play by Baccio del Bianco.”
Massar was the first to discuss the Houghton manuscript, securing the attribution to Baccio and
linking the play to Calderón. 25 My interest in Baccio del Bianco is a direct result of reading her
article, which provides some context for the production and explores the drawings as they relate
to the action of the play. It is my aim to build on this, elucidating other dimensions of the
drawings as they relate to performance.
Among other items of interest to me in the corpus on Baccio del Bianco are those relating
to his commentary on artistic practice and social context, both pictorially and in writing. In 1963
Mina Bacci transcribed and published (in the journal Paragone Arte) three of the letters that
Baccio wrote to Medici Grand Duke Ferdinand II during his time in Spain. At least one of these
directly references the production of Andrómeda y Perseo. 26 Two more recent essays focus on
Baccio’s comic drawings, pointing to the importance of satirical content in his artistic work.
Louise Rice’s 2009 “Cardinal Rapaccioli and the Turnip-Sellers of Rome: A Satire on the War
of Castro by Baccio del Bianco” in Master Drawings is an argument for the attribution of the
Mina Gregori, “Nuovi accertamenti in Toscana sulla pittura ‘caricata’ e giocosa,” Arte antica e moderna. 4
(1961): 400-416.
25
The manuscript does not credit an author; see: Massar, “Scenes for a Calderón Play,” 365.
26
Mina Bacci, “Lettere inedite di Baccio del Bianco,” Paragone Arte 14 (1963): 68-77.
24
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titular work to Baccio, as well as a compelling case for his being an artist whose work was
deeply tied to social and political contexts, which spill onto the page. Her admonition that
understanding his work requires “a connoisseurship that explores not only the hand of the artist
but the historical events and cultural forces that shaped his experience of the world” is seconded
in Sandra Cheng’s 2012 article “Parodies of Life: Baccio del Bianco’s Comic Drawings of
Dwarfs.” 27 Cheng writes that “the artist’s comic drawings reveal a complex network of cultural
references, which demanded a sophisticated viewer to be fully appreciated.” 28 These statements,
though deriving from studies of visual rather than performing arts, point to the value of a
context-driven approach to Baccio’s work and this is the approach that I apply here.

Theory and Methodology
This project relies heavily on archival research conducted in Italy and Spain. The largest
repository of Baccio’s extant artistic output is the Gabinetto di Disegni e Stampe at the Uffizi in
Florence, Italy. This collection contains over 270 works on paper, including architectural
drawings, landscapes, caricatures, and renderings related to performances at the Medici court.
Documents relating to Baccio’s life in Florence can be found in the Archivio di Stato. These
include records detailing his employment at the Medici court, his activities with the Florentine
Accademia del Disegno, and his relationships with various members of the Medici family (as
reflected in letters between them and Baccio). The Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale in Florence
also holds a small collection of Baccio’s letters, as well as an album of caricatures.

27
28

Louise Rice, “Cardinal Rapaccioli and the Turnip-Sellers of Rome,” 66.
Sandra Cheng, “Parodies of Life,” 128.
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Records relating, sometimes indirectly, to Baccio del Bianco are located in several major
archives in Spain. 29 The Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid holds seventeenth-century newsletters
that discuss court events. These provide some insight into the reception of Andrómeda y Perseo
and of new scenic practices in Spain during this period. 30 Also in Madrid, the Archivo General
de Palacio contains records relating to the Buen Retiro palace complex. 31 The Archivo Histórico
de Protocolos of the Archivos de la Comunidad in Madrid holds a copy of Baccio del Bianco’s
will, as well as papers recording the sale of some design drawings. The Archivo General in
Simancas, outside the city of Valladolid, is the largest repository of Spanish documents of the
period. It contains financial and diplomatic records of broader relevance to my study.
The central archival document of this research is the Houghton manuscript, which is
housed in the Houghton Library at Harvard University. This text is, in many ways, unique.
Publications (descrizioni, livrets, festival books) were often made to commemorate public
festivities and court performances, but these were produced for wide consumption. 32 The
Houghton manuscript was fabricated for a single audience; the Hapsburg court in Vienna.
Further, while visual documentation of performance for festival literature was usually made by
someone other than the scenic artist, the images in the Houghton manuscript were drawn by

29
My choice of which Spanish archives to visit during my limited time there was influenced by N.D. Shergold,
whose A History of the Spanish Stage includes excellent bibliographic information about the location of
performance records and their general content.
30
I use the term “reception” loosely here. At a minimum, the newsletters represent the opinions of the author, but as
a genre aimed at a specific public their discourse provides an insight into the thinking of a broader group. With
respect to the audience for this specific work, while the explicit audience is the royal couple, it also included the
court, officials of the government of Madrid, and the paying public who was invited into the Buen Retiro for the
extended run of the production.
31
Some of the relevant documents from the Archivo General de Palacio have been published in N.D. Shergold and
J. E. Varey, Representaciones palaciegas: 1603-1699: Estudio y documentos (London: Tamesis, 1982).
32
An excellent resource on festival performance and its documentation is J.R. Mulryne, Helen Watanabe O’Kelly,
and Margaret Shewring eds., Europa Triumphans: Court and Civic Festivals in Early Modern Europe, 2 vols.
(Adlershot, UK: Ashgate, 2010).
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Baccio del Bianco himself. 33 This constitutes a remarkable opportunity to engage with the
artist’s own conception of his work in performance. I had hoped to spend a significant amount of
time with the original drawings to assess details of practice and style. However, in conversation
with the curator of Printing and Graphics at the Houghton Library it became clear that the
manuscript was too fragile. After one supervised viewing of the manuscript, I have pursued the
rest of my research on it using scholarly editions of the text and two resources provided by the
Houghton Library for remote study: a microfilm copy of the entire work (including the play text,
illustrations, and musical score) and high-resolution digital reproductions of the eleven
illustrations. The latter were made in the early 2000s according to the Benchmark for Faithful
Digital Reproduction of Monographs and Serials, Version 1 of the Digital Library Federation. 34
Before moving on I must acknowledge that the practice of using scenic drawings to make
claims about live performance is often vexed, especially with respect to historical milieus about
which we have incomplete knowledge. Distinguished historian of commedia dell’arte M.A.
Katritzky cautions, “even when, as with a picture of a theatrical performance, a particular
renaissance artist might appear to be reproducing what he had seen on a specific occasion, the
image he produced could not escape being strongly influenced by the artistic conventions of his
time, and the whims and wishes of his patron.” 35 She advises an interdisciplinary approach to
visual records; that is, reading them both in relation to known theatrical typologies as well as
adopting art historical practices of identifying broader iconographic meanings and attending to

33
For example, Jacques Callot did several etchings after the Parigis for publications on Florentine Festivals. Many
of these are collected and discussed in Nagler, Theatre Festivals of the Medici.
34
For further information see: https://old.diglib.org/standards/bmarkfin.htm.
35
M.A. Katritzky, “Scenery, Setting and Stages in Late Renaissance Commedia Dell’Arte Performances: Some
Pictorial Evidence,” in Scenery, Set and Staging in the Italian Renaissance: Studies in the Practice of Theatre, ed.
Christopher Cairns. (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen, 1996), 210.
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issues of image production such as date, location, and materials. 36 Katritzky deals exclusively
with images of commedia dell’arte, but her approach is applicable to this project. Not only are
the two related in time and geography, but they also share some central artistic figures. Jacques
Callot, one of the best-known producers of images of commedia dell’arte was associated with
Giulio Parigi, under whom Baccio del Bianco also studied. In treating images of scenic design in
this project I have followed Katritzky’s lead, considering them in the context of their respective
court theatres, in the context of European performance practices more broadly, as well as in the
context of Baccio’s visual art practice—looking not only at iconography across genres in his
oeuvre, but also at their material details. The object of this approach is to enable the drawings to
yield up as much and as diverse information as possible for analysis.
Building on Katritzky’s contextual approach to the study of historical images of
performance, there are two theoretical frameworks that I bring to bear on Baccio del Bianco’s
theatrical work in this dissertation: cultural history of design and network theory. The first is
particular to the study of scenography and is perhaps more of an orientation than a theory per se.
In Stage Designers in Early Twentieth-Century America: Artists, Activists, Cultural Critics,
Christin Essin proposes stage design as “an embodied cultural practice” that “starts from the
assumption that designers are legitimate artists whose visual and interpretive contributions
complete a theatrical production.” 37 She calls her approach a “cultural history of design,” which
“introduces theatre design as a mode of authorship, cultural criticism, activism, and
entrepreneurship.” 38 While some of these terms emerge from her focus on twentieth-century
artists, her emphasis on designers as artists in their own right who were influenced by and
M.A. Katritzky, “Scenery, Setting and Stages in Late Renaissance Commedia Dell’Arte Performances,” 246.
Christin Essin, Stage Designers in Early Twentieth-Century America: Artists, Activists, Cultural Critics (New
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), 3,4.
38
Ibid., 5–6.
36
37
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influenced their socio-cultural context is applicable across periods. By looking at the roles
Baccio del Bianco plays (stage designer, engineer, visual artist, cultural ambassador) I can better
place his work in its cultural and historical context. The cultural history approach provides a
basic set of assumptions about scenic design from which my work emerges. It provides a set of
“givens” that must be accepted for analysis to occur.
Combined with the cultural history approach is my second theoretical framework:
network theory. Networks have existed within society from its earliest incarnations in forms such
as family groupings. The “systematic ways of talking about social networks, depicting them,
analyzing them, and showing how they are related to more formal social arrangements” that
network theory provides are, however, a relatively new phenomenon. 39 Network theory is a
broad category of approaches and I have drawn from two: social network theory, which focuses
on relations between people, and Actor-network-theory, which includes non-human actors.
A network is, simply put, “a set of relationships.” 40 The value of social network theory to
this project is its attention to qualities such as directionality and balance in the context of human
relationships. To understand how Baccio del Bianco’s theatrical work was made, and why it was
made in the specific ways that it was, it is important to understand at least three overlapping but
distinct groupings: the European ruling houses whose intermarriages, births, and deaths
occasioned the commissioning of artistic works; the patronage network formed between them
and the artists they commissioned, and the circles of training and influence between the artists
themselves. These relationships are directional (the connections between people are not based on
neutral relations) and asymmetrical (though relational flows may be bidirectional they are not
Charles Kadushin, Understanding Social Networks: Theories, Concepts, and Findings (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2012), 4.
40
Ibid., 14.
39
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equal). Social network theory provides tools to understand how these qualities inform artistic
output. A model for this approach can be found in Paul D. McLean’s The Art of the Network:
Strategic Interaction and Patronage in Renaissance Florence, which focuses on patronage
networks, and particularly on “the strategic, career-making activity of the writers of Florentine
patronage letters.” 41
Also of interest within the larger category of network theory is Actor-network-theory, an
approach most commonly associated with Bruno Latour. 42 Actor-network-theory (hereafter,
ANT) is a way to intentionally include non-human actors in the analysis of networks. Crucially,
these are not treated as (and in Latour’s eyes must indeed not be) “hapless bearers of symbolic
projection” but as active agents within networks. 43 ANT also focuses attention on the
performative dimensions of the ties between actors in a network, that is, the traces that are
created when networks form and re-form. 44 I have sought these traces in the archive, attempting
to draw attention not just to the connections between the people involved but also to the
connections created by material elements that remain in archival collections. ANT’s approach to
assemblages (the term Latour prefers to networks) is complex and fluid and suggests alternative
ways to look at objects of study without resorting to a totalizing agenda. Because so much of the
past is inaccessible, using both people and things to recreate historical contexts is another
method of providing as many paths toward understanding as possible. Though Latour, in his

Paul D. McLean, The Art of the Network: Strategic Interaction and Patronage in Renaissance Florence, Politics,
History, and Culture (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2007), 5.
42
A sprawling but useful description of the advent of Actor-Network-Theory can be found in the introduction to
Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2007), 1–17.
43
Ibid., 10.
44
See especially ibid., 30–37.
41
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book Reassembling the Social, provides several examples of ANT’s applications to historical
topics, it is a relatively new approach in theatre studies. 45
A cultural history of design orientation, along with social network theory and ANT
function in this dissertation as guiding principles of my archival research. This has resulted in a
process that was deliberately wide-ranging in subject matter. I have looked at Spanish shipping
records, petitions for payment from the widows of court artists, guild meeting minutes, and
European travelogues, among other things, to build a broad base of knowledge about Baccio del
Bianco and the context out of which his work arose. I also walked the streets of Baccio’s
neighborhood in Florence and took in the remaining grounds of the Buen Retiro, including the
oldest known tree in Madrid, which stood in place during Baccio’s residence at the palace
complex. All of this has fruitfully informed my investigation and, though it is my intention for
my methodologies to be deployed subtly within the text, they can be discerned as guiding its
breadth of topical reach and sometimes recursive structure.

Organization
The first chapter of this dissertation is one of two devoted to Baccio del Bianco’s early
personal and professional lives. Chapter 1 covers the period from his birth in 1604 to the mid1620s. In addition to setting the scene, as it were, in seventeenth-century Florence it also

Early examples in the field include: Marlis Schweitzer, “Networking the Waves: Ocean Liners, Impresarios, and
Broadway’s Atlantic Expansion,” Theatre Survey 53, no. 2 (2012): 241–67,
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0040557412000075; Christopher B. Balme, “The Bandmann Circuit: Theatrical Networks
in the First Age of Globalization,” Theatre Research International 40, no. 1 (March 2015): 19–36,
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0307883314000546; Pamela Kierejczyk Thielman, “Drawing on the Archive: Using ActorNetwork Theory to Study Historical Scenography,” Theatre and Performance Design 3, no. 1–2 (2017): 4–16,
https://doi.org/10.1080/23322551.2017.1316061; Stefano Boselli, “The Argentines of Paris: Theatrical Networks
and Assemblages” (Ph.D. dissertation, New York, The Graduate Center, City University of New York, 2020),
http://ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/login?url=https://www-proquest-com.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/dissertationstheses/argentines-paris-theatrical-networks-assemblages/docview/2383594653/se-2?accountid=7287.
45
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provides an understanding of the historical situation in which Baccio grew up, the process of
artistic training in Florence at the time, and the system of patronage into which working artists
entered. This chapter also lays the foundation for my theoretical approaches, grounding them in a
specific place and time and allowing Baccio’s biography to place him in the circles of artists,
artisans, and tradesman that ultimately connect him to performance culture. From early life with
his father, who was in the fine textile trade and sold cloth “to the Florentine nobility for festivals,
theatricals, and tourneys,” to his training in the workshops of various artists and architects in
Florence, Baccio developed interconnecting relationships with people, places, things, and
practices. 46 These expanded internationally through his travels around the Holy Roman Empire
as an architect’s assistant. Though I do not—and indeed cannot fully because of linguistic
barriers—explore Baccio’s time abroad I address it to a limited degree, particularly focusing on
his stay in Prague where he made a significant impact through his work on the Wallenstein
palace. 47 This chapter also introduces some of the structural features of this dissertation, namely
the degree to which network theories encourage deviation from strict chronological organization.
The trajectory that appeared to create the most legible structure for understanding Baccio’s
background for my purposes is, broadly: family affiliations, leading to guild/confraternal
affiliations, leading to artistic affiliations. In this chapter I have explored some of these in detail,
leading to moves forward and backward in time (though within the span of his childhood and
teenage years).
The second chapter builds on the first by tracing the contours of Baccio del Bianco’s
career in art and architecture from his return from the Holy Roman Empire until his departure for

Massar, “Scenes for a Calderón Play,” 366.
Lubomír Konečný, “Baccio Del Bianco in Prague,” in The Florentines: Art from the Time of the Medici Grand
Dukes, ed. Ladislav Daniel (Prague: Národní galerie v Praze, 2002), 27.
46
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Spain in 1650. Establishing the networks in which Baccio was imbricated means understanding
his professional life, which includes not only his formal artistic activities but also his work in
other contexts such as the devotional productions of the youth confraternity to which he
belonged. Exploring his connection to Florentine festival culture as mediated by these relations
provides insight into Grand Duke Ferdinando II’s choice to send him to Spain in response to
King Philip IV’s request for a designer. A key affiliation was Baccio’s membership in the
Accademia del Disegno, which was created by Medici Grand Duke Cosimo I in 1563 to “ensure
a supply of artists to serve the dynasty and to set up a workshop where the Medici iconography
would be devised and where all the spectacles and ceremonies would be conceived.” 48 The
Accademia as an organization serves as a node linking artists to patrons, and from which it
becomes possible to begin to look at how the Medici were connected to other European courts
through political, familial, cultural, and financial ties. Also important to this chapter is the
examination of several of Baccio’s extant drawings, as well as some images in circulation
contemporaneously, such as etchings of Medici festivals.
In the third chapter I focus on the socio-cultural context into which Baccio del Bianco
entered when he arrived in Madrid in 1651. This provides a sense of the court theatre’s existing
practices and of the relationship between Pedro Calderón de la Barca and his scenic artists,
which will become important in later discussions of how and what the Houghton manuscript
communicates to its audience(s) about Spanish court culture. The chapter also builds on the
networks discussed in the previous chapter, placing the interconnected ruling families of Europe
(here the Medici and Hapsburgs) in a larger framework. The chapter culminates in a discussion
of Baccio’s first theatrical collaboration with Pedro Calderón de la Barca for the Coliseo at the

48
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Buen Retiro palace, La fiera, el rayo y la piedra (The Beast, the Lightning Bolt, and the Stone). 49
This mythological spectacular was presented in celebration of Queen Mariana, who would also
be the honoree on the occasion of the production of Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo (The
Fortunes of Andromeda and Perseus). It presented the first opportunity for Baccio del Bianco to
showcase his theatrical talent and ingenuity in his new cultural context.
The final chapter delves in depth into the production of Calderón’s Fortunas de
Andrómeda y Perseo, which took place at the Coliseo in the summer of 1653. Though the
production is well-documented in the sense of having left extant records, such as the Houghton
manuscript, there is no detailed account of it as a performance. Using the images from the
Houghton manuscript along with other records and contemporary descriptions (from Baccio del
Bianco and others) I attempt to reconstruct the production as an event. This entails looking not
only at the play (the events of the plot as understood through the manuscript’s texts and images)
but also some of the artist-artist and artist-patron relationships through which it came into being.
My intention is to expand the basis of the reconstruction of the performance beyond the drawings
and to place it in the lived context of the Spanish court.
In the concluding chapter of this dissertation, I discuss Baccio del Bianco’s legacies—
both personal and artistic. I also review the intervention in scenic design history represented by
this project, as well as considering some avenues for possible future research. In the conclusion,
as in all chapters, the theoretical underpinnings (cultural history and network theories) provide
guiding principles for the analysis without themselves becoming the focus.

La fiera, el rayo y la piedra was presented at the Coliseo in May 1652. See: N.D. Shergold, A History of the
Spanish Stage, 305.
49
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This dissertation uses Baccio del Bianco as a test case for exploring the history of scenic
design using strategies that extend beyond those traditionally used in Art History and Theatre
History scholarship on this topic. These strategies are intended to broaden the scope of what
information is considered useful in scenic design research. In focusing on a single artist whose
professional path is not especially unique, I am making a case for the application of this
approach to other under-researched figures from design history.
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CHAPTER ONE
In spring 1975, the journal Master Drawings published a letter from art historian Phyllis
Dearborn Massar requesting information about “a manuscript containing theater drawings by
Baccio del Bianco, sold in the Landau sale at Hoepli and Kundig, Geneva, June 25 and 26,
1948.” 1 Two years later her article on that manuscript, “Scenes for a Calderón Play by Baccio
del Bianco,” appeared in the same journal. Despite its uniqueness and its relationship to Pedro
Calderón de la Barca, one of the most significant playwrights of his time, the manuscript has
received little attention from theatre scholars in the decades since Massar’s article—particularly
outside of Spanish-language contexts. This absence of interest represents missed opportunities
not only within the scholarship of Spanish Golden Age theatre, but also in the field of
seventeenth-century scenic and costume design. Baccio del Bianco, a Florentine artist and
architect, was not only the illustrator of the text contained in the manuscript. He was also a
designer of scenery, costumes, and spectacle machinery who had been sent by Grand Duke
Ferdinand II of Tuscany to the court of Philip IV of Spain to serve in the king’s theatre. In this
chapter, I will take up the task of addressing this gap in English-language scholarship of theatre
design, using Massar’s 1977 article, which was the first to circulate the drawings and to confirm
their attribution, as a starting point.2 The article, other secondary scholarship, and the extensive
archival record provides traces of words and actions that will begin to define the network
shaping Baccio del Bianco’s early life and artistic formation.

Phyllis Dearborn Massar, “Letter,” Master Drawings 13, no. 1 (1975): 67.
Massar, “Scenes for a Calderón Play by Baccio Del Bianco,” Master Drawings 15, no. 4 (December 1, 1977): 365.
Despite bearing his signature the drawings had not previously been attributed to him in scholarly literature relating
to Baccio.
1
2
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In addition to being a noted photographer, Massar was an historian of Early Modern
prints who curated exhibitions for the Metropolitan Museum of Art and published on the
subject. 3 Her 1971 book, Presenting Stefano della Bella, focused on a seventeenth-century
Florentine artist well known in his time for prints of theatrical events and public festivities. It
may be that this work on Della Bella is what prompted a colleague from the Met to bring the
theatrical manuscript from the 1948 auction catalog from the estate of Baron Horace de Landau
to Massar’s attention. 4 Horace de Landau had been the Rothchild bank’s representative to the
newly unified Kingdom of Italy in the 1860s, and he had eventually settled in Tuscany and
amassed a large library of illuminated and early print manuscripts. 5 After his death the collection
passed to his heirs, and in the late 1940s it was sold by them in a series of auctions in Europe and
the United Kingdom. Lot 207 from the 1948 auction in Geneva was described as an unpublished
and probably unknown manuscript of a play with musical score and illustrations,
commemorating a performance given at the court of King Philip IV of Spain. 6 Such documents
were not uncommon in the seventeenth century. The commemoration and dissemination of texts
and images from courtly performance were a way to extend the political, social, and cultural
impact of these events. However, unlike most of these works the manuscript in the Landau
catalog was not a printed text. Instead, the play, musical score, and eleven illustrations were
rendered by hand. The artist was Baccio del Bianco, a little-remarked-upon figure who was also

“Massar, Phyllis Dearborn,” The New York Times, February 5, 2011, sec. Obituaries.
Massar, “Scenes for a Calderón Play,” 371 n1. The colleague in question was Janet S. Byrne, then curator of the
Department of Prints and Photographs.
5
For the salient details of Landau’s life, see Catalogue of Very Important Manuscripts and Printed Books Selected
from the Renowned Library Formed by Baron Horace de Landau (1824-1903), Maintained and Augmented by His
Niece Madame Finaly, of Florence (d. 1938) and Now Sold in Accordance with the Terms of Her Will and on the
Instructions of Her Heirs, the Present Owners; Which Will Be Sold by Auction by Messrs. Sotheby & Co. (London,
1948), Preface.
6
Bibliothèque de feu le Baron Horace de Landau de Florence (m. 1902); première vente aux enchères choix de
livres anciens et modernes à Genève, salle Kundig, 25 juin et 26 juin 1948 (Milan: Hoepli at Kundig, 1948), 37–38.
3
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an artistic associate of Stefano della Bella. Each of the illustrations was signed by Baccio del
Bianco, referred to in the auction catalog as a Florentine painter who also worked as an architect
at the court of the Spanish king. 7 In response to her inquiries, William M. Voelkle, a curator at
the Morgan Library, directed Massar to a catalogue of manuscripts held by the Fogg Art
Museum and Houghton Library at Harvard University. It was in the latter’s collection that she
found what she was looking for, the illustrated play text from the Landau catalog, now known as
the Houghton Manuscript. 8
In researching her 1977 article, Phyllis Dearborn Massar relied heavily upon two sources:
a biographical sketch written two decades after Baccio’s death and extant drawings by him,
which exist in surprisingly large numbers in international collections. The former is the bestknown record of Baccio’s life and can be found in Filippo Baldinucci’s Notizie dei professori del
disegno da Cimabue in qua: per le quali si dimostra come, e per chi le belli arti di pittura,
scultura e architettura, lasciata la rozzezza delle maniere greca e gotica, si siano in questi secoli
ridotte all’antica loro perfezion. The multivolume work was intended to improve upon and
extend the scope of Giorgio Vasari’s Le vite de’ piú eccellenti architetti, pittori, et scultori
italiani, da Cimabue insino a’ tempi nostri. Vasari’s opus, whose title is sometimes rendered in
English as Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors, and Architects, offered literary
portraits of significant artists along with a heavily partisan reconstruction of the history of art
that attributed the flowering of the Renaissance fully to Tuscan—mostly Florentine—artists.
Beginning in 1681 and continuing publication after his death in 1697, Filippo
Baldinucci’s books continued in this vein, presenting artist biographies in a decade-by-decade
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format that differed from Vasari’s in two significant ways: one, he extended the scope to artists
from beyond Tuscany by including significant figures from other regions and from Northern
Europe, and two, he sought out and utilized documentary materials. The latter is important
because it helped Baldinucci carry out his intention “to write notizie [an informational genre]
rather than vite [literary biographies]. 9 The result was work that was more factual than Vasari’s,
though arguably the latter was less interested in truth than in promoting the prestige of the
Florentine artistic tradition and by extension the Medici who had patronized many of the work’s
subjects. 10
Filippo Baldinucci was an unlikely art historian. Born into a respectable but
unremarkable family, his primary occupation was—as his father’s had been—managing the
estates and finances of the nobility. 11 Before being taken full time into the family business,
however, he had received a Jesuit education and had spent his leisure time in artists’ studios,
where he showed some talent for drawing and sculpting in clay. 12 Among the artists with whom
he became acquainted in this way was, it seems, Baccio del Bianco. Baldinucci notes in his
biography of the artist that he both participated in al fresco sketching exercises with Baccio, and
visited him on more than one occasion to watch his progress sketching the moon’s craters
through Galileo’s telescope. 13 He also counted “two quadretti [small, square paintings] of
caricatures by Baccio del Bianco” among his personal art collection. 14 Through his association

Edward L. Goldberg, After Vasari: History, Art, and Patronage in Late Medici Florence (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1988), 171.
10
Ibid., 4–5. The first edition of Vasari’s work was dedicated to Cosimo de’ Medici and he was ultimately rewarded
with commissions and official positions at the duke’s court.
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Ibid., 50.
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Ibid., 52.
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Ibid., 53; Filippo Baldinucci, Notizie dei professori del disegno da Cimabue in qua: per le quali si dimostra come,
e per chi le belli arti di pittura, scultura e architettura, lasciata la rozzezza delle maniere greca e gotica, si siano in
questi secoli ridotte all’antica loro perfezione, vol. 5 (Florence: Eurographica, 1974), 34; 31.
14
Goldberg, After Vasari, 54. My definition of "quadretti" is based on Baldinucci's own in his Vocabolario toscano
dell’arte del disegno, vol. 5, Documents of Art and Architectural History 1 (New York: Broude, 1980), 130.
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with Florentine artists Baldinucci developed a connoisseur’s eye, and this, in combination with
his experience with and practical approach to finances, allowed him entry to Leopoldo
de’Medici’s circle of artistic advisors. Leopoldo was the youngest brother of Grand Duke
Ferdinando II and a prolific art collector. Among the Medici prince’s personal artistic projects
was a collection of artist self-portraits—an inventory upon his death recorded 135 such works—
and an extensive collection of drawings. 15 Baldinucci became one of Leopoldo’s counselors and
agents for these endeavors beginning in the 1660s, and the documentation he created around the
acquisition and organization of these works formed the seed of the Notizie and in large part
defined its structure. 16
Like the collections that spawned it, the projected scope of Baldinucci’s opus was
impressive. His intention was to cover the period between 1260 and 1680 in installments, with
each installment covering one decade. This strategy was adopted to allow him to publish
individual installments as they were completed without having to hew to a strict chronology, but
still wind up with a coherent whole. 17 Perhaps predictably, this proved too massive an
undertaking. Baldinucci published only three installments before his death in 1697, each of a
different length and covering non-consecutive decades. His son Francesco Saverio Baldinucci,
with the help of several others, published the remaining installments from the finished
biographies and collected notes found in his late father’s papers.
The entry on Baccio in the Notizie initially appeared in the posthumously published fifth
volume in 1702. It begins with a deceptively simple appellation:
Baccio del Bianco
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Pittore e Architetto Fiorentino
Discepolo di Giovanni Bilivert. 18
However, the story of Baccio’s life that unfolds from that point is anything but simple. Far from
being a workaday Florentine painter and architect, the picture of Baccio del Bianco that emerges
presents him as an ambitious plier of many artistic trades, well-liked and adventurous enough to
secure work from patrons ranging from wealthy citizens to royalty both at home and abroad.
Embedded within Baldinucci’s text are portions of a letter that he identifies as having been
written by Baccio himself. The letter was originally sent to Biagio Marmi (the artist’s close
friend and keeper of the wardrobe at the Medici’s sumptuous Florentine home, the Palazzo Pitti),
from Madrid in 1654. 19 According to Baldinucci he had gotten hold of it by way of the painter
Agostino Melissi, another friend of Baccio’s and a fellow pupil of Giovanni Bilivert. 20 In the
included excerpts, the autobiographical narrative that Baccio presents contains some
unaccounted-for differences from Baldinucci’s account of the same events. Considered together
the two narratives offer a strange and fascinating glimpse into the formation of a working artist
in the early seventeenth century.

Baccio del Bianco was born in Florence on October 4, 1604. Once a republican city-state
governed by “a federation of twenty-one guilds, each with a voice in the administration of
Florentine politics and each an internally sovereign and autonomous institution,” by the
seventeenth century Florence was the thriving center of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany under the
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rule of the Medici family. 21 The Medici initially accumulated their wealth in the textile trade,
one of Florence’s main industries, but had transformed their enterprise into an international
banking empire. In the early fifteenth century, Cosimo de’Medici leveraged strategic loans and
canny alliances to dominate Florentine governance, and he took unofficial control of the city in
1434. Though there were brief periods of revolt against the authority of the Medici family, in
1532 the Republic was formally abolished and replaced by a hereditary monarchy. Through
marriage into more powerful families and military successes the Medici transformed the
Republic of Florence into first a duchy and then into the capital of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany.
22

Before their power waned the family produced two popes, a queen regent of France, and

numerous powerful rulers, churchmen, military leaders, and patrons of the arts.
From its early recorded history Florence was known for having a lively culture of
celebration. Public religious festivals, some featuring elaborately staged performances and
processionals, were presented on church holidays. Such holidays saturated the calendar; one
count from 1547 put the number at 87 per year. 23 Florentine confraternities, “religious
organizations that encouraged devotion and promoted charity among the laity,” celebrated these
holidays with “spectacular multimedia plays [including] music composed for the performances
and complex stage machinery” that were performed by their members. 24 Trade guilds and
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potenze (informal associations of artisans and laborers organized roughly by neighborhood), also
took part in public festivities—religious and secular. 25 In this way residents of the city from the
nobility to the working classes participated in turning its streets into festive spaces. The number
and types of public spectacle at Carnevale, bounded at this time by the Catholic feast days of
Epiphany and Ash Wednesday, serve to illustrate the scale of Florentine festival culture.
Carnevale in Early Modern Florence might feature processions, plays, jousts, hunts,
masquerades, balls, and feasting. Most of these events took place in public piazzas and streets—
or spilled out on to them. 26 Also during this festive period the sons of noble families competed in
calcio, a progenitor of soccer. Matches were accompanied by elaborate processions of players
and standard bearers in extravagant regalia. 27
As the Medici consolidated their power, they harnessed the festive aspects of Florentine
culture for their own aggrandizement. In the 1470s, Lorenzo de’ Medici, grandson of the
dynastic founder Cosimo I, suppressed traditional religious spectacles and instead made public
events of his own devotional visits to church sites. He eventually brought back some public
religious performances, especially those affiliated with youth confraternities and potenze, a
strategic choice that reinforced his links to two important constituencies: young men and the
working middle-class. 28 Over time, Medici weddings and other family events also became
occasions for public festivity. Allegorical processions through the city streets, mock naval battles
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on the Arno river, and elaborately staged martial events in the piazzas were among the
entertainments that a Florentine citizen might witness in the course of a given year—to say
nothing of the musical, theatrical, and culinary delights that were reserved for the Medici and
their honored guests. 29
In 1604, when Baccio was born, Florence was ruled by Ferdinando I de’ Medici, the
next-to-youngest surviving son of Grand Duke Cosimo I de’ Medici and Eleonora of Toledo.
Ferdinando had succeeded his older brother Francesco in 1587, and he proved to be a much more
successful and well-liked ruler. 30 He embraced a program of public spectacle in support of his
authority, presenting public and court entertainments on occasions ranging from family baptisms
to military victories. The most famous of which was his 1589 wedding to Christine of Lorraine. 31
As is elucidated in art historian James Saslow’s painstaking, month-by-month reconstruction of
the planning and execution of the wedding and its attendant festivities, under Ferdinando I
performance and politics were intertwined on an unprecedented scale. After a ceremonial
welcome upon her arrival at the port of Livorno, Christine was treated to a second ceremonial
welcome in Pisa; a triumphal entry into Florence; a maypole dance; animal baiting; a calcio
match; mock combats on foot and horseback; a mock naval battle; religious, military, and
allegorical parades; and four theatrical performances. In addition, there were banquets and
religious observations, including the viewing of relics and the celebration of Easter. 32 To put on
such an elaborate program of events “required a full year of preparations, from design and
construction work involving numerous trades and industries, to organizing large groups of
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people from all classes for public ceremonies (and often providing them with livery or the fabrics
to make it), to arranging lodging and food for several thousand international guests.” 33 This
staggering investment of time, money, and manpower was intended not just to honor the bride,
but also—like the marriage itself—to increase the prestige of the Medici and exhibit their ability
to make strategic political alliances (in this case, with the Valois monarchs of France). 34
Though the example of the 1589 wedding of Ferdinando I and Christine of Lorraine
represents an abundance not usual for the Medici court, it does illuminate the extent to which
Florentine society could be mobilized as part of the family’s political and cultural agendas.
During Baccio’s early life (from his birth in 1604 to the end of his apprenticeship at age 16 in
1620), he would have witnessed not only the annual celebrations related to the church calendar,
but also several Medici-sponsored events, including the 1608 wedding festivities for Cosimo,
Ferdinando's oldest son. On the occasion of the prince's marriage to Archduchess Maria
Magdalena of Austria, the public events included a processional entry to the city, a calcio match,
an equestrian ballet, a mock battle, and a triumphal procession of fanciful floats on the Arno
River. 35

According to the autobiographical letter in Baldinucci’s Notizie, Baccio’s father Cosimo
di Rafaello del Bianco was a successful textile merchant and a member of the powerful Arte di
Calimala, the guild of the finishers and merchants of foreign luxury fabrics. 36 (His mother,
Caterina Portigiani, figures little in Baccio’s narrative and not at all in Baldinucci’s text.) As one
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of the arti maggiori, or major guilds, the Calimala held significant power in the city and counted
among its membership many wealthy and prominent families. This is in part because, though
Renaissance Florence is often considered a hub of fabric manufacturing, the largest fortunes
were actually made “in the selling of locally finished and dyed foreign cloth on the international
luxury market.” 37 Baccio characterizes his father's business as among the principal workshops of
the Calimala, boasting that there was hardly a festival, theatrical event, or equestrian spectacle
given by the Florentine nobility for which he did not have a hand in the clothing or accessories. 38
This glancing reference is the first to theatre or spectacle in the text, and the only one that comes
straight from Baccio himself.
Baccio’s lack of narrative attention to performance is not surprising. It is possible that
performance was such a part of the fabric of Florentine life that it seemed unnecessary to
comment upon its presence during the formative period described in the excerpted portions of his
autobiographical letter. It may also be that the genres that employed designers to create scenery,
machines, and costumes were aristocratic forms. They were not presented on a regular or
commercial basis and were often purpose-written for significant events by members of a patron’s
circle. Neither the writers nor those carrying out the visual program (scenery, spectacle effects
and machinery, costumes) were full-time professionals in the theatre. 39 Though artists could
become known for their excellent theatrical work, as one of Baccio’s masters Giulio Parigi had
done, none would be primarily identified as men of the theatre. Baldinucci chose to label Baccio
as a painter and architect, categorizing the wide range of Baccio’s activities discussed in the
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Notizie under those umbrella terms. 40 Baccio identifies himself in different ways on different
extant works in archival collections. A costume sketch in the collection of the Uffizi’s
Department of Drawings and Prints is signed “Baccio Pittor,” while a number of the pages in the
Houghton Manuscript are signed with some version of “inventore.” 41
Another important label, from a historiographic perspective, that Baldinucci applies to
Baccio is “follower of Giovanni Bilivert.” 42 Placing artists within a lineage was part of his
overall project. This was both a tradition inherited from Vasari and a result of the time he spent
in the workshops of Florentine artists. Under these influences Baldinucci understood artistic
practice as conveyed in a more-or-less lineal fashion from master to student. His lack of personal
experience as a working artist obscured the reality that young artists often received training from
several masters in formal and informal ways. 43 Baccio’s autobiographical letter names Giovanni
Bilivert as his first master but goes on to recognize three others from whom he received
instruction and to whom he recognizes debts of influence. The first of these is Vincenzo Boccaci,
who, like Bilivert, had been a student of the great painter and architect Lodovico Cardi (better
known as Il Cigoli). Baccio credits Boccaci with passing on expertise regarding perspective and
architecture from his celebrated master, fields in which both excelled. 44 Boccaci’s tuition is
significant because Baccio’s description of Bilivert suggests dissatisfaction with the latter’s
ability to train him in these areas. 45 Though Bilivert was a noted painter and draughtsman, fully
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competent in perspective and architecture, around the time that Baccio came to his workshop he
was taken on by the Medici court as “a designer for works in pietra dura.” 46 With his master’s
attention fixed on this genre of hard stone mosaic, Baccio found himself carving wood and
setting stones when his real inclinations were “to the compass and the ruler.” 47 Seemingly with
Bilivert’s blessing, Boccaci stepped in to provide guidance in interpreting some studies passed
down to the former from Cigoli and to the study of which Baccio had been tasked.
Baccio cites a similar kind of unofficial instruction from the Medici court architect Giulio
Parigi. 48 In the course of his work in the fine textile trade Cosimo del Bianco had occasion to
visit the Medici Guardaroba. The term “guardaroba” in this context refers to both “the collection
of all the artistic commissions, diplomatic gifts, and purchased objects the family had gathered”
as well as the suite of rooms in which they were displayed or stored. 49 This included a workshop
of “several full-time specialists” to whom it fell to “repair damaged furniture, polish silver,
catalog the collection, and register items being loaned or returned.” 50 The employees of the
guardaroba also “supervised the work of artists and manufacturers” employed by the Medici. 51 It
was likely that these men were the ones with whom Cosimo had business. Baccio took advantage
of this access to the spaces of the Medici court to visit Giulio Parigi and show the master his
drawings. 52 From Baccio’s description it appears that he took the initiative in establishing this
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relationship. The short reference in the autobiography—it is not even a full sentence—is a
tantalizing one for theatre scholars, as Giulio Parigi, sometimes with his son Alfonso, was
responsible for scenery and spectacle machinery for several well-documented, large-scale Medici
productions. This is one of the few concrete references that remains today showing a link
between Baccio and the established Florentine theatrical production apparatus. (The Parigi
family and their connections to both Baccio and the Medici will be explored in more depth
subsequently.)
The third and final master that Baccio discusses in his autobiographical letter is Giovanni
Pieroni, also known as Giovanni Pieroni da Galiano. Baccio describes him glowingly as a
“mathematician, philosopher, doctor, astrologer, algebraist, and in sum a singular virtuoso.” 53
Though he began his professionalization in Bilivert’s workshop, it was under Pieroni that Baccio
gained his first professional experience. The relationship between Baccio and Pieroni takes up
the next several pages of text and was clearly formative. As Baccio tells it, Pieroni was looking
for an assistant competent in the basics of geometry and architecture, and Bilivert helped him to
land the position. 54 At the age of 16 Baccio went north to the German-speaking lands of the Holy
Roman Empire to work with Pieroni on architectural projects.

Following Baccio and Pieroni’s peregrinations provides insight into the former’s
character and professional development, as well as raising important questions about whether his
voice or Baldinucci’s should be considered the authoritative one in the text, but before doing so I
would like to return to the early 1600s and to the first set of relationships in which Baccio places
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himself. Baccio begins his letter with an account of his familial lineage. Whereas Baldinucci’s
narrative dispenses with all Baccio’s relations but Cosimo and moves almost immediately from
the artist’s birth to his apprenticeship to Bilivert, Baccio dwells on his early life and tells the
story of how he, a merchant’s son, came to be a successful artist and architect. In the process he
reveals how his family and their social, economic, and religious connections link him to
Florentine performance culture and may have pointed him toward theatrical work.
Baccio was a third-generation Florentine. His grandfather had come to Florence from the
countryside and become a citizen “during the time of Grand Duke Francesco,” and it appears that
in one generation the family established itself socially and economically. 55 Interestingly, the path
to relative prosperity taken by the family went against the trend of the Florentine economy more
generally. The declining strength of the local wool and silk manufacturing industries and the
increased investment by Florentine aristocrats in land during the transition to the Grand Duchy
(established in 1569) led to an overall shift from manufacturing to business. The newly landed
aristocrats, who were based in the city but whose properties were mostly in the countryside,
“frequently relegated the administration of their agricultural holdings to a growing class of
factors, estate agents and financial managers.” 56 As discussed above, Filippo Baldinucci was just
such a functionary. His family’s path followed the contours of the larger economy: Baldinucci’s
grandfather worked in the textile trade, but his father “was engaged in overseeing the interests of
landed families.” 57 By contrast, Baccio’s grandfather was a factor [fattore], but his father became
involved in the luxury cloth trade. 58 The means by which Cosimo del Bianco became master of a
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workshop and a member of the powerful Calimala guild are unclear, but what is made apparent
in Baccio’s narrative are the ways that his father’s work functioned as a conduit for both father
and son to a broader community encompassing men from the aristocratic, merchant, and laboring
classes.
“My father was called Cosimo del Bianco, mercer of the Calimala,” begins Baccio’s
letter. 59 Before naming his mother, grandfather, or home city, he names his father’s guild. This
rhetorical move is perhaps not so odd given the important place of guilds in Florentine society—
even in the Medici period. From the 1100s the Calimala, as one of the seven arti maggiori, was a
significant force in Florentine public life through its voting power in republican governing
bodies. 60 Considered “the Master Merchant Guild of Florence,” the Calimala took its unusual
name from the street on which its first headquarters were established. 61 The Via Calimala lets on
to the Mercato Vecchio, a long-established site of commerce in the seventeenth century that
survives to some extent today. When guild republicanism was abolished and the Medici dynasty
installed, the Calimala lost most of its civic power, but it remained a force in the lives of
Florentines through its economic and social power.
The former it maintained through its control of the foreign textile trade. Though local
production of cloth was in decline there was still money to be made in processing foreign textiles
into luxury fabrics for the domestic and foreign markets. By the early seventeenth century the
silk trade in particular “had grown to specialize in serving the European elite.” 62 Driving the
domestic cloth market was a shift in the status of the Florentine patriciate. Marginalized in the
transition to Medici rule, by the late sixteenth century they began regaining their political
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strength. 63 Their economic power, paired with renewed engagement with a court that pursued a
culture of ostentation, fueled the purchase of fine textiles for use in fashion, furnishings, and
festivities. Because of its long tradition of textile making and finishing—activities with
participation at almost all levels of the social hierarchy—Florence was “a cloth-sophisticated
milieu,” where “every subtle distinction between grades of fabric was undoubtedly known and
evaluated.” 64
The social power of the Calimala came, at least in part, from its deep roots. With
recorded activity from at least 1190 (records from that year indicate the guild was already in
operation in some form), the membership rolls over the years included members of many of the
wealthiest and most prominent families of Florence. 65 Among those belonging to the guild were
members of the powerful Altoviti, Strozzi, Acciaiuoli, Ricci, and Guicciardini families, as well
as members of the extended Medici clan. 66 Less illustrious members could enhance their social
standing by association with these Florentine elites. In addition, like all Florentine guilds the
Calimala pursued a variety of very public religious and charitable activities that redounded to the
social credit of their members. These included the care of the church of San Miniato al Monte
and the decoration of the Baptistry of San Giovanni, for which they commissioned, among other
works, Lorenzo Ghiberti’s famous Gates of Paradise. 67
How Cosimo del Bianco became a member of the Calimala is not clear. The guild did
welcome sons of non-members, especially those with familial connections to the Guild of Judges
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and Notaries (Arte di Guidici e Notai), with which Cosimo’s father—the fattore—may have been
associated. 68 Still, joining the Calimala was not a simple affair. It required several steps and
significant investments of time and resources. These included working in one of the guild’s
affiliated trades (textile brokering, dyeing, patching, cutting, folding, and finishing) for a
minimum of one year, frequenting the guild office and the warehouses of members, receiving
sponsorship from a guild member, and paying a matriculation fee. Prospective members also had
to be unanimously pronounced worthy by the consuls of the guild and a group of 12 assembled
merchants, a state contingent on the candidate’s faithful religious observance, clean language,
abstention from gambling, and general good conduct. 69 These behaviors would be expected of
him as a member of the guild, as well as treating “women, children, and domestic servants with
respect and kindness.” 70 (The standards for these do not necessarily comport with modern
thinking, as Baccio’s description of his father’s angry reaction to his drawing on the walls
attests.) 71 Financial obligations also continued upon acceptance to the guild. Guild fees
supported operations as well as daily masses on the Calimala’s behalf and charitable
undertakings such as the maintenance of hospitals. 72 In addition, members were expected to
make devotional and charitable gifts on an individual basis.
What is clear is that guild membership was not undertaken lightly. Affiliation with the
Calimala could have significant impact on the daily lives of members and their families. It is no
wonder then that Baccio, growing up in his father’s workshop, features it so prominently in his
narrative. He does not, however, focus on issues of business, devotion, or charity (though he
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repeatedly asserts Cosimo’s goodness). Instead, he highlights the ways in which his father’s
affiliation with the guild connected the family to the wealthy and powerful of Florence. Beyond
general assertions that Cosimo del Bianco served the best houses of Florence and that he was
well-known among the city’s most excellent men, the artist specifically links his father to
Domenico and Baccio Comi. 73 In addition to being wealthy merchants of the Calimala who dealt
in silks, the Comi brothers were members of the Florentine elite. 74 As wool production declined
in Florence during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, silk production became
more profitable and the Comi family reaped the benefits. 75 According to the autobiographical
letter in the Notizie, the Comi and del Bianco families were joined not only by the bonds of guild
brotherhood, but also by a specific and remarkable act of generosity.
Fires were a constant threat to life and livelihood in Early Modern cities and,
unfortunately, one struck the textile workshop of Cosimo del Bianco. 76 This fire apparently
damaged the premises of several Calimala members that were clustered together near the guild’s
headquarters on the Mercato Vecchio, but Cosimo’s was particularly hard hit. According to
Baccio del Bianco, the Comi brothers, of their own volition, helped his father to restore the shop
to its pre-fire state, which allowed the family business to weather the disaster. In recognition of
this great act of charity, a figure was carved on the front of the shop that was intended to signify
and durably link the names of Baccio Comi, Domenico Comi, and Cosimo del Bianco. 77 This
public declaration of indebtedness reiterated the guild bonds and gestured at further ties.
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In addition to the Calimala, Baccio and Domenico Comi were also members of the
confraternity of the Arcangelo Raffaello. Confraternal life flourished in Florence, and the
Arcangelo Raffaello, founded in 1411, was the first of many active youth confraternities in the
city. 78 Originally open only to boys and young men up to the age of 25, it eventually expanded
membership without specific regard to age. 79 Confraternities were organized around devotional
activities, but youth confraternities were less focused on charitable works in the community than
on the religious instruction of members. In pursuit of this they presented many, often public,
performances on religious themes. The “oratorical exercise of learning and performing parts” as
well as “the administrative experience of staging and producing a play” were considered
valuable training for young men. 80 The confraternity of the Arcangelo Raffaello became
particularly well known for their musical and theatrical productions, generally presenting 1-3 per
year between the 1560s and the 1720s. 81
The charitable spirit that the Comi brothers showed toward Cosimo del Bianco and his
family was also evident in their dealings with the confraternity. Konrad Eisenbichler’s extensive
study of the group, from its founding in the fifteenth century to its demise in the eighteenth
century, documents the many works of art and devotional objects donated by them over the
years. They also paid for renovations to the confraternity’s oratory and rooms near the church of
Santa Maria Novella. In addition, Baccio Comi gifted an expensive organ that he had purchased
from Galileo Galilei, whose father was a noted musician. 82 This last hints at a love of music
shared by both brothers, who each at various times served as master of the festivities (festaiolo)
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for confraternity productions. 83 It was also the source of much legal disputation after the death of
the donor, when Baccio Comi’s adopted son and heir claimed it as his own property. In an
affidavit of 1620 relating to the case, Cosimo del Bianco’s name appears. Cosimo, it turns out,
was also a member of the Arcangelo Raffaello, even serving for a time in an administrative
position. 84 The affidavit indicates that, at the time of its writing, Cosimo had been a member for
at least 24 years; in other words, he was in the confraternity, and the circle of the Comi brothers,
well before Baccio del Bianco’s birth. By that time, he must have been sufficiently successful
and well-connected to be brought into the Arcangelo Raffaelo which, unlike most other
confraternities, did not seek out wayward youths in the streets to save but recruited from “the
circle of friends, relatives, and business contacts that revolved around members.” 85

From Phyllis Dearborn Massar’s article on Baccio del Bianco’s illustrations for the 1653
production of Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo at the Spanish court, to Filippo Baldinucci’s
Notizie dei professori del disegno da Cimabue in qua, to the autobiographical letter from Baccio
to Medici courtier Biaggio Marmi embedded within that work, the archival traces of Baccio’s
life iterate the circles in which the artist wished to place himself. First there is his patrilineage,
represented especially by his father, whose goodness, industriousness, and social connectedness
are emphasized by all three writers. Then there are his links to the Calimala guild and through it
the successful Comi brothers who, like his father, are praised for their good deeds and financial
success. Next are the artists in whose orbits Baccio sets himself: Giovanni Bilivert, Vincenzo
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Boccaci, Giulio Parigi, and Giovanni Pieroni. These are praised for their skill and, significantly,
situated in connection to the Medici family. 86
Each of these circles can be viewed as having a set size or expanded outward almost
indefinitely. Though he focuses on his father in the familial narrative, there are also brief
mentions of his paternal grandfather, his mother, and brothers. Their presence provides some
color—Baccio’s grandfather is remembered for good teeth and having a large wart on his lip; his
mother is used primarily as a set up for a self-deprecating joke; and his brothers (how many and
where Baccio falls in the birth order are not disclosed) are invoked to suggest his uniqueness in
preferring drawing over pursuing the family business. 87 These references give a sense of the
family unit, placing three generations of the male line in close proximity and creating a picture of
the domestic setting out of which the artist was to emerge. At the same time, the invocation of
the grandfather points outward towards the family’s roots and connections outside of Florence.
Baccio’s inclusion of his mother’s family name, Portigiani, likewise indicates a wider network of
family relationships. And his brothers are more than foils; their existence suggests the
continuance and expansion of the family—and the family business. Familial connections could
help explain how he came to the attention of potential patrons, or who he might have called upon
for support during the extensive travels across the Italian peninsula that he undertook as a civil
and military architect. That I have not followed them—at this time—reflects both my choices
and some of my limitations (time, resources) and not any specific limits inherent to the study of
Baccio del Bianco, seventeenth-century theatre designers, or scenographers more generally.
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The interrelations and extended networks of the artists of Baccio’s circle will be
addressed in more detail in the next chapter. At this point I would like to turn attention to the
relational implications of his father’s membership in the Calimala, and to pursue further
information about Baccio and Domenico Comi. Baccio del Bianco singled out two of all his
possible Calimala connections in his narrative. One reason for this may be their membership in
the Arcangelo Raffaello, though it is not mentioned by Baccio in his letter or by Baldinucci in his
biography. Yet the confraternity was undoubtedly significant in Baccio’s life and his personal
connection to it was undeniably deeper than his connection to the Calimala, because, as it turns
out, not only Cosimo del Bianco but also Baccio himself was an active member. During his
association with the group, he contributed devotional works of art, designed settings for
confraternity productions, and even performed as an actor. 88
It is possible that Baccio did not mention the Arcangelo Raffaello because his association
with it was well-known to his correspondent Biagio Marmi, who was a close friend. Marmi, as
an employee of the Medici household, would also have been aware of the confraternity because
it was patronized—through gifts, attendance at performances, and membership—by several
influential members of the Medici family. 89 Further, by the time the del Bianco family was
involved with the confraternity, its membership was widely viewed as “an intellectual and
cultural elite that constituted a Florentine avant-garde of artists.” 90 The names of numerous wellknown artists and writers can be found among the membership rolls, including “the painter
Cristofano Allori, the sculptor and architect Giovambattista Caccini, the painter, writer, and poet
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Lorenzo Lippi…the sculptor and architect Felice Gamberai, the engineer Pier Francesco Silvano,
the writers Giovan Maria Cecchi, Jacopo and Giacinto Andrea Cicognini, Giovanni Nardi,
Girolamo Bartolomei, and Ottavio Rinuccini, not to mention musicians such as Piero and
Ferdinando dei Bardi, Jacopo Corsi, Giulio Caccini, Vincenzo Galilei and Jacopo Peri.” 91 (Some
of these figures would prove significant in theatrical history and included Giacinto Andrea
Cicognini, who was cited by Carlo Goldoni as an influence, and Jacopo Peri, composer of the
first surviving work of opera.) 92
Another possible reason for Baccio’s—and Baldinucci’s—silence with respect to the
Arcangelo has to do with the narratives that these men are trying to establish. Baccio’s account
of his early life depicts him as the black sheep of the family, the one among his brothers who was
not interested in pursuing his studies and learning the family business. Instead, he says he spent
his time in doodling “belle figure” on the walls. 93 According to Baccio, it was at the importuning
of the men who habitually sat around the brazier in his father’s workshop socializing (among
whom was Filippo Ricci Comi, Baccio Comi’s adopted son and himself a member of the
Arcangelo Raffaello) that Cosimo del Bianco was made to concede that his child was an artist
and should receive training. 94 This version of events dovetails nicely with Baldinucci’s arthistorical vision, inherited from the work of Giorgio Vasari, of an artist as a man who is plucked
out of the flow of everyday life and placed into the workshop of a master from whom he learns
both skill and style, creating neat and traceable lineages. That Baccio and his family moved in
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elite cultural circles and rubbed elbows not only with important men, but also successful working
artists, complicates the pictures presented by both the artist and his biographer. 95
Things are further complicated when the scope of Cosimo del Bianco’s activities with the
confraternity becomes clear. When Baccio claimed that his father had a hand in most of the
noble entertainments in Florence, he may have been alluding in part to Cosimo’s contribution of
costumes and other textile embellishments for the Arcangelo Raffaello’s productions. In the
confraternity’s extensive records of the carnival-season production of Jacopo Cicognini’s La
celesta guida the scribe provides appreciative descriptions of many costumes. He states that
the other costumes for the choir, the Works of Mercy, the angels, and in particular the
clever costume the Archangel Raphael put on and took off, and a quantity of welldevised, designed, formed, and rich hats and caps, were the work, expense, and effect of
the imagination of the most devoted Cosimo del Bianco, who on this, and many other
occasions, has always deserved universal praise. 96
This is archival evidence from 1624 indicating that Cosimo was not just active in the
administrative life of the confraternity, but also in its performance culture.
Before that, in 1622, the confraternity presented its most elaborate production in several
years, L’Acquisto di Giacobbe by Giovan Maria Cecchi. For this production, the records indicate
that both costumes and sets were devised by Cosimo del Bianco. 97 Even before that, in 1621,
when Grand Duke Cosimo II died at the young age of 32, the confraternity honored him with
elaborate temporary funerary constructions in their headquarters. The first Medici member of the
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Arcangelo Raffaello, Cosimo II was also memorialized with an oration delivered in an “Egyptian
tomb” setting in the confraternity’s oratory, which had its ceiling covered in black cotton
provided by Cosimo del Bianco. 98 He is also credited with turning the building’s entryway into a
pavilion swagged with Scottish twill.99 In this case, and in 1622, the work he contributed to the
event was conceived of as set design. While it is not possible to say exactly how many times
Cosimo del Bianco worked for the confraternity in this capacity (to do so would require an
exhaustive reading of the Arcangelo’s extant records, which is beyond the scope of this study), it
is clear that by 1621 he was sufficiently appreciated for his skill to be asked to contribute key
elements to an extremely high-profile public event.
Baccio del Bianco followed his father into the confraternity and its public-facing
performance life. In the 1629 production of Il trionfo di David he acted in the role of a comic
servant, alongside the “famous painter and poet” Lorenzo Lippi. 100 The two also collaborated on
the scenery, which included several locations and special effects—such as a scene in which the
moon was eclipsed and the spirit of Goliath came out from under the earth.” 101 By then Baccio
was in his mid-20s, and this was his first documented set design credit. Given that Cosimo’s
design activity can be confirmed as early as 1621, it is evident his father was the conduit through
which Baccio was exposed to the elite theatrical genres in which he would eventually achieve
success. This fact has remained essentially absent from theatre scholarship. 102 It is also omitted
from Baccio’s autobiographical narrative and Baldinucci’s biography, both of which posit the
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artist is the singular protagonist who was formed in lineal relationships with master artists. It is,
however, vital information for theatre scholars because it illuminates the role of amateur
performance in the professionalization of Early Modern artists. It also underscores the
importance of investigating an artist’s self-declared affiliations (in this case, Baccio’s
relationship with the Comi family).

While the role of amateur theatricals was unsung in the narratives of Baccio’s life, his
professionalization as an artist took center stage. In 1620, at the end of his apprenticeship in
Giovanni Bilivert’s workshop, Baccio took up his first professional post as assistant to Giovanni
Battista Pieroni da Galliano. A successful architect, engineer, mathematician, and philosopher,
Pieroni was the son of architect Alessandro Pieroni. 103 The elder Pieroni was well-connected—
he worked closely with Don Giovanni de’Medici, who was the illegitimate son of Duke Cosimo I
de’Medici and an architect himself. Giovanni Pieroni would also become a lifelong associate of
the Medici. With the patronage of Tuscan Archduchess Maria Maddalena, he was able to
complete his studies at the University of Pisa at the age of 22, receiving degrees in both canon
and civil law. He then returned to Florence and to Medici service. 104 Though Giovanni Pieroni is
remembered primarily as an architect, he was a true polymath who was active in many Florentine
intellectual circles. He counted among his illustrious friends the astronomer Galileo Galilei, a
relationship that would come to bear upon his work in surprising ways. Pieroni also knew and
studied architecture under Bernardo Buontalenti, alongside whom his father had also worked. 105
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Buontalenti, in addition to being the artist responsible for the scenography of the events
surrounding the Medici wedding of 1589, built the first permanent theatre in Florence.
Constructed within the center of civic power, the Uffizi (literally, “offices”), the space once
occupied by this theatre is now part of the study area of the Gabinetto dei Disegni e delle Stampe
(Department of Drawings and Prints) at the Uffizi Galleries. To access Baccio del Bianco’s
drawings in their collection, researchers pass by one of the few physical remnants of the theatre,
a statue of a Roman warrior. The department’s study room occupies a portion of the former
performance space. 106 This felicitous coincidence serves as an example of the ways that objects
and places continue to generate trans-historic networks.
In 1620 Pieroni’s Medici patroness commended him to her brother, Holy Roman
Emperor Ferdinand II, who was seeking a specialist in military fortifications. 107 The first two
decades of the seventeenth century were particularly fraught in the fractious collection of states
comprising the empire (encompassing parts of modern France, Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Slovenia, the Czech Republic, and Poland),
culminating in the 1618 outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War. Pieroni’s services were in higher
demand there than in Florence, which was experiencing a period of relative austerity after the
death of Duke Cosimo II, and so he embraced the opportunity to build and improve imperial
military fortifications across Austria, Bohemia, and Moravia. 108 While abroad he also took on
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civilian architectural projects, ranging from “a design for a chapel at the Capuchin church” to
“eight dwellings for weavers situated symmetrically around an arcaded courtyard.” 109 A number
of Pieroni’s non-military commissions were from the powerful Catholic commander Albrecht
von Wallenstein. 110 Wallenstein’s Prague palace, now the home of the Senate of the Czech
Republic, is the site of some of Pieroni’s most noteworthy work from this period. He is credited
with the design of the elaborate Baroque gardens, including the sala terrena (a formal pavilion),
and the buildings of the riding school. 111 Given the volume of work he intended to take during
his stay in the Holy Roman Empire, Pieroni sought in Florence for an assistant, or as Baccio
colorfully put it, someone who knew “how many angles a triangle had” to draw up plans for the
simpler projects. 112 However, somewhat inadvertently, Pieroni also brought his young assistant
into the orbit of the tempestuous Wallenstein.
Albrecht Wenzel Eusebius von Wallenstein was a prominent figure in the imperial
landscape. A fierce general and partisan of Emperor Ferdinand II, he amassed lands, wealth, and
titles, eventually becoming Duke of Friedland in 1625. 113 Wallenstein and Pieroni met in Prague
after May of 1623, when Pieroni was summoned there along with other engineers from the
imperial army. 114 The year was an eventful one for Wallenstein: in it he made an advantageous
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second marriage to Isabella von Harrach, the daughter of one of the emperor’s close advisors,
and became a member of the Estate of Princes of the Empire. At the same time Wallenstein
commissioned several architectural projects, including a palace to rival that of the emperor. In an
expression of Wallenstein’s aggressive personality, it was situated right under Ferdinand II’s
nose in Prague’s Malá Strana district. 115 An admirer of Italian culture since his travels there in
the early 1600s, Wallenstein employed a number of Italian architects, artists, and artisans to
design, build, and decorate his various projects. 116 The scope of Giovanni Pieroni’s role in the
creation of the palace in Prague is not fully understood. However, it is clear Pieroni provided a
key connection between his patron and his young assistant. Though it seemed advantageous to
Baccio at first, his work with Wallenstein would complicate his relationship with Pieroni and,
ultimately, send him fleeing home.
After two years with Pieroni, Baccio del Bianco was unhappy. Though he initially
worked at his master’s side, later Baccio found himself in Prague with Pieroni’s family while the
architect worked elsewhere. When Pieroni’s return was delayed by illness, the young man
became the de facto head of a household consisting of Pieroni’s wife, sister, three children, and
two servants. Resources were limited and his relationships with the women of the house
strained. 117 By the time that Pieroni returned to Prague, Baccio was run ragged, literally and
figuratively; he describes his clothing as “so full of holes and open to all things that those who
saw me put alms in my hand.” 118 Though he settled back into work on fortifications with Pieroni
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for a time, Baccio soon found himself again abandoned in Prague with the women and children.
Miserable and “panting for conversation,” Baccio stumbled into what appeared to be a
remarkable opportunity: painting frescoes for Albrecht von Wallenstein’s new palace. 119 In the
autumn of 1623 Baccio del Bianco began working for Wallenstein, who promised him salary,
room and board, and all the supplies necessary for his work. 120
The number of works Baccio created for Wallenstein’s palace makes him a significant
contributor to the project—and to the cultural life of 1620’s Prague, despite being a relatively
young and unknown artist. Czech art historian Ladislav Daniel goes so far as to argue that, due to
the scale and importance of Wallenstein’s commission, Baccio “brought Italian art to [the]
country, opening a new artistic age.” 121 The ceiling fresco in the Main Hall, as well as ceiling
and wall decorations in the Astrological Corridor, the Mythological Corridor, the Audience
Chamber, and the Wenceslas Chapel are all attributed to Baccio. 122 Wallenstein’s choice to
employ the young artist was based less on his feelings about Baccio’s style or his future promise,
but on his ties—through Pieroni and others—to the Medici court. 123 The following section will
look at those of Baccio’s works that express this connection, as well as a few others relevant to
this study.124
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“Astrological Corridor” is a modern appellation for the large second-floor space
connecting the north and south wings of the palace, though due to the intimate association
between astrology and astronomy in the Early Modern period the space might just as easily have
been called the “Astronomical Corridor.” In the Early Modern period, the men of science and
mathematics exploring the skies analytically were also best positioned to function as interpreters
of the celestial realms; though how fully they bought into the latter role remains an open
question. No less renowned a scientist than the German astronomer Johannes Kepler, best known
today for his laws of planetary motion, produced hundreds of horoscopes for paying clients. 125
Among them was Albrecht von Wallenstein who, somewhat surprisingly for such a calculating
military man, was an avid believer in astrology. In 1608 Wallenstein anonymously ordered a
horoscope from Kepler, who was apparently quite aware of the identity of his client and
produced “an accurate and unflattering picture of Wallenstein as a ruthless careerist.” 126 This did
not put Wallenstein off astrology, and indeed Wallenstein remained interested in celestial
prophecy throughout his life. Later in life he also took an interest in science, patronizing
Kepler’s late work. Kepler even lived on Wallenstein’s estate in the city of Sagan in the years
before his death. 127
The décor of the Astrological Corridor in Wallenstein’s palace is notable for its
incorporation of important scientific discoveries into conventionalized depictions of the
zodiac. 128 What did Baccio del Bianco, the artistically inclined son of a fabric merchant, know
about developments in astronomical understanding? How did he know about them? The answer
Hadravová and Hadrava, “Science in Contact with Art,” 174f. The authors’ description of the theatrics Kepler
employed with clients and onlookers, including the use of a camera obscura and mirror-image letters written on a
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may lie in a lost-to-history passion for astrology that led a young Baccio to study Galileo’s 1610
Sidereus Nuncius. More likely, however, is that Baccio’s astrological knowledge was the result
of connections between art and science in the Early Modern period that manifested in concrete
ways in his personal and professional networks.
The boundaries between scientific and non-scientific pursuits were permeable in the
seventeenth century. This applied not only to the line between astrology and astronomy but also
to more substantial disciplinary distinctions such as that between science and what we would
now call “the arts.” The Early Modern understanding of the arts/arte/ars was much broader than
that of today, encompassing a wide range of endeavors practiced by man (and, predominately by
men) including painting, music, dance, etc., but also mathematics, scientific inquiry, and many
trades. “Science,” on the other hand, was the realm not of bodily practice but of the mind. 129 This
is not to say that there was social, economic, or even conceptual parity between, say, sculptors
and shoemakers, but that there was greater continuity along the spectrum of bodily activity than
there is today. Further, the visual arts—which in Baccio’s context of Early Modern Florence
included architecture—were more directly linked to our modern conceptions of science through
their fundamental relationships to mathematics. In the fifteenth century Florentine artists
pioneered mathematical perspective in painting and by the time Baccio was training in Giovanni
Bilivert’s workshop, mathematics was an essential part of every young artist’s training. 130 Both
painting and architecture came under the umbrella of disegno [drawing] and working artists
generally practiced both over the course of their careers. The ties between arts and sciences are
visible in the overlapping circles of professionalization, practice and society in which Baccio del
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Bianco and his colleagues moved, the most obviously relevant of which was Giovanni Pieroni’s
friendship with Galileo Galilei.
Pieroni may have met Galileo while studying under Bernardo Buontalenti, as the tenures
of the architect and the astronomer at the court of Grand Duke Cosimo II coincided, in part. 131
He may also have been exposed to Galileo’s ideas while a student at the University of Pisa,
where Galileo studied in the 1580s and taught in the early 1590s. 132 Regardless, it was Pieroni’s
personal pursuit of astronomy and astrology that resulted in a relationship with Galileo that
persisted through correspondence even after Pieroni left Florence for the Holy Roman Empire.
He even became a conduit for his friend’s controversial work. 133 Pieroni moved in
astrological/astronomical circles in Prague and Vienna and came to know Kepler well enough to
participate in his astronomical observations and to serve as an intermediary between him and
Galileo. 134 Despite the conflict between Baccio and Pieroni over the younger man’s work for
Wallenstein, the décor of the Astrological Corridor suggests that Pieroni’s influence persisted.
This part of the commission alone was a large enough undertaking that the erstwhile assistant
took on assistants of his own, and my discussion of it will be necessarily limited. 135
The Astrological Corridor is decorated with ceiling frescoes representing the planets and
the signs of the zodiac. There are allegorical paintings representing the continents in the alcoves
on the east wall, and mythological figures on the north and south walls. The portrayals of Jupiter,
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Venus, and Saturn in the Astronomical Corridor reflect discoveries by Galileo dating back to
1610. 136 Jupiter, riding his golden chariot, is represented with four stars above his head. These
stars were discovered by Galileo and named by him the sidera Medicea, or “Medici stars,” (we
now know that these are, in fact, moons.) In his representation of Venus, Baccio painted a
crescent shape above her head. This may be a subtle reference to the discovery that when
viewed through a telescope Venus has phases like those of the moon. 137 Saturn is depicted with
two “subsidiary stars,” which is how Galileo interpreted the planet’s rings in his early
observations. 138 The inclusion of realistic details—especially the Medici stars—was not typical
of representations of the zodiac in art in Prague at the time. Though this may, as has been
suggested, be an expression of pride in his homeland it is unlikely that it does not to some degree
reflect the influence of the astronomical knowledge gleaned from Baccio’s master, Pieroni. 139 In
addition to these iconographic elements, the layout of the zodiac signs in relation to the
representations of planets is “astrologically significant,” with each placed appropriately with its
diurnal house to the east and its nocturnal house to the west. 140 It is improbable that this was a
coincidence, and just as unlikely that Baccio had such esoteric astrological knowledge of his own
accord. Given the short amount of time he was given to plan and carry out the entire
iconographic program for the palace, this layout probably came to Baccio through Pieroni—
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whether personally, from his books, or someone in his circle that Baccio remained in contact
with during their estrangement.
Pieroni’s influence can be seen directly in the decoration of the Main Hall. The
centerpiece of this impressive two-story space is a ceiling fresco of Mars riding on a chariot.
According to Baccio, he had already done work in the chapel and Audience Chamber when the
vault of the Main Hall was ready to be frescoed. No subject had been specified, but the
decorative stucco work featured weapons and trophies of war, so Pieroni suggested to Baccio
that he should paint Mars, the god of war. 141 Some scholars have claimed that Pieroni was also
the source of the composition itself, but there is no evidence to support this. 142 Instead it seems
that Baccio created and presented a design to Wallenstein, who approved it. Wallenstein did not
have strong views about art, so the martial subject was clearly meant to appeal to his self-image
as a rising star in the imperial army. It certainly did not hurt that the god of war, as Baccio
portrayed him, has features that strongly suggest those of Wallenstein himself. With the space to
be filled measuring 27 braccia long by 16 braccia wide (roughly 51.5 feet by 30.5 feet), Baccio
estimated two months would be necessary to complete preparatory studies for the work.
Wallenstein’s response to this was memorable enough to record in his autobiography: “Lech
mich norse.” 143 Though Baccio—who spoke no German—renders the language faultily, it is not
difficult to divine the phrase he means: “leck mich am Arse.” 144 Baccio recalls shock at
Wallenstein’s crass response, though it would have surprised no one who had spent much time
with the commander. Baldinucci’s biography recounts even more outrageous tales of
Wallenstein’s temper: that he had his chamberlain executed for waking him without permission,
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that he chased a messenger through the palace construction site with sword in hand because he
hadn’t liked the message. 145 Though within an hour of Wallenstein’s insult Andrea Spezza—the
Milanese architect leading the construction of the palace at that time—arrived to soothe Baccio’s
jangled nerves, the artist remained fearful of his patron’s outbursts. 146 Baldinucci claims that on
one occasion a berating from Wallenstein about the slow progress of the painting caused Baccio
to tremble so intensely that he fell from the scaffold on which he was working. Fortunately, he
landed on a lower level of scaffolding and was uninjured. Wallenstein is said to have grumbled,
“Hell, this beast wants to break his neck before finishing my painting.” 147

Despite the prospect of further patronage, Baccio decided to leave Wallenstein’s employ
and return to Florence. This was easier said than done. He was hard pressed to make the journey
using his own limited means, and his strained relationship with Pieroni meant that the architect’s
powerful friends refused Baccio’s requests for help with the return trip. How, exactly, he made it
back to Florence is not clear; Baccio tells one story and Baldinucci another. Because Baccio’s
story comes from his letter to Biagio Marmi, which no longer exists, and Baldinucci’s from his
otherwise-unrecorded interviews with Agostino Mellisi, the archival record cannot help to
adjudicate between the two. According to the artist himself, Baccio joined a party of “masons,
plasterers, chimney sweeps, [and] cooks” returning to Milan and traveled in their company. 148
Baldinucci, on the other hand, asserts that Baccio went in on a horse with a young man in similar
straits and the two set off toward home together. These contradictory tales coexist in the Notizie
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with no effort to reconcile them. Considering the divergence between the image of Baccio
constructed by his biographer’s words and the artist’s self-construction is illuminating.
In Baccio’s tale, when his return via Milan was certain, a hardstone carver in the
emperor’s workshop, Miseroni, commissioned him to carry a gift to the Duke of Feria. 149 This
provided him with an opportunity to meet the powerful Spanish governor of the Duchy of Milan,
Gómez Suárez de Figueroa, which unfortunately came to nothing. Without a patron or any
commissions, he settled into a circle of artists, including painters Camillo Procaccini and Giulio
Cesare Procaccini, and Pier Francesco Mazzucchelli (known as “il Morazzone”). They helped
him find a place in the workshop of the wealthy Francesco Galvi. There Baccio happily churned
out paintings for his master to sell and lived as he pleased until two priests apparently took issue
with his life of license and he was obliged to return to Florence, to his father’s house. 150 Though
Baccio makes some comically rueful comments about his hunger on the journey from Prague and
the disappointment of not securing the duke’s patronage, his version has none of the peril and
pathos of Baldinucci’s.
According to Baldinucci, Baccio gathered some drawings and studies and set off from
Prague with his companion, who partway through the journey absconded in the night with the
horse. Baccio, characterized by Baldinucci in this anecdote as a brave and hearty youth,
responded to the setback by hefting his trunk on his shoulders and continuing through the snowy
countryside. He persisted even when a fire somehow destroyed most of his belongings, including
all his drawings, leaving Baccio with nothing but a few articles of worn clothing. Baccio was,
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apparently, not even turned from his purpose when he was picked up by soldiers near Turin and
interrogated as a possible spy in relation to an armed conflict in the area. Upon finally arriving in
Milan, Baccio took up work in the painting workshop only in order to survive until money
arrived from his father. 151
While the purpose of retaining such narrative dissonance can only be guessed at, their
effect is to shed light on the different purposes and audiences imagined by each of the writers.
Baldinucci’s rendering of the return from Prague, which precedes Baccio’s in the text of the
Notizie, presents the artist as a victim of circumstance who overcomes an almost absurd series of
misfortunes through strength of character. This, in turn, points the reader back to Baccio’s
“civilized” upbringing and well-regarded family. 152 The artist takes up undistinguished work in
Milan because he cannot return to Florence in his bedraggled state and, by implication, shame
his family. Baccio, by contrast, winkingly alludes to behaviors that would undoubtedly blemish
the family name. His is the story of a prodigal, rather than dutiful, son. More saliently, instead of
directing the reader’s attention to his family, Baccio directs it to the circle of artists in which he
moved. Giulio Cesare and Camillo Procaccini were successful painters. They, along with
Morazzone, were well-known and much in demand by the time Baccio arrived in Milan. 153
The limited scholarship on Baccio’s life has, more often than not, reiterated Baldinucci’s
record of accidents, rather than interrogating them or reflecting on the ways that they situate the
artist. The details are undeniably entertaining, and when Baccio is the storyteller the writing is—
in true Florentine style—humorous and winningly frank. Given Baldinucci’s overall project in
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the Notizie to expand and sustain the narrative of Florentine excellence, his inclusion and
foregrounding of a more respectable description of the events makes sense. From his perspective
there was little to be gained by presenting Baccio as a willing associate of laborers, a sower of
wild oats, or an artist amenable to turning out uninspired works for a regular salary. However,
exploring the language of the Notizie as functional rather than narrative, the connections that
would eventually lead Baccio to the court of the king of Spain begin to materialize.
On the most superficial level there are connections that Baccio made through Pieroni to
the court of the Holy Roman Emperor. Emperor Ferdinand II was the grandfather of Queen
Mariana—for whom the production of Andrómeda y Perseo would be given in 1653. His eldest
son, Mariana’s father, became Emperor Ferdinand III in 1637, and it was for him that Baccio
made the illustrations of the production. The two men were relatively close in age; at the time of
Baccio’s residence in Prague, Ferdinand was fifteen years old. Baccio almost certainly never met
Ferdinand in person, but the then-Archduke was an acknowledged lover of the arts. 154 He
undoubtedly knew the ostentatious décor of Wallenstein’s Prague palace, and, by extension,
Baccio’s work. Not only did the palace garner much notice during the generalissimo’s lifetime,
after Wallenstein’s assassination it was purchased by his distant cousin and brother-in-law
Maximilian Waldstein, who like Wallenstein married into the family of imperial privy councillor
Karl von Harrach. 155 Through calculation and luck Maximilian was not caught up in his cousin’s
scandal and so the palace remained in the imperial social circle. 156 To be clear, I am not
suggesting that Baccio’s early connections to Hapsburg rulers of the Holy Roman Empire led to
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his later employment by Philip IV of Spain. I am asserting, however, that Baccio’s professional
trajectory cannot be understood without recognizing these connections and acknowledging the
possibilities that they open both for the artist and for the scholar of his work.
Beyond the imperial family itself, Baccio’s time working in Prague connected him to a
circle of architects, artists, and others working for and with the Hapsburgs and other influential
figures. At Wallenstein palace he worked directly with Andrea Spezza, whose well-respected,
multi-branched family made important contributions to architecture across Eastern Europe
between the 1500s and 1800s. 157 The hardstone carver Ottavio Miseroni was also part of a multigenerational and widely dispersed family of artists. Their original workshop was in Milan
(Ottavio commended Baccio to his “close relative” Gasparo there when the young man left for
that city), with a second established in Prague under Hapsburg patronage. 158 They also had a
patronage relationship with the Medici family, stretching back to the 1550s. 159 Giuliano di Piero
Pandolfini was a Florentine by birth who married into the Miseroni family and worked in their
Prague workshop. 160 He was a notable hardstone artist in his own right, and Baccio talks about
him in the biographical letter as though he is known to the reader (Biagio Marmi). Given that
Pandolfini returned to his home city in the 1630s, where he worked in the Medici hardstone
workshop, this is probable. 161 Likewise, Vincenzo Boccacci, with whom Baccio had studied
perspective in Florence, came to Prague for a time to work with Giovanni Pieroni. He later
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returned to Florence and would serve, and die, honorably in the service of the Medici at presentday Sansepolcro during the Wars of Castro—a conflict in which Baccio also participated on the
Medici side. 162
Further, Baccio’s Milanese sojourn on the return journey to Florence—whether in his
own or Baldinucci’s telling—extended his links both in artistic and Spanish circles. At the time
Baccio was in Milan, Camillo Procaccini had recently completed a multi-year project creating
paintings and fresco cycles for the Franciscan church of Santa Maria degli Angeli, more
commonly known as the church of Sant’Angelo. 163 Giulio Cesare Procaccini, though younger
than Camillo by about fifteen years, was the more celebrated painter and is now considered “one
of the most gifted of a distinguished group of Lombard painters active in the early seventeenth
century.” 164 Around the time of Baccio’s stay in Milan he famously contributed to a “threehanded painting” of Saint Ruffina and Saint Seconda in collaboration with Morazzone and
Giovanni Battista Crespi, also known as “Cerano.” 165 Both Procaccini brothers executed
commissions for Duke Gómez Suárez de Figueroa.
Gómez Suárez de Figueroa, third Duke of Feria, was a seasoned diplomat and lifelong
servant of the Spanish court, as his father had been before him. He was also a skillful military
commander, which was a significant factor in his two appointments as Governor of the State of
Milan. Milan was a territory of the Spanish crown, and it was among the richest and most geopolitically important. 166 The duke had no compunctions about using military force in a “hard
power” approach to maintaining Spanish influence in the area of Northern Italy, but he also used
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the “soft power” of his patronage. Italian painters had long been patronized by the Spanish
governors of Milan. Giulio Cesare Procaccini painted a large-scale Passion cycle for Pedro de
Toledo Osorio, Don Gómez’s predecessor from 1615-1618, and Camillo made a series of
paintings on the life of the Virgin Mary for the same patron. 167 For Don Gómez himself, Camillo
had drawn an allegorical portrait, later reproduced as an engraving by Cesare Bassano. The
duke’s collection also appears to have had at least two small paintings by Giulio Cesare
Procaccini, acquired during his first tenure in Milan. 168 Baccio was well aware of the importance
of high-profile commissions to any working artist and he would surely have taken the
opportunity to learn from these men who had proved so successful at securing them from such
well-connected figures as the Duke of Feria.

Baccio del Bianco left Florence an unseasoned youth, but—no matter whose version of
events you believe—he returned as a young man with valuable experience as a working artist
and architect. No longer under the guidance or direct power of a master, he was ready to embark
on his own career. However, he was not truly in charge of his professional destiny. The course of
his career would be shaped by his connections: those he was born into as a member of Cosimo
del Bianco’s family, those he made as an apprentice of Giovanni Bilivert, those nurtured by his
membership in the confraternity of the Arcangelo Raffaello, and those developed during his time
as Giovanni Pieroni’s assistant. The next chapter will explore how these relationships came to
bear on his professional life in the culturally rich atmosphere of the Grand Duchy of Florence
during the first half of the seventeenth century.
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CHAPTER TWO
The exact circumstances—even the date—of Baccio del Bianco’s return to Florence remain
impossible to establish using the extant evidence. What can be established, thanks to the records of the
Compagnia di San Niccolò del Ceppo, is that he was back in Florence by February 1625. 1 At that time the
small confraternity recorded a payment to Baccio del Bianco for a wooden altar frontal. 2 From 1625 until
the early 1650s Baccio spent his time working in and around the city, traveling only when duty called,
and only within the Italian peninsula. This part of his life can be traced by records generated by
government bodies, and professional and religious organizations. Baccio’s name appears in official
documents, diplomatic, and personal letters. His participation in the Florentine artist’s guild—the
Accademia del Disegno—is demonstrated in records held by the state archives of Florence. The collection
of the Gabinetto dei Disegni e delle Stampe of the Uffizi (GDSU) contains more than two hundred works
on paper that can be authoritatively attributed to him. To say nothing of the smaller holdings of personal
letters and drawings in international collections, and extant works of art and architecture he executed for
the Medici and other patrons, such as Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger. Given the relative wealth of
threads to follow, in this chapter I will focus on fleshing out those that illuminate Baccio’s connections to
performance culture in Florence. These, in turn, begin to answer the question of how an artist of no
particular renown in the Florentine theatrical landscape came to be the Grand Duke’s choice to serve King
Philip IV of Spain. This chapter will weave in and out of various contexts, culminating in a discussion of
a set of costume renderings now in the Uffizi collection that I will argue represent evidence of Baccio’s
active participation in Medici court theatricals. Though this is asserted by both Baldinucci and Baccio in
the Notizie, it has hitherto not been substantially corroborated by contemporary scholarship.
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In 1625 Florence was only four years into the forty-nine-year reign of Ferdinando II de’Medici.
When his father Cosimo II died in 1621, Ferdinando was still a child, so though he was nominally in
power, the grand duchy was ruled by his mother and grandmother as joint regents. Archduchess Maria
Maddalena of Austria, Ferdinando’s mother, was the public face of the regency and she undertook to
support continuity by maintaining the Medici program of public civic, cultural, and especially religious
display. 3 Her co-regent Grand Duchess Christine of Lorraine’s marriage into the Medici family had been
the occasion for the elaborate festivities of 1589. Raised at the French court by her grandmother Queen
Catherine de’Medici, the driving force behind the seminal Ballet comique de la reine, Christine
maintained a taste for performance throughout her life. 4 Though it appears that during the co-regency
there were fewer spectacles than in some previous administrations, the period did see its share of
“festivities in a variety of dramatic genres, from fully sung operas on both sacred and secular themes to
spoken comedies with musical intermedi and equestrian entertainments” on appropriate occasions.5 When
Ferdinando II reached his majority in 1628 the Medici court continued this public use of the arts “to
affirm the legitimacy of their dynastic rule and to reinforce notions of cultural preeminence and political
authority.” 6
One of Ferdinando II’s most significant contributions to the revitalization of the artistic life of the
Grand Duchy of Tuscany was his investment in the Università, Compagnia, ed Accademia del Disegno.
Commonly known as the Accademia del Disegno, it was “the first formal academy of art.” At the time of
its incorporation in 1563 the Accademia del Disegno was an outgrowth of the Compagnia di San Luca,
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the craft confraternity of painters. By the 1620s it had tripartite function as a guild for working artists, a
school for training the next generation of artists and noble amateurs, and a lay confraternity for these three
constituencies. 7 As a guild, the Accademia del Disegno was imbricated in the Medici bureaucratic state,
and its statutes “drew an explicit connection between the nobility of the arts in Florence under Medici
patronage, and empires and republics of the past whose greatness depended, at least in part, on the
cultural and political capital they derived from promotion of the arts.” 8 The relationship between the
members of the guild and the court was, in its ideal form, symbiotic. The institution provided artists
access to court circles for patronage opportunities and provided members of the court with access to
artists of certified skill with a stake in upholding Medici prestige. Further, as a school it perpetuated both
artistic excellence and the cultural priorities of Medici rulers. From the late sixteenth century, nearly all
established artists in Florence—primarily painters, but also sculptors and architects—were affiliated with
the Accademia del Disegno. 9 Before discussing Baccio’s involvement with the guild, we will look at how
he established himself as a working artist and architect upon his return to Florence from the Holy Roman
Empire in the mid-1620s.

When Baccio returned home, he again became an active participant in the life of the confraternity
of the Arcangelo Raffaello. The 1620s marked a period of renewed theatrical activities for the group, and,
as discussed in the previous chapter, Baccio’s father was active in their production during his son’s
absence. 10 In addition to performing devotional works within the confraternity’s space, around this time
the boys and men of the Arcangelo Raffaello also began to participate in the production of plays in the
private houses of noble families. This practice was particularly associated with the Carnival season. 11 The
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1620s also ushered in a period of elaboration in the production elements of confraternity performances,
with, for example, a 1625 staging of Jacopo Cigognini’s Rapprezentazione dei pastori cantata dentro con
ritornello (Representation of the Shepherds singing with a Chorus) featuring the devil making his
entrance by rising through the stage floor and a “heaven” that parted to reveal a choir of angels. 12
These two threads—performance in private houses and increasingly elaborate productions—came
together in the confraternity’s 1634 production of Commedia de’ morti vivi (The Play of the Living
Dead). An adaptation of an ancient Greek romance by Sforza Oddi first printed in 1576, Morti vivi is the
story of two pairs of lovers, each separated by supposed deaths, who are ultimately reunited. The classic
romantic plot was given a Christian moral framework, thus making it an appropriate offering for the
Carnival season. 13 Perhaps because it was such an old play, for the 1634 production the Arcangelo
Raffaello embellished it with an “eight-part dance” as well as extravagant costumes and settings, the latter
of which were designed by Baccio del Bianco. 14 According to the confraternity’s records, Baccio
requested the use of the largest set of scenery in their storerooms. This was taken to the performance
space at the palazzo of the Grand Duke’s brother, Cardinal Leopoldo de’Medici. Baccio oversaw the
transformation of this scenery into one of the three established Serlian types: the city scene.15 In this case
the cityscape was recognizably that of Naples, complete with its large seaport in the background. Though
further details about Baccio’s scenery for Morti vivi are limited, it merits attention for at least two
reasons. First, the notably excellent port setting suggests the influence of Baccio’s non-theatrical work on
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military architecture, particularly in the port city of Livorno. Second, it identified Baccio as someone who
would be called upon to create scenery for high-profile theatrical productions in Florence from at least the
1630s.

In addition to these works of devotion, Baccio also began to make art in a professional capacity.
With his experience in the Holy Roman Empire on both military fortifications and artistic commissions
and, presumably, with access to his family’s means, Baccio opened a private school for teaching
“fortification, perspective, and architecture.” 16 He counted among his students several young men who
would go on to become noted painters, as well as Vincenzo Viviani, Galileo Galilei’s disciple and the
ultimate keeper of the astronomer’s legacy. 17 Viviani would also become a distinguished mathematician
in his own right, and that he studied under Baccio speaks to the level of the latter’s skill in that area.
In addition to teaching, Baccio worked as an architect. Again, his personal and professional
connections advanced his career, and in 1626 he was sent by the Medici government to work on the
fortification of the port city of Livorno. Livorno was strategically important to the Tuscan trade economy,
and in 1576 Bernardo Buontalenti had set about designing a plan to turn what was little more than a
village surrounded by marshland into an “ideal city” with a large port and robust military defenses. 18
Construction began on Buontalenti’s proposed pentagonal outer fortifications in 1577 and work on the
walls, fortresses, port, and city, continued under the supervision of his associates and successors.
Buontalenti’s expansive vision for the city never came to fruition, though work continued intermittently
up to the late twentieth century on various parts of the project. Despite the poor state of Baccio’s
relationship to Giovanni Pieroni by the end of his time in Prague, their connection initially positioned him
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well for this coveted post. Many of the Medicis’s most trusted military and civic architectural experts—
including Alessandro Pieroni—took a turn on the project. 19
Baccio achieved this, his first position with the state, by applying to the Grand Duchess for work
through the intervention of a Florentine nobleman, Jacopo Giraldi. 20 Giraldi was in Galileo Galilei’s
circle, and this may be how he and Baccio came to know one another. 21 Through his intercession Baccio
was invited to apply his skills as a military architect to the fortifications of Livorno. He took with him an
assistant, Stefano Della Bella, a young but talented and well-connected son of a sculptor who was at the
beginning of a successful career. 22 Baccio was not long in Livorno, however, when Giovanni Pieroni
returned to Florence and discovered his former assistant’s newly elevated position. Pieroni used his
influence to challenge Baccio’s appointment on the grounds that he was too young. As a result, the
position was taken from Baccio and given to Remigio Cantagallina. At around 45 years old, Cantagallina
was indeed older and more experienced than Baccio. He was known for his excellently detailed,
naturalistic drawing style, and, as a close associate of court architect Giulio Parigi, he was also well
positioned socially and politically. 23 Though the loss of status was doubtless embarrassing, especially
given that Baccio appears to have continued to work under Cantagallina, Baccio’s autobiography
expresses nothing but admiration for his replacement. 24 Perhaps this was because of Cantagallina’s
pleasant manner, a nice change from Pieroni’s neglect and Wallenstein’s bullying, or because of the
opportunities that his time in Livorno afforded Baccio to exercise his passion for drawing.
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The concept of disegno was central to Florentine artistic practice. Though the word translates
literally to “drawing,” in the Early Modern context it denoted a more complex concept that linked
drawing to the intellectual understanding of universal forms. According to Giorgio Vasari, one of the first
and most important theorists to articulate a definition, “disegno proceeds from the intellect, drawing from
many things a universal judgment similar to a form or idea of all the things in nature.” 25 This definition of
disegno can be seen as part of the overall humanist project to elevate certain art forms, particularly
drawing, painting, and sculpture. Taking a cue from Aristotle’s view that “senses do not perceive objects
themselves, but only their accidental qualities,” Vasari and those that followed in his way of thinking
believed that artists whose works were based in disegno used their intellect to access and express the
essential qualities of objects. 26 This recourse to universal forms created a link between disegno and
geometry, with the latter’s figures being “abstracted from natural bodies (such as a sphere from the
sun).” 27 Because of this, formal artistic training in Florence from the sixteenth century included the study
of mathematics as well as the study of drawing. Baccio, whose skills in mathematics were well-developed
by the 1620s, also maintained the love of drawing that had made his childhood-self doodle on every
available surface—despite the paternal wrath it (literally) brought down upon his head. Based on a set of
62 drawings, a large number of which are held in the collection of the Gabinetto dei Disegni e delle
Stampe of the Uffizi (hereafter GDSU), Baccio’s year in Livorno provided ample opportunity not only to
deploy his mathematical training but also to practice drawing dal vivo—from life. This was a practice for
which he, and later his assistant Stefano della Bella, would be noted. 28 Della Bella would, in fact, go on
to a prolific career as an engraver, and his engravings of Florentine theatrical productions have been
invaluable to the study of the subject. Stefano della Bella’s personal and professional debts to Baccio and
fond memories of their time together in Livorno are hinted at in a 1655 engraving of the port which, in its
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first state, bore the inscription “Al Sig. Baccio Del Bianco Ing.re di S. Maestà Catt.ca Madrid” (“To
Signor Baccio del Bianco, engineer to his most serene Catholic majesty, Madrid”). 29 Much of the
scholarly attention to Baccio’s Livornese drawings has focused on the images that appear both in his body
of work and in Stefano della Bella’s in an effort to understand the relationship between them. Whether
they sketched together or whether, as art historian Ioana Măgureanu argues, Baccio revised his dal vivo
drawings to create suitable teaching models from which Della Bella then copied, is a question beyond the
scope of this study. 30 I will instead explore the idea that these drawings contributed not only to his
technical development as an artist, but that they did so in ways that would be relevant to future work for
theatre and performance.
Livorno was a major trading center for Tuscany, functioning as “the main base for Florentine
merchants and the gateway for much of Tuscany’s imported grain.” 31 Economic necessity generally
taking precedent over other considerations, the city was considered by the Medici government to be a
“neutral” place for “free trade.” 32 This meant that the port and commercial areas drew an international
crowd, primarily English and Dutch merchants but also some from further afield. Baccio captured the
daily life of the port city in his drawings, which were a distinctly separate genre from the compositions of
the Livornese port engraved by artists such as Stefano della Bella and Jacques Callot. The latter were
widely distributed as part of “the promotion of the Tuscan naval port and, at the same time, the power of
the grand dukes,” while Baccio’s drawings remained in private hands—his own and those of his
patrons—and focused on the lively economic life of the port city. 33Though he undoubtedly used his
Livornese “sketchbook” to train the young men in his school, collections of this kind were also commonly
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used by artists as memory aids for the composition of future works. 34 The exotic foreign merchants that
people the many of the Livornese drawings form one link between them and Baccio’s future work in the
theatre.
Many of Baccio’s figure drawings in this grouping share subject matter and style. More
specifically, they are simply composed scenes in brown ink and wash, neatly limned with an ink border.
Where settings are suggested, they are public exteriors, and the men—and a few women—are depicted in
the midst of daily activities: talking, eating, drinking, smoking. Among their most striking features, given
the religious turmoil of the seventeenth century, is the presence of several figures wearing turbans.
Despite being nominally enemies of the Catholic Tuscans, Turkish merchants were welcome trade
partners. The legal neutrality of Livorno meant that all that was required of them to gain access to the port
and markets was to arrive on a Christian-owned vessel. 35 Livorno was one of the only places where
someone like Baccio del Bianco, would have had occasion to see turbaned men, especially in quotidian
situations.
The content and finish of these drawings suggest that they are composition and drapery studies
meant for Baccio’s students, for whom copying from the master was a fundamental part of training. 36 One
depicts four standing men and one man seated, each oriented at a different angle to the viewer.37 The man
in the far-left foreground and the man just right of center are wearing the foreign garb of Turkish traders.
Although this drawing exhibits slightly less polish than others in this group—there are visible pencil lines
indicating changes in the composition, some significant—Baccio’s attention to the style and drape of the
clothing is notable. Each of the men wears a long open coat, or kaftan, with the distinctive hanging sleeve
indicating wealth—a sartorial flourish that would allow the fine fabric of the garment underneath to be
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seen. 38 This drawing does not indicate any extravagantly embroidered or patterned fabrics under the
kaftan, but the undulating lines of the borders along the open fronts of each suggest fur lining, another
Ottoman fashion of the period. Baccio also recorded the unusual shoes worn by the men, the man at
center having particularly pronounced upturned toes on his. The artist attended particularly closely to the
turbans, “possibly the most prominent and distinctive of Ottoman dress features.” 39 On each turban he
carefully rendered the folds and twists, and clearly distinguishes the center portion covering the top of the
head from the voluminous outer portion twining around it.
The careful, if somewhat informal, representations of exotic figures made in Livorno resonate
with drawings in the GDSU collection, and with his later illustrations for the Houghton manuscript.
These include many costume drawings and sketches, some of which are known to have come to fruition
and many that cannot yet be connected directly to any event. 40 Almost all Baccio’s extant costume
drawings combine influences from classical dress and contemporary fashion—both domestic and foreign.
Take, for example, a brown ink and wash drawing of a male figure in mid-stride. 41 He wears classically
inspired cothurni (sandals) that feature decorative faces at mid-calf. The base layer of his costume is a
loose gown that is slit and gathered at mid-thigh in a way that suggests theatricalized distress to the
clothing. It also has the effect of revealing the legs and facilitating movement. Over this is a doublet, a
staple of seventeenth-century men’s clothing. The doublet is fashionably slashed to reveal contrasting
fabric underneath. The sleeves are rolled to the upper arm, again suggesting some manner of narrative
action. It appears that the figure also wears a flesh-colored shirt underneath the doublet so that the
revealed forearms are not, in fact, bared. At his waist he wears a soft fabric belt, and a baldric across the
chest holds a sword—likely a falchion, based on the shape of the blade. Over the doublet is a cloak or
mantle with a clasp that matches those holding the gathers of the gown. Topping off the ensemble is an
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elaborate hat. The crown of the hat is tall and conical, like that of a capotain, which was worn at the time
primarily by the English and other northerners. Surmounting that is a crest and a plume of, most likely,
horsehair—another classical detail. The base of the hat is made of twisted fabric, which is twined around
the bottom of the conical crown. It is unmistakably modeled after a turban.
Seeing Turkish traders in Livorno did not directly result in Baccio del Bianco incorporating this
detail into this costume drawing. For one thing, we don’t know when in time the costume drawing was
produced or what performance this drawing was intended to correspond with. (We cannot even confirm
for certain that there was a performance.) For another, he would probably not have been exposed to many
men in this kind of foreign dress in the normal course of events, Muslims were not wholly unknown in
Florence. However, almost all of these were enslaved people and would be more likely to dress in
accordance with local custom. Baccio would also certainly have seen representations of them in the work
of other artists—both visual art and moresca performances, which included “not only small,
carnivalesque entertainments but also more elaborate choreographic (re)enactments of military
engagements between Christians and Turks.” 42 However, his time in Livorno gave Baccio practice at and
thus facility for drawing clothing of this kind and resulted in a sketchbook with reference images. This,
along with his family background in the textile industry, was valuable preparation for later theatrical
endeavors. For example, in the Houghton Manuscript the illustration of the moment after Perseus beheads
Medusa features a group of men who wear a combination of modified contemporary European dress and
elaborate turbans that bear a strong relation to the costume drawing discussed above. This illustration will
be the subject of further analysis in a subsequent chapter.
Many of the drawings from Livorno are representations of life in the bustling port that seem to
offer opportunities for Baccio, and later his students, to practice the composition of figures in space and
the rendering of realistic clothing and gesture. Others, however, contain few or no human figures and are
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clearly meant for another purpose. One such drawing is described in the GDSU’s nineteenth-century
catalog, created by art historian Pasquale Nerino Ferri, as a “marina—in front of a seaport, with many
boats and a ditch-cleaning barge, [and] on the right are the stairs to the slips.” 43 Though there are some
small figures in the drawing engaging in various activities, the drawing focuses the viewer’s attention on
the boats. The barge in particular attracts the eye, because of its placement near the center of the image,
and because of the high level of detail in which it is rendered. The drawing shows the boat’s large, flat
bottom and an upper deck covered by a series of small gabled roofs of different heights. Underneath one
of these is a treadwheel or similar technology for working the dredging mechanism. The mechanism itself
is at the aft of the barge and consists of what looks like a clam shell bucket at the bottom of a long,
notched vertical pole. The whole may be analogized to a modern grab dredger, and such technology is
known to have been in use since the first century AD. 44 That the barge and its workings were of interest to
Baccio is borne out by the fact that another such vessel appears in a second drawing.
The second drawing is of a smaller version of the same type of boat, though it is clearly a
different vessel. 45 Instead of a flat-bottom it has a v-shaped hull, but it has the same upper level with
uneven gabled roofs and an aft dredging mechanism. Because it is pictured from the back, the workings
of the mechanism are clearer. The dredging arm to which the bucket is attached is notched to
accommodate a rope, which in turn passes under the roofs and through a combination of treadwheels and
pulleys that enables the dredging to be accomplished using human power. As an engineer working on the
fortification of a seaside city Baccio was obviously familiar with dredgers. They were part of the life of
the port, which is clearly indicated by the first drawing. However, it is telling that the second drawing has
no clear value as a model for other work. It is not a port scene for students to copy, nor is it a study for
any of Baccio’s later compositions that have been identified. The artist’s interest was, arguably, in the
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boat itself and its workings. Such attention to the mechanism points toward an area of practice in which
Baccio would come to be recognized as excelling: engineering.
Though architecture—particularly the types of large-scale fortifications on which Baccio often
worked—shares many facets with the practice of engineering, in the Early Modern hierarchy of
employments the latter was considered less worthy. This was rooted in the Neo-Platonic separation of the
intellectual and the mechanical. However, in the late sixteenth century turn towards Aristotelian
definitions of the arts discussed previously, there was gradual inclusion of more applied fields, such as
engineering, as intellectual pursuits. The philosophical turn may have been driven, at least in part, by how
the Medici were shifting their patronage toward more “applied” works. 46 Baccio benefitted greatly from
this shift, as he had quite an aptitude for the mechanical. The images of Livornese dredging boats, with
their elaborate mechanisms and rigging systems, anticipate another type of drawing that appears in
Baccio’s extant theatrical oeuvre: loose schematics for spectacle machinery. One such work in the GDSU
collection is a single sheet of paper with preliminary or working drawings for two triumphal chariots, one
on either side. 47 The chariots share some common iconography, for example each is drawn by large
roosters, which suggests that they could be two versions of the same chariot. While the chariot on the
verso is mounted on a wagon and could be wheeled through the performance space like any other vehicle,
the chariot on the recto uses a different means of locomotion. The latter chariot sits upon a horizontal line
representing the (stage) floor. Projecting downwards into the space beneath is a rectangular frame with a
rope attached to the vertical posts on either side to make a large loop. The loop runs through pulleys at
either side of the (under stage) space and there is another vertical post at the far right, possibly indicating
how this loop could be connected to further rigging to effect side-to-side movement of the chariot above.
Baccio’s exposure to, and understanding, of contemporary construction technology such as dredging
boats almost certainly informed his use of similar mechanisms for theatrical performance. Indeed, the link
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between ship rigging and theatrical rigging has long been mooted, and the subject is due for renewed
scholarly attention in light of increased access to historical evidence.

After about a year working on the fortification of Livorno, Baccio returned to Florence. The
circumstances leading to his demotion on that project did not seem to have had any negative impact on his
relationship with the Medici government, and he continued in their employ, undertaking civil engineering
projects. In 1637 he was rewarded for his labors with and appointment to the office of Engineer for the
Magistrato della Parte, a position of responsibility relating to public works throughout the grand duchy. 48
At the time of Baccio’s appointment to the Magistrato it had broad authority in administering state
holdings, “from those of public use - such as rivers, roads, bridges, embankments, squares, public
buildings - to those produced by confiscations (fortresses, fortifications, houses, etc.) or those undergoing
to fiscal impositions (mills, boat passes, market places, etc.).” 49 Elevation to such a position in the
government marked Baccio as a respected professional and a favored practitioner by the Medici court,
especially as engineering would come to be vital to the protection of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany during
conflicts with other states during the 1640s. Baccio’s work as Ingenere della Parte lies largely beyond the
scope of this dissertation, though some will be discussed briefly later in this chapter. Suffice it to say here
that he took on a range of large-scale projects from hydraulic engineering on the Arno River and other
Tuscan waterways, to shoring up fortifications across the region and beyond during the Wars of Castro.

Though engineering and architecture were his steadiest employments, Baccio also produced
works of art and design for the ducal court. He made many cartoons (full-size preparatory drawings) for
48
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tapestries for the workshops of Ferdinando II and was responsible for some of the mosaic tilework in one
of the grottos in the elaborate Boboli Gardens behind the ducal residence. 50 In addition to being in the
direct service of the grand duke, Baccio received commissions from other members of the Medici family.
Ferdinando relied heavily on three of his brothers in the government of Tuscany. Giancarlo, only about a
year younger than Ferdinando, was given administration of state finances. Mattias, the next oldest,
oversaw the military and ruled Siena, once an independent republic but by the seventeenth century a
Tuscan possession. Leopoldo, the youngest, advised on various political matters. 51 All of the brothers
took interest in the lively cultural life in Florence.
Giancarlo may have been Baccio’s most significant Medici patron. Like many younger sons in
the Early Modern period Giancarlo, sometimes called Giovancarlo, took up a career in the Catholic
Church. This was more a political expedience than a religious vocation, though he rose to the rank of
cardinal in 1644 and was even a viable candidate for the papacy in the 1650s. 52 Once established in
Florence as part of Ferdinando II’s government, Giancarlo bestowed patronage liberally on art in a variety
of media, though unlike his brother Leopoldo he did not apply himself to any artistic pursuits. 53
Giancarlo’s various residences—his rooms at the Palazzo Pitti, his house in Via della Scala, and his villa
in the Tuscan countryside—were filled with art works both purchased and commissioned. 54 He was not
concerned with the exclusive promotion of Tuscan art, in fact he brought the painter Salvator Rosa to the
Medici court from Naples in the 1640s, but he did patronize many local artists, Baccio del Bianco among
them. 55 In 1634 Baccio assisted the painter Giovanni da San Giovanni with a mythological fresco
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depicting the fall of Hebe at Giancarlo’s country residence, the Villa di Mezzomonte. 56 San Giovanni was,
at this time, a celebrated fresco artist who had completed important works for the Medici and other noble
families in Florence as well as in Rome. 57 He was also, like Baccio, affiliated with the confraternity of the
Arcangelo Raffaello. In fact, his name appears in the records alongside that of Baccio’s father Cosimo as
a contributor to the decorations for the funeral observances for Grand Duke Cosimo II de’ Medici in
1620. 58 Once again the overlapping circles in which Baccio and his family moved is significant to the
artist’s professional trajectory. Their mutual connection to the Arcangelo Raffaello did not directly result
in Giovanni da San Giovanni’s taking on Baccio del Bianco to assist on the fresco project at Mezzomonte,
but it did provide one of the conditions that made it a possibility. Others include mutual connections to
Giovanni Bilivert—Baccio’s old master had had other pupils go on to assist Giovanni da San Giovanni
with fresco work—and, of course, to the Medici family. 59
In addition to the fresco painting at Mezzomonte, Baccio was also commissioned to design “silver
goods, cabinetry, works in crystal, and beautiful reliquaries” for the country estate, some of which were
meant for Giancarlo’s own collection and others which were given as gifts. 60 Either use had the effect of
disseminating Baccio’s work beyond the limits of his own contacts since Giancarlo, with his
responsibility for state finances, was a key figure in domestic and foreign affairs. This was amplified by
his position in the church, which brought him into contact with a pan-European circle of men from
influential families. Many drawings of decorative items that Baccio del Bianco designed during this
period are still held in the GDSU collection, and they support Baldinucci’s repeated claims about the
charm and versatility of Baccio’s work. For example, there is a design for an ornate cup featuring a stork
perched on its decorative handle. 61 The graceful s-curve of the stork’s neck echoes the shape of the stem
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of the cup, and the bird’s long thin beak is plunged all the way to the bottom as though it is drinking. A
design for another decorative cup is surmounted by a large ornament featuring two men seated at a table
set for a meal—complete with a roast fowl. 62 They hold a large cask above their heads and are lustily
imbibing from the streams pouring from bungholes on each end. Both works are virtuosic in their lifelike
detail but very different in tone. The stork cup is elegant and carefully balanced, with forms repeating in a
pleasing, rhythmic manner. The cup with the cask has a more rustic feel, with thicker, rounder elements
and obvious humorous intent. Unfortunately, the fate of these designs is currently unknown.

Baccio del Bianco enjoyed the patronage of wealthy and influential Florentines beyond the
Medici. The Notizie mentions frescos he painted in villas and palaces belonging to, among others, the
powerful Guadagni, Corsi, and Pucci families. 63 He is also probably responsible for some fresco work in
the castello di Montauto, home of Filippo Niccolini, a close associate of Giancarlo de’ Medici. 64 Perhaps
his most significant extant works outside the Medici context are the paintings and frescos Baccio
executed for the home of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger. The poet, playwright, and great nephew
of the famous artist undertook a massive decorative program for his house in Florence that sought to
represent the great achievements of his illustrious family. 65 Baccio’s contributions, completed around
1637-38, include formal portraits, such as that of Gismondo Buonarroti directing the fortification of
Modigliana in northeastern Italy, and several trompe l’oeil doors that “open” to reveal different scenes. 66
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The latter are notable for their combination of Baccio’s most celebrated skills: his excellence in
perspective and ready sense of fun. One fresco reveals two young musicians on a balcony overlooking a
pastoral scene. The finely dressed pair make a charming contrast with the rustic scene beyond, complete
with cows and a cowherd lounging beneath a tree. Another features two elegant women seated on a
staircase that gives onto a formal garden. The vista extends all the way to a multi-story building at the
opposite end of the park, and in the middle ground is a group enjoying courtly dancing. A third provides a
view into a study where men are engaged in scientific inquiry. A telescope and compass for drawing
circles suggests they are practicing astronomy, a science that interested Baccio and that he followed
through his relationship with Galileo Galilei. Two cherubic children enjoy a platter of ripe fruits in the
foreground. Each of these works mixes realistic elements with theatrical ones. For example, in addition to
the obvious—musicians, dancers—the fresco of the study features a heavy velvet curtain that is pulled
back to reveal the “scene.” In fact, performance and theatricality appear throughout Baccio’s work across
genres and media in the 1630s and 1640s. 67

Despite the breadth of his professional endeavors, Baccio del Bianco remains best known today
for his work as a caricaturist. Filippo Baldinucci recalls that Baccio was much in demand at the parties of
noble Florentines, where he was invited to draw portraits of the guests that exaggerated their features to
comic effect. 68 He was also known for the humorously absurd, sometimes grotesque, caramogi drawings
that he made. Caramogi are a category of comically hunchbacked dwarf common in seventeenth-century
Italian caricature drawing.69 People with dwarfism were present—often prominent—in seventeenthcentury European courts, however the caramogi was a distinctly deformed comic type not based
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specifically in reality. Dwarfs were part of the performance culture of Florence and art historian Sandra
Cheng speculates that the frequent appearance of dwarfs in Florentine public spectacles may indicate the
existence of one or more companies of performing dwarfs during the period in which Baccio was active. 70
There is certainly some crossover between the recorded public activities of dwarf performers and the
activities depicted in Baccio’s caramogi drawings. For example, Florentine dwarfs were featured in
tournaments and races through the streets as part of the celebration of some religious feast days. An
album of Baccio’s caricatures now held in the collection of the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale in Florence
contains an ink and wash image of two caramogi—one riding a turtle and the other a large snail—
jousting. 71 The sense of humor revealed in his caricatures is very much in keeping with the winking,
sometimes even suggestive tone of Baccio’s autobiographical writing, and though there is much to be said
about these works they lie mostly beyond the scope of this project.
In addition to comic works, Baccio also created art on religious subjects. As mentioned above he
contributed work to the chapel of Albrecht von Wallenstein’s Prague palace. His fresco cycle depicts the
life of St. Wenceslas, to whom the chapel is dedicated. 72 He also contributed paintings to the extensive art
collection of the Arcangelo Raffaello: an eighteenth-century inventory lists three large-scale works in
chiaroscuro illustrating passages from the book of Tobit, a book recognized only by the Catholic and
Orthodox churches as canonically biblical. 73 Baccio also contributed to more public forums for religious
art. Anyone entering the Church of the Badia in Florence would have seen Baccio’s oil painting of Saint
John the Baptist, which was featured near the organ. However, his most commissioned works on religious
themes were temporary apparati, or “mixed-media stage sets constructed for the display of the
[Eucharistic] Host,” for observances of quarant’ore. 74 Quarant’ore were popular in sixteenth- and
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seventeenth-century Florence, particularly during periods of turmoil or civic distress. In these Catholic
devotionals, a consecrated Communion wafer was displayed and venerated for forty hours, bookended by
solemn high masses and processions. Both social organizations in which Baccio was active—the
Arcangelo Raffaello and the Accademia del Disegno—sponsored quarant’ore. The analogy of apparati to
stage settings is apt. The Host is the unequivocal star of the observance and the apparato, composed of a
combination of “elaborate candelabra, flowers, drapery…catafalques and figures,” is intended to provide
it an opulent backdrop. 75 That Baccio was, as Baldinucci records “assailed and much occupied” with
commissions for quarant’ore suggests the degree to which he was successful at designing apparati that
both achieved the pious glorification of the Host and dazzled the viewer so much that the artist’s
contribution brought him recognition. 76

Throughout this productive period of the 1630s and 1640s Baccio continued to run his school for
instruction in drawing and mathematics. His skill and reputation as a teacher were affirmed by a
significant and high-profile appointment as the lecturer in mathematics at the Accademia del Disegno. By
the seventeenth century the Accademia had a long history as a guild, confraternity and school for artists.
Its membership—which consisted of a mix of working and aspiring artists, as well as talented amateurs
from noble families—was divided into two categories: junior members, sometimes called the “corpo,”
and more elite senior members, who held the title of “academicians.”77 In the late 1630s, as part of a
series of reforms to the institution under Ferdinando II, the Accademia returned to the practice of holding
formal lectures in mathematics for the edification of its younger members. 78 Baccio del Bianco took up
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the position of lecturer in 1640, having defeated two other candidates—including Remigio Cantagallina—
in a vote of 40 of the Accademia’s members. 79
The mathematical education of member artists (and later, noble dilettantes) was enshrined in the
original statutes of the Accademia, though the actual practice was limited during the reign of Francesco I
and again under the co-regency of Maria Maddalena of Austria and Christine of Lorraine. 80 After a period
of finishing at the court of his uncle Holy Roman Emperor, Ferdinando II returned to Florence. The
Accademia del Disegno made a show of welcoming the seventeen-year-old grand duke with a torchlit
procession. 81 This flattery may have made an impression, or the young ruler’s ends may have dovetailed
with some of the Accademia’s needs, likely some combination of both. Whatever the case, Ferdinando II
began to reestablish the relationship between the Medici family and the institution through the agency of
his appointed lieutenants. He also invested in the Accademia financially by, among other things, funding
the position of lettore in mathematics. 82 Baccio was the second to hold what was a prestigious and highly
visible office in Florentine cultural life, though he served for only about four years. His brief tenure was
the result of his short temper; there was a dispute over payment for periods when Baccio was called away
by the Medici to work on military fortifications in his capacity as Ingegnere della Parte during the Wars
of Castro, known today as the Barberini War. 83
Baldinucci’s description of Baccio’s whimsical personality, as well as Baccio’s roguish selfportrayal, make his employment as the lecturer in mathematics for such a significant and storied
institution as the Accademia somewhat incongruous. However, a document held in the collection of the
Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale in Florence sheds light on the skill with which he could explain complex
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concepts. The document is a report from Baccio del Bianco to the officials overseeing the rivers for the
city of Florence (the “Ufficiali dei Fiumi della città di Firenze”).84 In it, he elucidates some physical
principles discovered by Archimedes and further developed by Galileo. The document begins with a
summary of its content, which is buoyancy, followed by a breakdown of the concept into three underlying
premises. Each premise is explained in simple, clear terms with hand-drawn explanatory figures. It is an
economical description of the fundamental properties of fluid displacement, essential knowledge for
engineers in Tuscany, who undertook many hydraulic engineering projects on the Arno and other
waterways and ports controlled by the grand duchy. The tone and structure of this letter present a strong
contrast to the informal, digressive style of the autobiographical letter that Baldinucci includes in the
Notizie. It demonstrates Baccio’s ability to express mathematical and scientific knowledge methodically,
and in easy-to-understand terms. No wonder, then, that Baccio’s private school of perspective and
mathematics was successful in attracting and producing talented pupils, and that he would be called upon
to bring his talents as a teacher to the high-profile, politically connected, training program of the
Florentine Accademia del Disegno.

Baccio del Bianco was skilled, successful, well-connected, and well-liked. Archival records
corroborate these assertions, as does Baldinucci’s biography—insofar as such a thing is possible. The
artist’s work in Florence spanned decades, genres, media, and social circles. Yet there remain
conspicuous absences in the archive in relation to the topic of this study. Where are the concrete records
of Baccio’s theatrical activities? Baldinucci extolls Baccio’s powers as a costume designer, claiming that
his ink and watercolor designs for “fantastical clothing for comedies, ballets, jousts, and martial contests”
were done “with great ease and fancifulness,” and that Baccio was known “for the liveliness and spirit of
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the figures, and for the variety and novelty of the concepts, of clothes, of caps, of socks, of hairstyles,
armor and the like.” 85 A number of items in the GDSU collection answer to these descriptions, however
none have been definitively linked to known theatrical productions.
At least three of the costume design drawings in the collection are intended for calcio teams.
Organized calcio tournaments were played publicly by noble youths and were accompanied by great
pomp and circumstance. For one such tournament Baccio designed a costume for a youthful standard
bearer. 86 He wears a slim-cut black doublet, with breeches and hose, embellished white ruff, cuffs, and
shoes. A white sash at the waist features elegant lace detailing. His extremely elaborate black and white
feathered hat extends almost a third of the height of the sheet on which the drawing is rendered. Another
extant design is for a calcio player, whose white doublet, breeches, and shoes are trimmed abundantly
with pink ribbon. 87 Like the standard bearer, the player has a pleated ruff and cuffs, but his pink and white
hat is much more modestly proportioned. The word “Calicanto” is written in the upper right corner of the
sheet, and indeed the loops of the pink bows resemble the large, pink flowers of the calycanthus, or
sweetshrub, plant. A third drawing shows members from the same team as the solo calcio player in
procession with their own standard bearer and musicians. 88 All the attendants wear white and pink
costumes that coordinate with those of the players but are more elaborate and less suited to vigorous
movement.
In addition to the designs for calcio matches there are various costume drawings that may relate
to other types of non-theatre spectacles, such as the jousts mentioned by Baldinucci. 89 There are others,
however, that appear to relate to the one specific, datable theatrical performance in which Baldinucci
records Baccio’s involvement: the 1637 production of Le Nozze degli dei. Presented as part of the
wedding festivities of Ferdinando II and Vittoria della Rovere, the opera was written by Giovanni Carlo
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Coppola and set by five different Florentine composers. Alfonso Parigi, son of the court architect Giulio
Parigi from whom Baccio had sought instruction as a youth, was responsible for the overall design. 90
According to Baldinucci, Baccio worked with Alfonso Parigi in the creation of the scenery and spectacle
machinery, although the exact nature of this work has not been established by existing records. 91
Baldinucci also states that the artist took part in the production itself at the specific request of the grand
duke although, again, due to the lack of evidence in other sources the nature of his “recitation” is not
clear. 92
Baccio’s involvement in the technical aspects of this production, whatever the details, may in part
be due to his strong working relationship with Giancarlo de’ Medici. At the time that preparations needed
to be made for the production Ferdinand II was away from Florence, and so he tasked his brother with
supervising them. 93 Though the opera itself is formally and thematically unremarkable, the production’s
venue was unusual. In the absence of an indoor space large enough to fit all the visiting dignitaries, the
performance was given in the courtyard of the Medici family’s massive residence, the Palazzo Pitti. Not
having been used for performance of this kind before, the courtyard of the Pitti presented Alfonso Parigi
with significant design challenges. How was he to create the expected spectacle, and hide its underlying
mechanics, in the mostly open-air space? Baccio, with his excellent bona fides in both design and
construction, and his familiarity with the grounds of the Palazzo Pitti, was a logical choice to assist the
more famous architect with this difficult and—given its context—politically important task.
Le Nozze degli dei is a mythological opera in which Jupiter sets out to join four pairs of deities in
marriage in one spectacular ceremony. Though the match between himself and Juno proceeds without a
hitch, those between Neptune and Diana, Pluto and Athena, and Vulcan and Venus do not go as planned.
Several more mythological figures are drawn into the story as various potential spouses manipulate
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situations to their better liking, and in the end four marriages do occur: Neptune to the nereid Amphitrite,
Pluto to the goddess Proserpina, Vulcan to Venus, and of course Jupiter to Juno. The events of the opera
occur in the heavens, the underworld, and various places in between, requiring more than ten scenic
locations. 94 Many of Parigi’s designs were recorded and etched for public circulation by Baccio’s friend
and former pupil Stefano della Bella. The etchings show the stage and rigging built across one side of the
courtyard, the side that let out onto the gardens, making use of the permanent architecture to create a
multi-level performance space. Della Bella’s etchings suggest that most of the action took place on the
main stage level, with gods sometimes occupying or flying in and out from a second level, and a third
level revealed for the final scene. The top of the stage opening reached the floor level of the palace’s third
story, a height of about 70 feet, and was about 120 feet at its widest, during the final spectacle scene, but
was considerably narrower during the rest of the production. 95 An opening in the side of the courtyard,
where a fountain stands today, provided the required depth for the perspective backgrounds. 96
Though Baldinucci writes about Baccio’s work on the scenery and spectacle machines for Le
Nozze degli dei, it is an extant costume design that has provoked the most scholarly speculation about the
latter’s role in the production. The drawing shows a male figure wearing a knee length sand-colored skirt
with a simple trim at the hem featuring a scrolling pattern, and classically inspired sandals reaching to the
calf with decorative faces adorning the fronts. 97 Around his waist is an elaborate belt or girdle festooned
with green sea plants and pink corals, and from which hang shells and small fish. His arms seem to drip
shaggy algae which, delicate lines around the wrists of the figure suggest, are attached to a flesh-colored
suit that simulates a bare chest. Over one shoulder flows a blue cape. His wild hair is surmounted by a
tufted crown, and in one hand he holds a large trident. Near to the figure’s head in the upper right of the
sheet is a sketch of a head in profile wearing a slightly more detailed version of the same crown. In her
94
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book on scenic designers working in the Spanish court theatres during the seventeenth century, María
Teresa Chaves Montoya suggests that this drawing is a study for the character of Neptune in Le Nozze
degli dei. 98 This is a reasonable interpretation of the work, given that records of the performance describe
Neptune as appearing with a “trident and crown of spruce, naked” as well as having algae “embedded in
his hair and beard.” 99 If this is in fact a design for Le Nozze degli dei, it is only one of a group of extant
drawings that should be linked to the performance based upon thematic elements, rendering style and
color palette.
There are at least four other drawings in this grouping in the GDSU collection. The first, like the
putative Neptune, is a rendering in color on a full sheet. 100 Though the exact nature of the character is not
clear, it is obviously a denizen of the sea. The male figure wears soft boots with what appears to be boot
hose in bright blue with white trim over sea-green hose with a diamond pattern. The legs of his breeches
are just visible below the upper garment and are shaped like the heads of dolphins, giving the impression
that each leg is emerging from a dolphin’s open mouth. Above this he wears military garments, vaguely
classical in style but fantastically reimagined. His torso is protected by a chest piece, like a cuirass,
composed of a crab shell. There are large seashells at each hip and swooping from collar bone to midsternum are two fish with long, scaly bodies. On each shoulder is another dolphin head, so that again the
limbs (covered in a pink under-sleeve gathered at the wrist with a blue sleeve over it, draping to the
elbow) emerge from an open mouth. The skirt is reminiscent of a Roman soldier’s but flares slightly
outwards and looks as though it is stitched together from the tail fins of several enormous fish. The whole
is accessorized with a helmet shaped like a conch shell from which emerges plumes of pink coral, and a
waist-length sea green cape. The figure carries a shield shaped like a giant oyster shell, and a sword in a
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scaly sheath. As in the Neptune drawing there is a small sketch of the head in profile, as well as a sketch
of the sword’s hilt, which is shaped like a dolphin’s head.
The colors—blue, pink, and sea green—are almost the exact same palette as in the Neptune
drawing and given that they are both rendered on similar size sheets, in similar styles, and are both
covered with sea-life it is hard to imagine that they are not connected. What character in this production
could the second figure be intended to represent? There is no clear answer. Typologically the second
figure seems to be a knight, one who is girded with various undersea creatures. Looking at the two
renderings together the second is much more spectacular than the first, which, to the modern eye, suggests
a problem: if this is a supporting character it would outshine the leading actor of the scene. This second
rendering is, in a word, remarkable. Baroque in its excess it also manages to maintain a kind of delicacy.
The solid—likely it would be fabricated in papier mâché—cuirass of bright blue and pink, is balanced by
the gauzy sleeves and the skirt, light green shading into soft pink fringe, that seems to float away from the
body. Further questions are raised by the commemorative etching of scene four of Le Nozze degli dei, the
scene set in Neptune’s domain. 101 Stefano della Bella depicts the ballet of tritons who dance in the
foreground while behind them more tritons and nereids ride sea horses and other sea creatures and
Neptune and Proserpina overlook the scene from their thrones. Neptune’s costume is very similar to the
one depicted in Baccio’s drawing, but none of the figures look anything like the second rendering. In fact,
the costumes worn by the tritons look like that of Neptune, consisting of “nude” or scaled bodies with
their intimate parts obscured by algae, and garlands of coral around their heads.
One explanation is that, in addition to the work that Baldinucci reports that Baccio did on the
scenery and machinery for Le Nozze degli dei, he also assisted with the costumes. As the designer,
Alfonso Parigi would have been responsible for the entire visual world of the production. With scenes
featuring Jupiter and most of the other gods in the marriage plot in their distinctive elements, surrounded
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by their servants and devotees, there was an extremely large number and variety of costumes to create. It
would be sensible to delegate some of the work to an assistant known for his imaginative costume design
and then select from among the options presented. I propose that this accounts for the second rendering.
Whether this was intended to be a member of Neptune’s court or Neptune himself (the faces in both
renderings share similar features), I believe it was created by Baccio del Bianco for Le Nozze degli dei
and rejected by Alfonso Parigi in his capacity as the designer for the production. An examination of
Stefano della Bella’s etchings for the entire production, as well as for similar theatrical events such as
1628’s La Flora, o vero il natal dei fiori (Flora, or The Birth of Flowers), suggests that Alfonso Parigi’s
taste ran to more traditional visual interpretations of mythological figures with costumes rooted more
firmly in contemporary interpretations of classical garb. 102 Baccio’s fanciful, if undeniably theatrical,
approach to this particular piece would have looked out of place in Alfonso Parigi’s more restrained
visual world.
If these two renderings are indeed for Le Nozze degli dei, there are additional costume drawings
in the GDSU collection that must also be looked at in relation to the production. 103 Rather than being fully
finished and colored, these are ink drawings littered with notes in the artist’s hand. The first shows a head
in profile wearing a helmet in the shape of a seashell. 104 Instead of plumes of coral or algae, this
headpiece is topped by a gaping sea creature. It has sharp teeth, a thin body, a fan-shaped tail, and long
curved spines protruding from the back of its head. Below this is a sketch of a horse with thematically
embellished tack including saddle, bridle, and breastplate. It wears a coral headpiece, and a single horn
protrudes from its forehead that looks like a unicorn’s horn but given the sea setting it may be that of a
narwhal. (The uncertainty is partially because in this period these two beasts were not entirely
disambiguated.) A second costume drawing could be a full body rendering of the same character or
102
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character type depicted in the first.105 (There are similarities in the costume elements, but the facial
features are distinctly different.) The male figure wears the same helmet, though the sea creature is
sketched in a very general way—the open mouth, spines and fan tail indicated by simple pen strokes. The
costume is more fully drawn and takes inspiration from Roman military garb. He wears calf-length boots
and hose, which a note indicates should be white. The skirt has either a thick contrasting trim or is made
up of a pink underskirt with a shorter green layer above. (All the colors are indicated by Baccio’s notes.)
Over this is a layer of pink that hangs from the waist of the garment in long, thin blades, like stalactites.
The cuirass is plain, with the exception of an ovoid shape covering the abdomen that may indicate that the
armor is meant to be made in the classical style with simulated musculature. The same pink detailing as
around the waist hangs from the neck down over the upper body, and the upper arms, over the draping
green oversleeve—which ends at the elbow—and the white undersleeve, which gathers at the wrist. He
has a sheathed sword at his waist and in one hand he holds a baton that looks like the unicorn/narwhal
horn.
A third related costume is on the verso of an unrelated rendering. 106 There is a lightness of line
and simplicity of shape that suggest that this is more of a sketch than a finished drawing. Again, it is a
male figure in classical-style military garb. There is little detail rendered on the calf-length boots, and
only slightly more on the moderately voluminous knee-length breeches. Over them is a skirt that flares
outwards like that of the “knight” figure in the color rendering discussed above. The cuirass features some
detailing around the natural contours of the body (pectorals, abdomen) and plume-like projections from
the shoulders. The construction of the sleeves on the shirt underneath is not clear; the upper sleeves
appear to be paned and/or banded, and the lower sleeves of each arm are rendered differently: one is
straight and the other is puffed and gathered at the wrist. The helmet is drawn in the most detail. It is in
the shape of a large sea snail with branches of coral growing on top of its shell. As in the other drawings
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there are some annotations from the artist, mostly with respect to the intended colors of the costume
pieces. Notably, these refer specifically to the snail as a sea creature.107
The three ink drawings not only hint at the kind of work Baccio may have created for
performance, they also illuminate elements of his process as a designer. Looking at the first sheet, the key
feature is obviously the helmet. It, and the head on which it sits, are rendered on a larger scale than the
horse drawn below it. The helmet itself is rendered in detail, from the shading to indicate the texture of
the shell to the variously sized and shaped scales on the body of the sea creature. The decorative horse
tack is less articulated, though both the head and horse sketches are surrounded by notes that indicate the
colors of various elements. The focus of the second sheet is the costume rather than the headwear. The
figure stands in a posture that shows off the garments; his body fully faces the viewer, and his arms are
slightly raised and outstretched to show the drape of the sleeves. The head is in profile, deemphasizing the
facial features. The clothing is drawn with care, whereas the helmet is perfunctorily indicated. This
drawing also includes annotations about color, but only for the clothing. The third drawing, like the first,
is most concerned with the design of the helmet. This is evidenced by the lack of detail in the rendering of
much of the clothing and the absence of annotations relating to any other part of the costume. It is
apparent in looking at each of these drawings that they are more workaday in nature than the full-color
renderings. They are not calculated to impress the viewer but to communicate information about shape,
color, and texture. This suggests that they are intended for viewers who would be concerned with these
aspects of costuming and competent at mentally filling in what is sketched out in broad strokes and
textual annotations.
A similar practical approach can be found in another performance-related drawing, an ink and
wash study for a triumphal chariot or cart. 108 In the foreground is a large drawing of the chariot in profile.
The side of the chariot reveals its basic shape is similar to an Ionic capital turned upside down, with some
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elaboration of the volute at the front end. At the back is a raised seat of honor, sheltered by a canopy, and
in front of that are a lower seat and a platform at the very front where the driver(s) can stand. The whole
is embellished with further scrollwork, decorative moldings, grotesque faces, and garlands. To one side of
this is a smaller sketch of the rear of the chariot, showing the back of the seat of honor as well as further
detail on the canopy. Also on the sheet is a smaller drawing of another, much simpler, chariot with little
decoration, one seat, and no canopy. Like the costume drawings, the sheet is annotated. Also, like the
costume drawings, the chariot is only fully legible to a viewer in-the-know. They must be able to make
meaning from the generally indicated faces and figures representing the decorative elements, and to
visualize the colors. Many of the descriptors only fully make sense in context. The large chariot is dotted
with notes about colors, some specific enough that they cannot easily be understood today; there is
“incarnato” (literally, flesh color) and “paonazzo arabescato” (some manner of purple, possibly sharing
characteristics with arabescato marble, so named because of natural veining that resembles Arabic
writing). 109

Despite the annotations on these works, none of them are truly technical drawings. None contains
enough information to guide fabrication. They are artifacts of a design process, one that suggests
collaboration. Descriptions of court spectacles—both contemporary and modern—tend to ascribe design
elements to single artists (see for example, descriptions of Medici performances both cited in and written
by Nagler). 110 For the performances related to the 1589 wedding of Ferdinando I and Christine of
Lorraine, there were 286 costumes created. Extant documentation includes watercolor sketches attributed
to Bernardo Buontalenti, the credited designer for the festivities, which accounts for about half of these.
There are also “several drawings by other hands” which art historian James Saslow describes as
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“elaborations or copies by assistants.” 111 He depicts the relationship between Buontalenti and his
assistants as led by the artist, explaining that “Buontalenti was the overall supervisor” and “creative
authority then descended to his principal associates, who fleshed out his conceptions.” 112 There is no
reason to dispute Saslow’s characterization, yet the drawings by Baccio del Bianco display much more
than copying and elaboration. They express an eccentricity and theatricality ascribed particularly to
Baccio’s work by Baldinucci and others. Whether or not his designs for performance made it to the
fabrication stage—and it is clear from the costumes discussed in relation to Le nozze degli dei that many
did not—Baccio was functioning as a designer as well as an amanuensis for better-known artists such as
Alfonso Parigi. This further suggests that in the context of Medici court performance, talking about “the
designer” is often misleading, the archival record points toward collaboration not just between artists and
artisans, but between multiple artists as well.
That large-scale spectacles of the kinds presented in seventeenth century Florence made use of
contributions from many creative producers is established. Records going back to the early days of these
practices indicate the extent to which participation was required at a range of social levels and across
occupations to successfully create the desired artistic and political effects. James Saslow describes the
“hundreds of artists and craftspeople” involved in supplying the material requirements for all the events
of 1589. 113 He focuses on the hierarchical relationships between them, positioning Buontalenti as the
creative genius of the visual realm of production and others (creatively, assistants such as Andrea Boscoli
and Il Cigoli, and practically Girolamo Seriacopi, the quartermaster of the Medici household) as
executing his ideas as fully as possible. 114 Hierarchy may have been the order of the day. Bernardo
Buontalenti had trained directly under Giorgio Vasari, the first Florentine artist-architect to embrace and
develop perspective scenery and special effects. He directly took up Vasari’s role at the Medici court
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upon his master’s death, and so he inhabited a unique place of authority on matters of theatrical
production. By the time of Baccio del Bianco’s involvement in Medici spectacles more than forty years
had passed. Though the position at court occupied by Vasari and Buontalenti had passed lineally to
Buontalenti’s pupil Giulio Parigi and then to his son Alfonso, there were others—Baccio included—who
had been trained to the level of mastery to design perspective scenery, costumes, and other elements of
spectacle. Some, like Baccio, could even trace their training back to Vasari himself (Baccio studied with
Vincenzo Boccaci, who trained under Cigoli, who assisted Buontalenti, Vasari’s acolyte). When Le nozze
degli dei was staged for the wedding of Ferdinando II and Vittoria della Rovere, Alfonso Parigi did not
have to be the source of every costume design required for the production, which, looking at the libretto,
must have numbered well over one hundred (there are forty named interlocutors, plus choruses—some
comprising forty singers, as well as several ballets, some calling for twenty or more dancers). 115
Delegating some of this work would allow Parigi more time and energy to devote to his other production
responsibilities: designing sets, engineering spectacle machinery, and resolving the problem of turning the
courtyard of the Palazzo Pitti into a theatre.
Positing a collaborative relationship between Baccio del Bianco and Alfonso Parigi answers some
questions about the practicalities of producing a Medici court spectacle. It also provides potential reasons
why a steadily employed, but by no means famous, artist would be handpicked by the Medici to send to
the court of the King of Spain. Baccio was known for his mastery of mathematical perspective, so much
that he was selected by his peers for the prestigious post of lecturer on the topic for the Accademia del
Disegno. His flair for the theatrical was seen often in public events, such as calcio matches, for which he
designed elaborate costumes, and quarant’ore, for which he designed elaborate altar displays. Perhaps as
importantly, he was intimate enough with many of Florence’s elite families to be welcomed into their
homes as a witty presence with a quick drawing hand, if not as a guest. Baccio’s expertise in engineering
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was recognized by no less a personage than Ferdinand II himself, who appointed him to a key role in the
maintenance of civic waterways with the Magistrato della Parte. Interestingly, Baldinucci claims that this
post was given as a direct consequence of Baccio’s fine work on Le nozze degli dei. 116 Baldinucci also
recounts a remarkable story about preparations for the production that sheds light on Baccio’s role, as
well as his boundless ingenuity.
In 1636, when the production was in the planning stages, Baccio had the idea that the perspective
scenery and all the spectacle machines could be set up in such a way that they would not be visible to the
audience upon first entering the courtyard of the Palazzo Pitti. Instead, they would see only a few little fir
trees. Then, a large curtain would be drawn and almost all at once the stage, scenery, and machines would
move into place behind it. When the audience suddenly beheld a theatre that seemed not built but “born in
place,” they would be amazed. 117 Baccio constructed a model for a mechanism he believed could
accomplish this feat and took it to Galileo Galilei to discuss. In addition to their mutual membership in
the Arcangelo Raffaello confraternity, Baccio knew Galileo from mathematical and social circles. 118
According to Baldinucci, when Galileo first heard Baccio’s idea he laughingly suggested that the artist
must have engaged a sorcerer to attempt such a feat. Then, upon reviewing Baccio’s model and inquiring
into the proposed mechanisms Galileo said, “Baccio, you have made a beautiful thing, and you have
simplified it so skillfully, and used so few things, that if my servant had imagined such a conceit as you
have, I believe she would have done it this way.” 119
Unfortunately, preparations were already underway for the theatre space and Baccio’s idea went
unused. Baldinucci’s story burnishes Baccio’s credentials as an engineer and provides insight into his
active theatrical imagination. It also confirms that he felt sufficiently empowered in his position to
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conceive and propose major design elements for the production. Further, that this particular concept came
too late to be taken into serious consideration does not indicate that this kind of initiative was undesirable
or out of turn. It merely points to the extensive apparatus behind state occasions of this kind. Creative
decisions were filtered through layers of administration in order to monitor and disburse the budget, and
to ensure that existing resources were deployed effectively. This administrative apparatus required time to
process plans and set them in motion, and it created a hierarchy with a decreasing number of powerful
actors at the top. 120 Baccio del Bianco’s voice in the overall production was a small one, but there is no
reason to believe that his position with respect to Alfonso Parigi lacked creative agency.

The archival record remains frustratingly vague about Baccio’s theatrical activities between Le
nozze degli dei in 1637 and his move to Spain in 1650. This may in part be explained by his obligations to
the Medici government during the military conflicts of the 1640s, known collectively as the Wars of
Castro. Baccio was called to military service in 1642 in his capacity as engineer for the Magistrato della
Parte. According to his own account Baccio made significant contributions to the war effort, primarily by
building fortifications. Unfortunately, his efforts were poorly rewarded in both money and recognition,
and his frequent absence from Florence cost him his position as lecturer in mathematics at the Accademia
del Disegno. (He resigned after a dispute about collecting his salary for periods in which he was gone
from the city in his official capacity.) 121 Baccio’s autobiographical letter ruefully jokes that he was in his
forties and starving. The reality of things was not so dire, but he was by now head of a household, having
married and then fathered his first child in the same year he first went to war (1642). His frequent travels
during this time made it difficult for Baccio to take on regular pupils and commissions to support his
growing family, which would eventually include two sons and a daughter with his first wife, and two
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more daughters from his second marriage. 122 And so it was that in 1650 when Ferdinando II commanded
him to respond to a request from the court of King Philip IV in Madrid for a designer of theatrical scenery
and other ingenious things, Baccio assured that his salaries from the Magistrato della Parte and the
Medici court itself—24 gold scudi per month in total—would be faithfully paid to his family, and agreed
to set sail for Spain.
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CHAPTER THREE
Baccio del Bianco arrived in Spain in early 1651. Though he had traveled and worked
extensively outside of Florence, the post he took up in Spain was unlike anything he had done
before. He would be based at the court of King Philip IV, itself primarily resident in Madrid, and
would oversee the design aspects of court celebrations. No longer an independent artist with a
thriving workshop, a popular school, and strong social connections, Baccio would now have to
rely on the king, noble Spanish Italophiles, and Italians in Spain for employment. He would once
again have to prove his skills and establish a demand for them in a court where he was only one
among many talented artists. Indeed, he arrived just in time to participate in a period of cultural
revival. In this chapter, I will explore the artistic and socio-political contexts into which Baccio
entered upon his arrival in Spain. The culmination of this exploration will be a discussion of his
first theatrical work in Madrid: scenery and spectacle machines for the 1652 production of Pedro
Calderón de la Barca’s La fiera, el rayo, y la piedra in the Coliseo at the Buen Retiro palace.
The court culture of Habsburg Spain was very different from that of Medici Florence.
Spain’s King Philip IV came into power as a youth, not unlike Baccio’s Medici patron, but his
rule did not begin with a regent as a guide. Instead, in 1621, a week before he turned 16 years
old, Philip was crowned king of Spain and Portugal. His father, “a diffident semi-recluse who
desperately wished to avoid his responsibilities,” had turned oversight of much of the
government to his valido (favorite), the corrupt duke of Lerma. 1 Lerma was already out of favor
by the time of Philip III’s death, and his network of supporters was largely purged from the court
in the early years of Philip IV’s reign through the machinations of the young king and his own
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valido Gaspar de Guzmán. Guzmán, later Count-Duke of Olivares, was deposed in turn in 1643,
though his residual presence could be felt at court when Baccio arrived a decade later. 2 This is in
part because Olivares had been the mastermind behind and first governor of the Buen Retiro
palace complex, which housed Spain’s first—and for some time only—permanent theatre
equipped for Italianate moveable scenery and spectacle machinery. The Coliseo of the Buen
Retiro was to be the site of Baccio’s most acclaimed works.

The fourth king of the Habsburg dynasty in Spain, Philip IV was acutely aware of the
importance of establishing and maintaining the image of a powerful monarchy—both
domestically and abroad. Despite, or more likely because of, its status as a global empire, Spain
saw its power challenged at every turn, and the entire reign of Philip IV “was to elapse without a
single day of peace.” 3 At the beginning of Philip’s reign, Spain was already embroiled in the
Thirty Years’ War alongside his Austrian cousins, and by its end, internal uprisings would lead
to the loss of Spanish control over Portugal. Under Philip, as under his predecessors, Spain kept
up an ongoing struggle against Valois France’s encroachment upon their dominant position in
Europe. Further afield, colonies across the Americas required careful management to ensure that
Spain could extract enough resources to prop up the Spanish economy. At home, Philip had to
preserve relationships with the nobility of the kingdom to ensure their political, martial, and most
importantly, financial support. Military campaigns, political maneuvering, tactical marriages, and
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strategic employment of the arts all had their roles to play in the maintenance of Spanish
Habsburg dynastic rule.
From the early years of his reign Philip IV showed a lively interest in being a patron of
the arts. In this he followed in the footsteps of his Habsburg forebears. 4 Philip patronized men of
letters such as the poet-politician Francisco de Quevedo, and the playwrights Lope de Vega and
Pedro Calderón de la Barca. He enjoyed music, maintaining 12 musicians, including “wind,
brass, and string players,” at the Alcázar palace (his main residence), and kept a composer of
religious music for his chapel during most of his reign. 5 Philip also inherited the excellent art
collection of Philip II, whom he took as a model in many ways. 6 However, Philip IV is best
known for his patronage of Diego Velázquez, who became the official painter to the king in 1623
and whose relationship with the ruler spanned decades. 7 It is Velázquez’s images of the court
that have become its most indelible visual artifacts.
Diego Rodríguez de Silva y Velázquez was Sevillian by birth, and he trained there in the
studio of master painter and writer Francisco Pacheco. 8 Pacheco’s connections in Madrid
brought Velázquez to the royal court in 1623 to paint a portrait of the young king, and despite his
relative lack of fame he was soon in Philip IV’s exclusive employ. With access not only to the
royal family, but also to their extensive collection of artistic masterworks and indeed, artistic
masters, his style continued to develop. The influential Flemish painter Peter Paul Rubens spent
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nearly a year at the Spanish court, and the master’s influence convinced Velázquez that he had to
visit Italy for the sake of his craft. Remarkably, Velázquez received royal permission to do so in
1629. He traveled to Italy a second time, with both artistic and diplomatic missions, in 1649 and
returned to Spain in 1651—not long before Baccio arrived. 9
Eleven portraits of Philip IV attributed firmly to Velázquez’s own hand have survived to
the present, in addition to many paintings of his family, associates, and servants. 10 Each portrait
develops an image of the king, usually surrounded by symbols of political prowess or martial
power, for semi-public or public consumption. These royal portraits were especially important as
circulating images in the context of the Spanish monarchy because of the extreme formality of its
etiquette. In accordance with the etiquetas de palacio, the king was treated as a “semi-divine
being” and spent much of his time “withdrawn from public view.” 11 The production of
portraits—in both images and words—was part of a pro-monarchy propaganda program set in
motion long before his coronation that intensified when Philip became king. Philip was styled el
rey planeta (the planet king), a play on the fact that he was the fourth ruler of his name and the
sun was considered fourth in the hierarchy of planets. 12 As monarch, Philip IV was to let fall the
beneficent rays of his patronage onto “the leading poets, playwrights, and artists of his age [who]
would all revolve around him, magnifying his glory and giving luster to his reign. 13
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In theory royal patronage was a straightforward relation of mutual benefit between the
king and his artists of choice. In practice, however, complexities were added by, among other
things, the fact that Philip IV was chronically short of funds to pay servants of the court,
including artists. As historian R.A. Stradling described the phenomenon, “at first ad hoc in
nature, the non-payment of salaries (gajes) became a structural feature of the administration, and
huge backlogs were built up.” 14 This is partly because, as a union of culturally distinct provinces
(Castile, Aragon, and Portugal on the Iberian Peninsula, as well as territories in what are now
Italy, the Netherlands, and the Americas) rather than unified nation, “the crown’s ability to
increase its revenue depended upon the co-operation or complaisance of several institutions over
which its practical control was uncertain.” 15 These limitations on its revenues were compounded
by the cost of relentless war on multiple fronts, including in the American colonies where on at
least one occasion Philip IV was “obliged to sell and pawn the precious objects of his palaces” to
maintain power. 16 The colonial project itself was a complicating factor, economically speaking.
Though extraction of resources was a key element of Spanish colonization of the Americas, by
the mid-seventeenth century the flow of wealth had slowed. Silver exports, for example saw a
“slow decline between 1630 and 1650; [and] distinct impoverishment after the latter date.” 17 All
of these factors created a gap between the court’s ambition to be the cultural and artistic equal of
its imperial cousin in Vienna and its ability to bring that ambition into concrete reality. The Buen
Retiro palace, the site of the principal theatre space in which Baccio del Bianco worked, is an
instructive example of this gap.
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During the reign of Philip IV, the main royal household was the Alcázar palace in
Madrid. This was a relatively recent state of affairs; the court having moved back to Madrid from
Valladolid in the period between 1601 and 1606. 18 The Alcázar was a “Moorish fortress, rising
above the banks of the river Manzanares” and functioned both as the royal residence and as the
place in which government affairs were conducted by the various councils, committees, and
functionaries to which action was delegated. 19 There were other royal houses near Madrid that
might furnish the king with a respite from the hard work of managing the unruly kingdom—and
the oppressive architecture of the Alcázar. The elegant Palace of Aranjuez, with its formal
gardens was thirty miles away, while the Pardo, the site of excellent hunting grounds, was only
five miles outside the city. Nonetheless, in 1630 the king’s valido the Count-Duke of Olivares
began a building project to expand the humble royal apartments at the monastery of San
Jerónimo, located at the far eastern end of Madrid itself. Ostensibly an effort to improve the
apartments before a planned royal visit there, by 1632 Olivares’ vision had expanded into
creating a new royal residence with gardens and recreation facilities for the court to enjoy—right
on the edge of the capital. 20 The new palace complex would feature, among other things, a
purpose-built theatre, formal and informal gardens, artificial lakes and canals, an aviary, stables,
and several chapels with attached hermitages. Both the building and grounds were built “as land
and money became available,” giving an unfortunate character of “careless informality” to the
whole. 21 For example, there was no place for the king to make a grand entrance. The central
courtyard in the front of the palace, the most obvious site for such a thing, was occupied by the
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Leonera, a sort of menagerie where lions and other beasts could be viewed from above. As a
result, the court had to come into the palace through a side door and mount to the main floor by a
nondescript staircase. Foreign visitors to the Buen Retiro often mentioned oddities of this kind.
Bernardo Monanni, secretary of the Tuscan embassy, wrote regularly to the Grand Ducal court
during the period that the palace was under construction. In one letter from1633 he noted that the
recently completed formal garden was being demolished to accommodate a courtyard for
bullfighting and jousting.
Another notable aspect of the Buen Retiro’s construction was the speed. The playwright
Lope de Vega quipped, “The building was no sooner mentioned than it was built.” 22 The British
envoy Arthur Hopton noted the massive workforce that hardly stopped for nights, Sundays, or
holidays. Though the effort was impressive, Hopton reported that it was lacking in attention to
safety and overall quality. He wrote to then secretary of state Sir John Coke, “Only I wish it had
been built with less haste, both for the security thereof as also that it might have had therein a
little more of the prince.” 23 The speed of construction was alternately ascribed to the CountDuke of Olivares’ desire and the king’s, but whatever the reason Hopton’s concerns proved well
founded. Materials were procured haphazardly, their quality was uneven, and construction was
rushed. Parts of the palace would need repair by the 1650s, and again to a more significant
degree in the 1680s.
Despite the recourse to various expediencies, the Buen Retiro remained a vast and
expensive project. It also came into being at a moment when Spain was conducting war efforts
on multiple fronts, requiring significant taxation and loans. Philip IV asserted—and he is
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supported by the historical record—that the Buen Retiro palace and gardens were funded not out
of Crown revenues but out of “extraordinary sources of income.” 24 These included money from
the king’s private accounts (themselves funded by unconventional means, such as the sale of
offices); and contributions in cash, artworks, and furnishings from noblemen of the court. In one
case, “the various royal councils were all offered a permanent grandstand view of the festivities
to be held in [a certain] courtyard on the understanding that each of them took responsibility for
constructing and decorating one of the great rooms that overlooked it.” 25 However, a
seventeenth-century Portuguese author claimed that Philip IV spent 20 million ducats on the
palace “at a time when his peoples were being subjected to incessant demands for money and his
armies were going hungry in the field.” 26 While this misleadingly conflates the issues of royal
spending in general and the military budget, it does reflect the widely held view that the Buen
Retiro was an expression of the court’s continued excesses in a period of turmoil and privation.
The actual extravagances of the site were accessible only to the court and visiting
dignitaries. Hidden from view behind the palace’s rather plain façade were luxurious furnishings
and hundreds of artworks, many commissioned specifically for the Buen Retiro. However, some
of the palace’s spectacular elements were exposed to a broader audience, if on a limited basis.
Certain festive events, including some productions at the Coliseo, were open to the paying public
and the extensive grounds were open “for special occasions.” 27 The latter provided an
unexpected benefit to madrileños, especially in the baking heat of the summer months, when
they could find some respite in the shaded garden paths. By 1640 the Retiro and its grounds had
expanded to an area equal to about half of the city of Madrid itself, and featured “lakes, canals,
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ponds and fountains, groves of fruit trees, flower and vegetable gardens, covered walkways and
long, shady alleys.” 28 Though necessarily somewhat ad hoc, the garden and park of the palace
generally followed the style established by Italian villas. This was in part a function of the
involvement of Italian-born Giovanni Battista Crescenzi. Crescenzi, an aristocrat by birth and an
artist by inclination, moved to Spain in 1617 and soon became an influential figure at court. He
received a Spanish title, Marquis de la Torre, in 1626 and in 1630 he became a member of the
Junta de Obras y Bosques, the body governing royal works and woodlands, as well as
“superintendent of the royal works.” 29 It was the Junta de Obras y Bosques that would serve as a
key conduit for Italian theatrical innovation to come to Spain.

In 1626 the “Ingeniero Fiorentin” Cosimo Lotti (sometimes known in Spain as Cosme)
was promised an annual salary and expenses by the Junta de Obras y Bosques to design palace
gardens and fountains. 30 As a young man Lotti had worked with Medici court architect Bernardo
Buontalenti on the lavish grounds and water features of the Boboli Gardens. 31 In addition to his
work at the main residence, he also contributed to the elaborate hydraulic systems in the gardens
at the Medici villas of Castello and Pratolino. The latter were famous in the seventeenth century
for their giochi d’aqua, tricks like hidden jets of water that could be shot at unsuspecting
guests. 32 The gardens at Pratolino were also known for their remarkable automata, ingenious
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mechanical figures of animals and mythological characters that seemed to move and sometimes
even produce sounds. It was these marvels that Lotti was brought to Spain to replicate. In fact,
upon his arrival in Madrid, Lotti quickly drew attention for creating an automaton of “a satyr’s
head which moved its eyes, ears, and hair, and opened its mouth to make such ferocious cries
that it terrified all those who were not forewarned against it.” 33 This prodigy—which was
installed in the garden of the Alcázar—was most likely fabricated in Florence and brought to
Spain by Lotti because “such a painstaking invention, entailing numerous minute mechanisms,
would be time-consuming and problematic to build in a city like Madrid where automata were
practically unheard of.” 34
Lotti’s engineering talents were soon put to use in the service of court performances.
During his long career in Florence (Lotti’s exact year of birth is unknown, but he must have been
at least in his 40s by the time he arrived in Spain) he had developed a reputation for designing
scenery and machines for theatre. A Spanish source from 1633 described Lotti as a “famoso
ingeniero florentino” notable for his work at the grand ducal court. 35 It appears that in the
theatrical world of Florence of the early 1620s, Lotti’s name was linked to that of the playwright
Jacopo Cicognini. 36 Cicognini was a member of the confraternity of the Arcangelo Raffaello, the
same lay religious organization to which the men of Baccio del Bianco’s family belonged, and
contributed to its theatrical repertoire. In 1622 he provided new scenes and revisions for
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L'Acquisto di Giacobbe (Jacob’s Purchase), for which del Bianco patriarch Cosimo was credited
with scenic and costume design. In 1624 Francesco, Baccio’s brother, was among the
confraternity members who acted a role in Cicognini’s play La celesta guida (The Heavenly
Guide). 37 Cicognini also wrote plays for other patrons including the Medici, but it seems that his
work for another confraternity connected him professionally with Cosimo Lotti, though the
historiography is ambiguous on this point.38
Lotti’s fame in Spain was amplified by the fact that Spanish theatre to that point had
largely gone without the elaborate scenery and effects common to Italian-style court spectacles.
That is not to say that Spanish theatre was underdeveloped or uninterested in visual elements;
Spain, as it did in many cultural arenas, simply took a different aesthetic approach. In the period
before Cosimo Lotti arrived in Spain there were established theatre cultures in both public and
court contexts. The dominant form of public theatre, at least in the larger cities, was the
commercial operation of corrales. These were permanent, by this time usually purpose-built,
theatre spaces. Those of a humbler design would have a platform stage with trapdoors, a gallery
above, and a curtain backdrop. More elaborate corrales might have an inner stage area below the
gallery, ladders to move between levels, a backstage room that could be converted into a
discovery space, and/or some painted scenery or simple spectacle machinery. 39 Scenery and
spectacle machines were also to be found on the carros (carts) that were constructed for the
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public production of autos sacramentales during the celebration of the Catholic feast of Corpus
Christi. 40 The Spanish royal court sponsored the production of autos, and also enjoyed private
theatrical entertainments, which in the 1620s and 1630s fell into two main categories: amateur
productions acted by members of the court (sometimes even members of the royal family), and
productions in which one or more professional acting companies would be brought in to perform
for the court. Though none of the royal residences had a dedicated theatre during this period,
various indoor and outdoor spaces were used for performance. In the Alcázar palace, the main
royal residence, one room was used for the purpose so much that by 1623 it was referred to as
the salón de comedias. 41
Lotti’s first major production as scenic designer and theatrical engineer for the Spanish
court was Lope de Vega’s La selva sin amor (The Lovelorn Forest) in 1629 and it bore all the
hallmarks that made him such a significant figure in Spanish theatre: perspective scenery, trompe
l’oeil details, and sudden transformations. Among other wonders, the production featured a sea
scene in which “ships and shore batteries discharged their guns”; Venus traveling on a swan
chariot accompanied by a flying Cupid; and a realistic view of a bridge over the Manzanares
river “over which passed, in correct perspective, the normal traffic in and out of Madrid.” 42
Spectacular productions like the one for La selva sin amor and Júpiter vengado (Jupiter
Avenged) by Diego Jiménez de Enciso (1632) had a powerful influence on the future theatrical
tastes of the Spanish court.
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Although Cosimo Lotti is most often recognized today as the artist who introduced Spain
to the magic of scenic transformation, perhaps his most significant contribution to Spanish
theatre was his work on the Coliseo at the Buen Retiro palace. The Coliseo opened on February
4, 1640 with a production of La gran comedia de los bandos de Verona (The Great Play of the
Factions of Verona), Francisco de Rojas Zorilla’s version of the Romeo and Juliet story. 43 At a
contract price of 23,500 ducats the theatre cost more than one year’s upkeep for a galley of the
Spanish navy, which given Spain’s contemporaneous military commitments was a considerable
expenditure. 44 The theatre was the last major building project of the Buen Retiro complex and
took about two years to complete. It, like almost all the buildings of the Buen Retiro, is long
gone but existing descriptions, documents, and play texts indicate that it was a mix of the corraltype theatre and Italianate court theatres. Like the public corrales the stage had two
entrances/exits, an upper gallery, and an inner space below it concealed by curtains;
contemporary sources suggest that this was because it was intended to simulate the public
theatregoing experience for the King and Queen. 45 However unlike the corrales, the stage of the
Coliseo “was designed to take painted backcloths and side wings which slotted into the floor and
were operated by hand winches beneath it. There was also special machinery for aerial effects.” 46
These innovations were designed, and their fabrication overseen, by Cosimo Lotti. They
provided him a permanent space in which to showcase his vibrant theatrical imagination and
great talent.
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In the short time between the installation of Lotti’s machines and the theatre’s falling into
disuse, both more simply staged plays of the type performed in the public corrales and multihour, multiple-scene-change machine plays were performed. However, the troubles facing the
court quickly put a stop to elaborate court performance. By the end of 1640 Spain was facing
serious revolts in Catalonia and Portugal that curtailed major festivities, although smaller, private
performances continued. 47 In 1644 Philip IV’s first wife, Queen Isabel, died and during the
period of mourning all theatre was banned. Before the life of the court could return to normal a
moralizing movement gained ascendancy in the government, leading to a ban on public
performance in March 1646. 48 A second mourning period was initiated upon the death of heir to
the throne Baltasar Carlos in 1646, leading to a gap in large-scale theatrical production that
lasted until 1650. These silenced the Coliseo and all Lotti’s mechanical wonders. Lotti himself
passed away in the midst of these calamities, in 1643, all but assuring that the development of
large-scale theatrical spectacle in Spain would grind to a halt.

Just as the death of one queen contributed to the closure of the Coliseo theatre, the arrival
of another led to its reopening. In 1649, Philip IV married his niece Mariana of Austria. The new
queen was only fourteen years old and had been, until his untimely death, betrothed to Philip’s
son Baltasar Carlos. Without a legitimate male heir and already middle-aged, Philip overruled
his advisors on the Council of State and secured Mariana as a future bride in 1647, at which
point it was time to dust off the machinery of court festivity. 49 The young queen had been raised
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at the imperial court in Vienna. (In an interesting coincidence her grandfather had been Giovanni
Pieroni’s—and by extension Baccio del Bianco’s—employer in the 1620s. Her father, Holy
Roman Emperor Ferdinand II, would have known Baccio’s paintings at Wallenstein Palace, and
these may even have been seen by Mariana herself.) Vienna was, at the time “one of the most
sophisticated cultural environments in Europe,” as well as a court that had been heavily
influenced by “two generations of Italian empresses.” 50 This meant that Mariana had been
exposed to a great deal of Italianate opera and ballet, and she had developed a passion for
performance that would influence the celebrations surrounding her marriage, as well as the
cultural life in her adopted country.
The conclusion of a marriage agreement between two such dynastically important figures
as Philip IV (the eldest male of the Spanish Habsburg branch) and Mariana (the only surviving
daughter of the head of the Austrian Habsburg line) resulted in a string of celebrations in Spain
and across Europe, as Mariana made her way toward her new home. In Madrid, the engagement
touched off performances as early as 1647. In December of that year the future queen’s thirteenth
birthday was honored with a masque performed by women of the court, including the Infanta
Maria Theresa. 51 To celebrate Mariana’s departure from Vienna on November 13, 1648 “lavish
entertainments” were held in Madrid, and her fourteenth birthday was again celebrated in
December with an even more elaborate masque. 52 In addition to these public-occasion
productions, Philip IV began to enjoy comedias again in his residence by the summer of 1649. 53
All of these performances were given on temporary stages and the Coliseo remained closed.
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The new queen arrived in Madrid in November 1649 (she and Philip IV had been married
outside the city to avoid having to grant the capital the traditional tax relief gifted to the site of
the royal nuptials). 54 In spite of the differences in age and personality—Philip was famously
reserved, and Mariana was lively and expressive—the marriage was a success. Philip “reportedly
indulged her in anything she wanted” and in 1650 that included a significant restoration of the
Buen Retiro complex, and in particular, the Coliseo. 55 Unfortunately documentation of the
original construction and the 1650 restoration is limited, so it is not clear what if any changes
were made when the theatre was put back into service. Records from slightly later, 1655,
describe:
three tiers of boxes on either side [of the auditorium], with four boxes to a tier. These were
reserved for members of the nobility, ministers, and court officials. A royal balcony faced the
stage, and beneath it was the cazuela for women spectators. Male spectators stood in front of
the cazuela, facing what seems to have been a proscenium arch. The stage, with its
arrangements for perspective scenery, gradually receded towards a rear window which at
appropriate moments allowed a final distant perspective, not of artificial trees and shrubs, but
of the real Retiro gardens beyond. 56
The restored Coliseo was reopened for the court’s use for the 1650 Carnival season. By 1651 it
was opened at certain times to the public as well, as it had been during its first active period. 57
With the reopening of the theatre came the need for artists and craftspeople to bring it to life.
Several playwrights had strong connections to the court, among them Gabriel Bocángel y
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Unzueta, Antonio de Solís y Ribadeneyra, and Pedro Calderón de la Barca. The court could call
in actors and other performance personnel from the professional acting companies in Madrid.
But there was no one in Spain to fill the production role that Cosimo Lotti had left vacant—that
is, no one who could fill it to the satisfaction of the more cosmopolitan members of the court. To
them it was clear that another Italian designer was required.

During the reign of Philip IV there were many political, economic, and cultural links
between Spain and the region now comprising Italy. Spain controlled the territories of Naples,
Sicily, and Milan. It also had strong ties to the Republic of Genoa, a fellow enemy of France and,
through the Genovese bankers, an important source of funding for the many conflicts that Spain
was involved in. This resulted in a network of noble Spanish Italophiles both at court and abroad.
It was through their efforts, and those of Italian diplomats, that Baccio del Bianco was brought to
Madrid. A handful of letters from March 1650 shed light on the events that led to his summons.
On March 5 the ambassador from Tuscany, Ludovico Incontri reported to the Florentine court on
the goings-on in Madrid, including a production at the Buen Retiro to celebrate the marriage of
the king and queen. Its allegorical subject was the union of the four elements, and it featured
“exquisite music and rich costumes.” 58 The production also included spectacle machinery that
some called “miraculous,” but Incontri confided that “to the Marchese del [sic] Borro and to me
they seemed inferior to those that they make at the great theatres there.” 59 He also passed on a
request from Don Luis de Haro, who in the later part of Philip IV’s reign was his “most active
and prominent minister,” to ask Grand Duke Ferdinand II of Tuscany to send a scenic designer to
Ludovico Incontri, March 5, 1650, Mediceo del Principato, filza 4969, Archivio di Stato di Firenze.
Incontri. He refers here to Nicholas dal Borro, son and heir of Tuscan military commander and nobleman
Alessandro dal Borro.
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serve the royal court. 60 The grand duke’s brother Cardinal Giancarlo de’Medici, who had been
one of Baccio’s patrons since the 1630s, was the final link in the chain between the artist and the
Spanish king. Giancarlo recommended Baccio for the position, and when Baccio finally left for
Spain he carried a letter of introduction from the cardinal’s secretary to Ludovico Incontri asking
the ambassador, on Giancarlo’s behalf, to take Baccio under his protection. 61
When the summons to Spain came, Baccio was not without work. In fact, he was in the
middle of an architectural project in the city of Prato; the restoration of the church of San
Domenico, which had been struck by lightning. 62 The details of his move to Spain must have
been worked out before September 1650, when Giancarlo de’Medici received a letter from Don
Felipe Spinola, the Marchese de los Balbases who was living in Genoa. The letter was regarding
the provision of 500 escudos (gold coins) for the cost of Baccio’s journey. However, in October
the artist was still in Prato. He was still there at the end of November. Though Ambassador
Incontri blamed Spinola, who was acting as an agent of the crown, Baccio himself was the
source of the delay and the reason behind it remains unexplained. Baldinucci’s Notizie makes no
note of it, and the excerpts he uses from Baccio’s autobiographical letter do not cover this period
of the artist’s life. Despite the prestigious position awaiting him in Spain, the commitment of the
Tuscan government to pay a salary to his family staying at home in Florence, and the travel
money furnished, there is every indication that Baccio was reluctant to begin his journey.
Perhaps he was thinking of his time abroad in the Holy Roman Empire as a young man, when he
had to struggle to get the pay due him and manage the whims of a mercurial—even violent—
patron. Perhaps he was worn out from the grueling Wars of Castro, during which, despite serving
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as an engineer and not a common soldier, he suffered wounds, hunger, and the indignity of not
even earning the rank of captain. 63 Or, perhaps, at 46 years old Baccio del Bianco was simply
reluctant to leave the comforts of home. Whatever the reason, it took an order from Giancarlo
de’Medici himself to start the artist on his way.
In December 1650, Baccio finally left Florence. He carried with him a letter of passage, a
seriously damaged copy of which in the Archivio di Stato di Firenze bears the date December 12,
1650. 64 Baccio passed through the Tuscan ports of Pisa and Livorno, then went on to the
Republic of Genoa, from which he sent a letter to Giancarlo de’Medici on December 20. He
informed the cardinal that he had not yet made contact with the Marchese de los Balbases, Felipe
Spinola, who was at a villa outside the city. As there was thus no opportunity to embark for
Spain, Baccio said he would be “stopping to see this beautiful city.” 65 Baccio and Spinola were
soon able to meet, and indeed Baccio was the Marchese’s guest for more than a month because
bad weather prevented the departure of his ship for Spain. When he left, Baccio gifted his host
with a drawing of Susanna and the elders from the biblical Book of Daniel. 66
On February 19, 1651, Tuscan ambassador Ludovico Incontri was at his residence in
Madrid. As he was sealing a letter to Giancarlo de’Medici discussing—among other business—
the continued delay of Baccio del Bianco’s arrival, the scenic designer turned up at his door.
Incontri added a postscript to the letter, telling the cardinal that Baccio had in fact arrived. He
was in good health and ready to carry out the tasks entrusted to him. 67 In taking Baccio under his
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protection, as Giancarlo de’Medici requested, Ludovico Incontri brought the artist into the thick
of things at a court undergoing rapid change. After the political tumult of the 1640s—the fall of
the Count-Duke of Olivares, the deaths of the queen and crown prince, and revolts in Portugal,
Catalonia, and the Americas—the monarchy was once again on a path to stability. The king was
remarried, there was a break in the intensity of the Franco-Spanish war (because of civil war in
France), the retaking of Catalonia seemed within reach, and the mood in Madrid was lighter than
it had been in years. Nonetheless, the court was not without its tensions. In the absence of a
single valido serving as executor of the king’s will, there was constant maneuvering for position
between Philip’s two closest advisors, Don Luis de Haro and Don Ramiro Núñez de Guzmán. 68
In addition, though the queen was nominally of childbearing age, she was still very young. In
December 1650 Mariana’s first pregnancy was confirmed, but the king was concerned about the
small size of the queen’s burgeoning belly. 69 When Baccio del Bianco arrived in Madrid he
stepped into a situation less stable than the one from which he had come. It was also a situation
in which his imagination would be less fettered by existing theatrical practices, and his role was
less defined by existing ties of patronage.
Bringing Baccio to Madrid was part of a larger process of cultural revival at the Spanish
court. Though much of this can be traced to the anticipation and subsequent arrival of the new
queen, it was also the result of a relaxing of moral reforms put into place in the mid-1640s.
Theatre closures had begun with the death of Queen Isabel, but they had persisted as part of a
campaign to police the morality of the Spanish people. Because “it was believed that morality
had a direct effect on personal and national fortunes,” the government of the 1640s had moved in
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the direction of regulation in order to achieve the greatest good. 70 By the 1650s it was clear that
the suppression of the supposedly immoral theatre, among other prohibitions, had little—if—
anything to do with national prosperity. In 1648 the Council of Castile, from which the initial
idea for the closure of the theatres had come, was debating their reopening. 71 The official ban on
theatre productions was rescinded in February 1651, coinciding with Baccio’s arrival almost
exactly. 72

Though the Coliseo was in use and open to the public in 1651, the first production in that
theatre with which Baccio was connected occurred in May 1652. This was Pedro Calderón de la
Barca’s La fiera, el rayo y la piedra (The Beast, the Lightning Bolt, and the Stone). Calderón, by
this time in his 50s, had once been a prolific contributor to the corral theatres, but had given up
his public writing career to be ordained as a Franciscan priest. He continued to write plays for the
court, as he had since 1635, including numerous autos sacramentales for the annual Corpus
Christi celebrations. 73 In the earlier period of his court career, before the production of spectacle
plays was halted, Calderón had worked with Cosimo Lotti. The documentary record suggests
that the relationship was not an easy or equitable one.
In 1635 Cosimo Lotti conceived of a spectacular production expanding on the Circe
episode from the story of Ulysses. As Lotti envisioned it, the play would be performed on a
temporary stage built on the waters of the large lake in the gardens of the Buen Retiro and
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feature a variety of spectacular effects. 74 Lotti wrote out his ideas in detail, including the general
content of scenes and the type of machines required, and sent them to Calderón, who rejected the
proposal as “not actable, being more concerned with the devising of the machines than with the
pleasure of the performance.” 75 This was a very different orientation towards spectacular
production than Lotti was used to in Florence, where the text was often seen as a pretext for an
entertaining series of effects. 76 Calderón then offered, perhaps somewhat condescendingly, to
incorporate some of Lotti’s effects into a play on the story of Circe and Ulysses of his own
devising. The result was El mayor encanto, amor (Love, the Greatest Enchantment).
Despite Calderón’s dismissal of Lotti’s plan, the published text of El mayor encanto
amor follows it “to a considerable extent.” 77 Calderón used Lotti’s opening scene of an
enchanted wood with human/tree hybrids, a scene of a table magically rising from the ground,
two scenes in which human comic servants were enchanted into animal forms, and several of the
spectacular machines and events Lotti described such as actors making entrances by cloud,
rainbow, and animal-drawn chariot; and the transformation of a mountain into a palace. Scholar
of Spanish theatre N.D. Shergold characterizes Calderón’s approach as improving “a promising
idea, but one which has to be fairly extensively rethought and reworked in order to obtain its
maximum dramatic effectiveness.” 78 Calderón’s initial written response to Lotti indicated that he
would leave the execution of the spectacle effects to the artist, but in the end it appears that he
provided sketches of certain of them and that Lotti had been obliged to sign a legal agreement to
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carry out Calderón’s visions. 79 Frederick de Armas suggests that the expressed relationship
between words and images in the text of El mayor encanto, amor reveals a “friendly rivalry”
between the writer and the artist, though there is, unfortunately, no evidence of Lotti’s feelings
about the relationship. 80 In the 1630s, such primacy of a literary writer in the creation of a work
of spectacle would have been unheard of in Florence, or similar courts with established and
lively cultures of spectacular performance. 81

In 1652, 17 years after Calderón transformed Lotti’s ideas into El mayor encanto, amor,
he was again working with a Florentine designer on a mythological production to be performed
at the Buen Retiro. La fiera, el rayo y la piedra was presented at the Coliseo in May 1652. The
designer was Baccio del Bianco and the production followed the trials and tribulations of three
couples, two from Ovid’s Metamorphoses: Iphis and Anaxarete, and Pygmalion and his statue;
and one original to the play: Irífile and Céfiro. 82 The production had seven full changes of scene
and many more partial scene changes. Early in the production process Calderón wryly opined
that the production would have a multi-day running time; and indeed, it ultimately took about
seven hours to perform. 83
It seems that from the beginning the relationship between Baccio and Calderón was more
collegial than that between Calderón and Cosimo Lotti. This may be because the playwright saw
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how taken Philip IV was with the new Florentine “Daedalus.” 84 The comparison between Baccio
and the legendary craftsman was particularly apt given that he had to do so much of the work for
this production himself. In the absence of established construction processes for spectacular
scenery, theatrical machines, and costumes for the public theatres, the court lacked access to
expert fabricators. As a result, Baccio “was forced to be a carpenter, a blacksmith, a painter, an
engineer and a tailor.” 85 This may have contributed to a postponement of the first performance,
which was originally scheduled for June 1652 but did not take place until July. Despite the delay,
and Baccio’s limited production support, the result was a resounding success.
La fiera, el rayo y la piedra began with a capriccio (a short comic scene), followed by
some music. 86 Then came a loa (prologue), with a female personification of fortune praising the
king and queen, and discreetly expressing the hope that an heir to the throne would soon be born.
With Mariana’s first child, Margarita, a year old, the issue of a male heir remained pressing. (The
production actually appears to have been offered as a consolation to the young queen, who had
recently suffered a miscarriage.) After Fortuna’s speech a globe appeared, on which was seated
an allegorical figure of Spain. Surrounding it were seven planets, not explicitly described but
likely also personifications, who moved through the air singing. It was a dazzling beginning to a
production that would feature what Antonio de León Pinelo called in the contemporaneous
Anales de Madrid “the best and most spectacular inventions, decorations, and perspectives” that
had been seen in the Spanish theatre. 87
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The seven fully-realized scenic locations were the sea, a forest, Vulcan’s forge, a noble
city, a garden, a palace interior, and the heavens. There were also several partial scene changes,
accomplished by using the center back of the stage area as a discovery space, or by mixing and
matching different wings and backgrounds. All seven of the full scenes corresponded to
established types that Baccio would have known well, and which were descended from the
Comic, Tragic, and Satyric scenes described by Sebastiano Serlio in the second book of his
Architettura (1545). 88 They were also familiar scenic locations for the artist because they
commonly appeared in Medici court productions. To take one example with which Baccio is
known to have assisted, Le nozze degli dei (The Marriages of the Gods, 1637), included a
wooded scene, a formal garden (the garden of Venus), a sea scene, a celestial scene, and
Vulcan’s forge. 89 Alfonso Parigi’s designs for Le nozze degli dei were commemorated in
etchings by Baccio’s friend and former student Stefano della Bella but, unfortunately, no images
of Baccio’s designs for La fiera, el rayo y la piedra exist today. 90 There are, however, written
records that provide the basis for the following.
The opening scene of La fiera, el rayo y la piedra is described as a full seascape, though
the dialogue makes reference to a port that may have appeared in the background or been
revealed as the scene progressed. It was a truly spectacular opening, with fish, a singing
mermaid, and a sea monster. These were chased off by a fierce storm that culminated in a
shipwreck. Baccio wanted to enhance the storm with a hail effect created using “candies and
scented water” but he was prevented by some of the Spanish superintendents of the production,
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who distrusted the newcomer’s ideas. 91 They preferred more familiar methods of creating
theatrical weather such as crashing iron together for thunder and swinging a board to simulate
wind. After the shipwreck, the sea was replaced by a woodland setting. In the absence of a text
from the 1652 production it is impossible to say how the transition was carried out. The earliest
text, printed in 1664, has the stage direction “Cubrese el mar, y descubrese el bosque,” while the
text of 1690 says “Mudase el teatro en perspectiva de bosque.” 92 The different verbs—
“cubrese/dsescubrese” (cover/discover) versus “mudase” (change)—may indicate significant
differences in theatrical practice. The former suggests the use of a curtain and a slower scene
change accomplished manually, or even a break between scenes. The latter points toward a
sudden change brought about by mechanical means. The earlier text, which N. D. Shergold
posits is closest to Calderón’s original version, may reflect the playwright’s use of the verbs
“cubrese” and “discubrese” as a matter of convention. 93 That is, due to Calderón’s long
experience in the public theatres and the relative novelty of his return to spectacular court
productions he may have used the terms to describe the scene change regardless of how it was
done. Alternatively, the 1664 text may reflect a production presented in a public corral sometime
between the original production and its publication as, as Shergold notes, “a lot could have
happened to the original manuscript” in the intervening years. 94
Whatever the mechanism, the total transition from sea to woods was followed by a partial
transition in which the three Fates were revealed within a grotto. It is tempting here to think of
Baccio del Bianco’s work for the Medici on the grotto of the Boboli garden, but a more likely
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source of inspiration were the stage designs of Alfonso Parigi. As a young man Baccio had, of
course, studied under Alfonso’s father Giulio and then had assisted Alfonso with the designs for
Le nozze degli dei. While neither the descriptions nor the etchings of that production include a
grotto of the kind indicated in La fiera, el rayo y la piedra, an earlier mythological play designed
by Alfonso Parigi did include such a setting. La Flora, performed in Florence for the 1628
wedding of Margherita de’ Medici and Odoardo Farnese, began with a scene of woods. An
extant design shows the mountain in the background opened to reveal a grotto inside (in this
case, containing the throne of Berecyntia). 95 Whether or not Baccio saw this woodland grotto
setting in person—he was in Florence in 1628, and well-connected to the Medici court—he
would almost certainly have been familiar with Parigi’s own rendering of the design, as sharing
and copying from the drawings of more experienced practitioners was common among
Florentine artists throughout their careers.
The next scene of La fiera, el rayo y la piedra took place in Vulcan’s forge. This was
another conventional setting, and in fact was one that Baccio had experience with from his work
on Le nozze degli dei. However, a comparison of the description of Baccio’s design and other,
earlier, interpretations of the setting show the variety possible. Alfonso Parigi’s 1637 design
places Vulcan’s forge in a cave at the center back of the scene. At either side of the open
foreground are tall cliffs topped by windswept trees. Each promontory—there are three per side,
one on each wing—masks a stage entrance. By contrast, the setting for Vulcan’s forge in
Calderón’s text is not a bleak landscape—a classically-inspired approach to the location—but a
fine armory. Instead of cliffs, the side wings represent towers decorated with “armor, lances,
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helmets, spears, shields, bows, arrows and quivers.” 96 One similarity between Baccio’s and
Parigi’s designs was the placement of the forge itself. Baccio also places it at the center back, to
facilitate its discovery after the opening of the scene. Though there are no extant images of the
1652 production, the drawing from the 1690 production depicts the scene as a formal space with
arms and armor displayed in neat rows on solid-looking stone walls. 97 The overall similarity
between the illustrations of the 1690 production and the descriptions of Baccio’s settings for the
1652 production suggests that there is some measure of continuity between the design
approaches. This being the case, Baccio’s interpretation of Vulcan’s domain is a radical
departure from that of his Florentine colleague.
It is also strikingly different from an important Spanish interpretation of this location,
which had been on view in the Buen Retiro palace since the 1630s. Diego Velázquez’s The
Forge of Vulcan was considered one of “the masterpieces of his first stay in Rome,” and it was
acquired for the king’s collection in 1633 or 1634. 98 Velázquez presents Vulcan’s forge in much
more realistic terms than either of the stage designers. The painting shows a simple space with a
large stone hearth, and mostly bare walls. Smithery tools and pieces of armor in various states of
completion lay about the workspace. 99 Baccio del Bianco’s choice to eschew both realistic and
classical design approaches may have been based on Calderón’s text. Alternatively, it could have
been a deliberate decision, calculated to impress the king. The transition between woods to cliffs
(both with a discovery of a grotto) would not be nearly as visually impressive as one from an
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outdoor to an indoor setting. The sequence of sea, to woods, to a hall festooned with arms and
armor would be spectacular indeed.
The next scenic location varies in different versions of the text, but it is likely that in the
production designed by Baccio del Bianco it was a noble city. 100 This kind of urban exterior with
fine buildings was essentially the Tragic Scene of Serlio’s typology, and it would have been
common for the artist to depict buildings of local importance. Unfortunately, there is very little
information about this setting during the 1652 production. There is only slightly more
information about the next: a formal garden. The earliest text to describe the details of the setting
was that of 1687, and though N.D. Shergold suggests that the simple direction denotes a simple
setting, that does not seem likely based on Baccio’s previous work. 101 With his “professional
experience as a gardener, architect and set designer” he would almost certainly “enrich this space
with the arrangement of natural elements typical of gardens—vegetation and water—forming—
or rather imitating—architectural structures.” 102
The 1687 text states that the scene changes to “a garden, and in the middle there was a
fountain upon which was a beautiful statue.” 103 This would have been a familiar image for
Baccio, especially from his time working in the stunning Boboli gardens behind the Medici
residence. In fact, during the 1630s when Baccio was both active in Florence and in the Medici
employ, the gardens were undergoing significant renovation under the supervision of first Giulio
Parigi, and later, Alfonso. One of their significant projects was taking the Fontana dell’ Oceano
(Ocean fountain) from its place near the amphitheatre (just behind the residence) to make it the
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centerpiece of the Isolotto, an island of lush citrus trees in an artificial lake. 104 The fountain was
sculpted in the 1570s by master artist Giambologna, and features the figure of Ocean, a towering
classical nude, with his foot resting on the head of a dolphin. Below him, each on a scrolled
pedestal, crouch two of his subjects, and the whole surmounts a wide circular basin. 105 The
Ocean Fountain was well-known and much-admired, even in Baccio del Bianco’s time; so much
so that Philip IV’s contributions to the development of the Jardín de la Isla (island garden) at the
palace of Aranjuez included a fountain of Hercules based upon it. 106 Neither the Ocean Fountain
or the Hercules Fountain, nor their settings at Boboli and Aranjuez respectively, can adequately
be described as “simple.”
Challenging the assumption of a simple garden setting further, Baccio, like Cosimo Lotti
before him, was skilled at designing and engineering fountains. There are three designs by
Baccio del Bianco for fountains in the collection of the Gabinetto dei Disegni e delle Stampe of
the Uffizi (GDSU). 107 Regardless of the state of finish of some of the drawings, each is
undeniably elaborate. The first fountain I will discuss is the least finished. It shows two distinct
options for the bottom basin: one half of the basin is drawn as smooth and circular, and the other
as intricately carved and undulating (probably indicating a quatrefoil shape). Rising from the
basin is an enormous artichoke supporting a smaller, flared basin, on top of which are four ewers
with rearing horses between them. These ornaments surround a base supporting another, very
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shallow, basin scalloped so dramatically that it almost looks like a neck ruff. Above this is a final
small, claw-footed basin on which is mounted two figures wrestling in the Greek style.
A second fountain design is similar, though more ornate. The bottom basin is a quatrefoil
decorated with grotesque faces and festoons. A large, open-petaled water lily sits in the center of
the basin, out of which rises a tapered base topped by busts of four sirens. Above their
headdresses is another “ruffled” basin, so shallow as to be almost flat, on which two water birds
perch. Resting on their delicately curved necks is the uppermost basin, out of which grows a
small tree (probably an oak). The branches of the tree form a circle around a dove in the action of
alighting. It is both lovely and ingenious, with water jets shown bursting from unexpected places,
but it pales in comparison to the final fountain design.
Pasquale Nerino Ferri’s nineteenth-century catalog of the Uffizi collection describes the
design in this third drawing as a “hexagonal fountain with a winged siren at each corner who
holds in her raised arms a vase of flowers on her head. In the center of the bowl, on a base
formed by two dolphins, is placed a small vessel surmounted by a putto holding a swan.” 108 The
whole is set on a hexagonal plinth and richly decorated with cartouches, scrollwork, festoons,
and other flourishes. Looking at these three drawings, it is difficult to imagine that Baccio del
Bianco would have approached the design of a formal garden with a central fountain element
with an aesthetic of simplicity, and in fact the text of the play suggests that he may have even
engineered the stage fountain to have running water. A character hiding in the garden during part
of the scene, the comic servant Lebrón, complains of being watered like a tree.
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There were a number of partial scene changes and intermediate locations that make use of
various parts of the settings described above, but there remain two further full scene changes yet
to discuss. One was a palace interior, the palace built by Pygmalion for his statue. It was
decorated with precious stones, the look and feel of which had been intimately familiar to Baccio
del Bianco during his childhood apprenticeship with Giovanni Bilivert. Remember that Bilivert,
at the time of Baccio’s affiliation with his workshop, was working primarily in pietre dure (hard
stone) for the Medici. Baccio had complained about the time spent “doing nothing but carve
wood and set stones,” but it seems that he at least gained an appreciation of the beauty of the
materials. The palace hall was large enough to accommodate the entry of a triumphal chariot and
a throng of singing and dancing peasants.
The final setting was the inevitable, given the play’s mythological subject: a scene of the
heavens. Not quite Mt. Olympus and not quite the Christian paradise, as was the case in the most
deployments of this type of celestial scene, it was the most spectacular of all the settings. Above
the central architectural feature of the Temple of Venus, the skies opened to reveal the goddess
on her throne. She was accompanied by Cupid, Anteros, and two choruses on either side of the
stage. The scene culminated in the appearance of a glory—a spectacle machine “that took the
shape of a sun, a moon, or most frequently, a cloud that could expand in size.” 110 Glory
machines became common in representations of biblical events such as the Ascension of Christ
or the Annunciation to the Virgin Mary in large church-based religious performances in the
fifteenth century, especially in Florence. In 1439 the Bishop of Souzdal recorded a performance
celebrating a feast day in which,
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…the Celestial Father was seen with a crown on his head…. God was surrounded by a
group of young boys, playing flutes, lyres and small bells, who represented the Angels.
God the Father and the Angels were bathed in a brilliant light created by many small
lamps. The circular opening of Heaven was adorned with effigy images of angels painted
on cardboard discs by skillful artists. These moved and turned separately. 111
Using a combination of aerial machinery (including clouds), lighting effects, and a mix of actors
and painted figures, the glory machine could simulate the imagined magnificence of heaven—
whether that be Christian or pagan. For La fiera, el rayo y la piedra, Baccio created a glory in the
form of a cloud that held 24 gods aloft as they sang and played instruments. (It is not clear
whether all of these were real musicians, or if some were, as in Bishop’s description, dummies.)
A further 12 celestial beings, all women, were lowered to the stage floor for a dance. 112 The
whole was an exuberant celebration of the united lovers, and a reflection of the Spanish court’s
commitment to the development of spectacle theatre that would match or surpass that which was
being produced elsewhere.

The 1652 production of La fiera, el rayo y la piedra was the Spanish court’s introduction
to Baccio del Bianco’s theatrical imagination and engineering skill, and it made a strong positive
impression. Philip IV ordered that one thousand ducats be given to Baccio as a reward for
bringing to the stage “all the marvelous things that we see nature do on land, in air and in
water.” 113 The artist himself professed to be unsatisfied with his work. He wrote to Mattias de’
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Medici, Grand Duke Ferdinando II’s younger brother, that if only he had more time “it would
have been all to my taste and in accordance with my wishes.” 114 Given Baccio’s penchant for
self-deprecation it is likely that he was only mildly disappointed with the production, if at all.
Nonetheless he set himself the task of outdoing the spectacle of La fiera, el rayo y la piedra.
He would not have the opportunity to do so until the following year, and in the meantime,
he was asked to undertake a wide variety of projects, reflecting a knowledge of the diversity of
his employments in Florence. Baccio created an apparato for the celebration of the octave of the
Feast of Our Lady in the church of San Martín de la Orden de Calatrava, as he had for the
quarant’ore observances of the Arcangelo Raffaello and others. 115 He built a telescope for
ambassador Ludovico Incontri with lenses sent from Florence. 116 For the royal court, he prepared
fireworks for the celebration of Queen Mariana’s birthday and restored some valuable items that
had been damaged in a fire at the palace. He had, apparently, also been present at the time of the
fire, which had broken out in a part of the Buen Retiro near the church of San Jerónimo. Baccio’s
swift and brave action to slow its progress brought him further acclaim. 117 Finally, in May 1653,
Baccio had the chance to wow the king, court, and even the public with his ingenious theatrical
inventions, again in collaboration with Pedro Calderón de la Barca. The production would
cement his reputation in Spain as a master engineer and a consummate artist. It would also
generate some of most durable material traces of his artistic career, including personal
recollections, public recounting, and of course the text and images of the Houghton Manuscript.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The fire at the Buen Retiro palace in March 1653 meant that the court stayed elsewhere
during the spring of that year while restorations were carried out. During this period Queen
Mariana suffered a bout of smallpox, from which she recovered fully. To celebrate her “cousin
and mother” returning to health, Infanta Maria Theresa called upon Don Luis de Haro, governor
of the Buen Retiro, and Baccio del Bianco to arrange “un[a] gran fiesta.” 1 The festivities were to
include a play, and Baccio set to work on a new mythological spectacular with Pedro Calderón
de la Barca. The resulting production was called Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo (The
Fortunes of Andromeda and Perseus). Performed at the Coliseo of the Buen Retiro in May 1653,
it is the best documented production of Baccio del Bianco’s theatrical career, and among the best
documented productions of the seventeenth century Spanish theatre. Much of the documentation
comes from the pages of what is now known as the Houghton Manuscript. This unique artifact
began as a gift from Queen Mariana to Emperor Ferdinand III, her father and Philip IV’s onetime brother-in-law (Ferdinand had been married to his late sister Maria Anna). It comprises 150
bound leaves that include the play text with additional passages describing the production, 11
illustrations of the play in performance, and the musical score. This chapter will focus on the
production of Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo and its representation in the Houghton
Manuscript. Both provide insight into Baccio del Bianco’s approach to theatre design, his
possible influences, and his life as a professional artist in a foreign court.
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Spectacular productions on the order of La fiera, el rayo y la piedra required months of
advance work and so even before the request from the Infanta for a new work Baccio del Bianco
was developing plans for machines and spectacle effects to incorporate into a play. 2 It is unclear
whether this work was done in consultation with Pedro Calderón de la Barca. Filippo Baldinucci
suggests that while Calderón remained wrapped up in his own responsibilities at court, he was
not without appreciation for his partner-in-production. 3 Baccio himself, writing to Grand Duke
Ferdinando II in Florence after Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo had completed its full run of
around 30 performances, stated that the play “was liked (for my part and for the part of the poet)
more than that of last year, because the story, as many declared to me, was popular, and the
machines were as many in quantity and as good. 4 Though this may seem like faint praise, given
Baccio’s penchant for filling his letters with humorously exaggerated tales of grievance it is
notable that he reserves his barbs for other targets. (This letter, to which we’ll return later, does
contain some memorable complaints about other participants in the production.)
As Baccio indicated, the plot of this comedia drew upon the tale of Andromeda and
Perseus, which was well-known to court audiences from Ovid’s Metamorphoses. It must be said
at this point that the identification of the 1653 production at the Buen Retiro with Calderón’s
Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo is very likely but not absolutely certain. The expense records
relating to the 1653 production at the Buen Retiro do not specify the name of the play, but a
contemporary newsletter by León Pinelo records that the Fábula de Perseo was being performed
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“[La comedia] di quest'anno (laudato sia il Signore Dio) è piaciuta (e per la mia parte e per la parte del poeta) assai
più della dell'anno passato, però che la favola, per tante mia prediche, era nota, e le macchine erano in quantità e
assai buone.” Transcribed in Mina Bacci, “Lettere inedite di Baccio del Bianco,” Paragone Arte, 1963, 71.
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at the Coliseo in June 1653. 5 Since the Calderón/Baccio del Bianco production was presented for
the court in mid-May and then had a public run at the Coliseo of about 30 performances, this
would make it nearly impossible for Pinelo to be referring to any other play. 6 Further, though the
Houghton Manuscript itself does not name the author of the play contained inside, the text
matches closely that of Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo published by Juan de Vera Tassis y
Villaroel in Calderón’s collected works. 7 I see no reason to challenge the assertion that the 1653
production for which Baccio served as designer, and which is commemorated in the Houghton
Manuscript, is Pedro Calderón de la Barca’s Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo.
Baccio’s comment in the letter to Ferdinando II that the plot was well-known to the
audience also suggests a slight shift in Calderón’s approach to writing mythological spectacles.
Calderón’ was a prolific writer, and most of works featured plots that he invented himself. This
is true even of his religious works. The generic conventions of Italianate court spectacle,
however, relied upon mythological stories to furnish plots that would be easy to follow even for
an audience overwhelmed by heavy-handed political allegory or exciting theatrical effects. In La
fiera, el rayo y la piedra, Calderón had drawn on both inclination and convention, and the result
was a play whose central plot freely mixed the tales of two pairs of mythological lovers with that
of a third pairing entirely invented by him. In Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo, Calderón hewed
more closely to the familiar story of the titular lovers, adding fewer wholly invented elements
and instead weaving in figures and events from mythology with established connections to
Perseus and Andromeda, such as Danaë. Calderón’s embrace of generic convention in this and
similar works for the court of Philip IV has led some scholars to dismiss his mythological
N.D. Shergold, A History of the Spanish Stage from Medieval Times Until the End of the Seventeenth Century
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), 311.
6
The estimated run of the production comes from Baccio; see Bacci, “Lettere inedite di Baccio del Bianco,” 71.
7
Shergold, 311. The play was published in Part IV of the collected works in 1672.
5
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spectacles as inferior to the rest of his oeuvre. 8 Others, however, argue that in them Calderón
displayed “a true mastery of the polyphony of the theatrical idiom” and combined “dramatic
coherence with a theatrical complexity that was perhaps unique in the history of the European
court spectacular.” 9 Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo was the first of these plays to reflect the
sophistication of Calderón’s approach to what was, outside of Spain, a genre lacking in nuance.
The loa, or prologue, seems to describe this approach, shedding some light on the relationship
between the writer and his stage designer.
The mythological figures of Perseus and Andromeda, and their trials and tribulations,
were primarily known to (educated) Spanish audiences through translations of the Roman poet
Ovid. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Ovid’s Metamorphoses, in which the story of
these characters is told, was published in a variety of editions and formats. Some were scholarly
commentaries on the original Latin text, others “vernacular translations with lengthy allegorical
exegeses.” 10 By 1590 there were three full published Spanish translations of Metamorphoses,
each of which circulated widely through the seventeenth century. 11 There was also at least one
significant stage version of the Perseus and Andromeda story, Lope de Vega’s La fábula de
Perseo, o la bella Andrómeda (The Tale of Perseus, or The Beautiful Andromeda). Interestingly,
this may have been related to an operatic work by the Florentine playwright Jacopo Cicognini,
written in 1611 and subsequently revised and presented with scenery and spectacle machines by
Cosimo Lotti during his career in Florence. 12 Lope and Cicognini were correspondents and each

Margaret Rich Greer, The Play of Power: Mythological Court Dramas of Calderón de la Barca (Princeton:
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(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 32.
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Ibid., 26–27.
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shared details of his work that sometimes appeared afterwards in the work of the other. One
element that points to Cicognini as a source of inspiration for Lope is that both playwrights send
Perseus to rescue Andromeda on the back of Pegasus, rather than in the winged sandals of
Mercury as in Ovid. 13 From a practical standpoint, the former is much simpler to execute on
stage, which may have been at the root of this choice for both playwrights. (Calderón would also
make this choice in his version.) Whatever the case, Lope de Vega’s play was given an elaborate
production in 1613 at the estate of the Duke of Lerma, King Philip III’s nearly omnipotent
valido. 14 It may also have had a subsequent life in the public theatres, in a simplified form. 15

Before beginning an in-depth study of the first production of Calderón’s Fortunas de
Andrómeda y Perseo, it is important to revisit the context in which it was presented. By May
1653 Philip IV and Mariana had been married about four years and their union had produced one
daughter but no sons. In the absence of a male heir (in Spain women could inherit the throne but
the role Philip preferred for his daughters was as pawns in diplomatically important marriages),
there was a great deal of pressure on the young queen to continue to reproduce. 16 In late
winter/early spring 1653 Mariana had come down with smallpox, which in seventeenth-century
Europe was among the most common causes of death. 17 It had, in fact, been the cause of Philip
IV’s son and heir Baltasar Carlos’s death in 1646. The illness undoubtedly caused the king and
court alarm, and in combination with the uncertain royal succession—to say nothing of the fire at

Ibid., 43–44. Other possible sources of this choice include one of the three Spanish translations of Ovid, or
possibly the Juan Pérez de Moya’s mythological dictionary.
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the Buen Retiro, and ongoing conflicts both domestic and foreign—it must have been a
tremendous relief when the young queen recovered. 18 Given this, a production on the scale of
Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo, with its considerable cost in cash and other limited resources,
makes sense as a celebration of Mariana’s return to health (and, presumably, fertility). The
instigator of the fiesta of which it was a part was Maria Theresa, Philip IV’s oldest and only
living child from his first marriage. She was only four years younger than her stepmother Queen
Mariana, and the two had quickly laid the foundation for “a lasting friendship” when the latter
arrived in Spain. 19 In 1648, a year before the young queen arrived in Madrid, Maria Theresa had
actually taken part in a theatrical performance created to celebrate Mariana’s birthday. Gabriel
Bocángel y Unzueta’s El nuevo Olimpo (The New Olympus) featured Maria Theresa in the
leading role of the Divine Mind of Jupiter. 20 An allegorical masque, it featured music and
dancing, and envisioned a bright future for Spain under a new (male) heir. 21 Five years later, the
fourteen-year-old Infanta was not the star, but the patron of the production.

Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo began, as was typical of Spanish theatrical productions,
with a loa. A loa was a short piece, independent from the plot of the subsequent production. Loa
provided “an invaluable, infinitely expandable portmanteau into which [the] playwright or
theatre-company manager could tuck anything he liked.” 22 In this production, the loa was

Domestically, Philip had just put down a major rebellion in Andalusia, and abroad Spain was still warring with
France. See R.A. Stradling, Philip IV and the Government of Spain, 1621-1665 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
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preceded by a brief “introduction,” or “dedication.” 23 The introduction was performed before the
front curtain that, along with the proscenium arch, had been decorated especially for this
production. Baccio del Bianco’s first illustration for the Houghton Manuscript shows both,
though whether he contributed to their design is not clearly established. He certainly had
sufficient knowledge of textiles to have been involved in the design of the curtain, which was
decorated with the initials of Maria Theresa (as patron of the celebration) and Mariana (as its
object), alternating with a large, ogival floral motif. Though the drawings in the manuscript are
exclusively in brown ink, the text indicates that the curtain was “crimson” and the initials
silver. 24 The top of the proscenium arch was decorated with a large cartouche featuring a sundrenched landscape, prominently displaying a laurel and a rose bush. The sun, whose rays shone
brightly on the land below despite the presence of some small clouds, was Mariana. According to
the text in the Houghton Manuscript, these “nubecillas” do not diminish the sun’s radiance. 25
The clouds are apparently a reference to the smallpox scars that now marked Mariana’s face. The
laurel and the rose bush represented Philip IV and Maria Theresa, respectively. The whole was
intended to communicate the queen’s beneficent influence on the nation. 26 Making the symbiotic
relationship between the queen and people more explicit, below the cartouche was the Latin
motto “Generat omnia” (roughly, “she is the source of all”), and above it a banderol bearing the
words: “As you live, so all will live; because there is no difference between seeing suffering and
suffering.” 27 The textual elements and iconography were likely the work of Calderón, as they
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recur in the text of the introduction, but painting on the cartouche could easily have been done by
Baccio, whose mastery of the landscape genre was well known in Florence. 28
At the beginning of the introduction, Music, personified as a beautifully attired nymph,
descended from the sky (the drawing suggests that the actress could have come through a trap in
the proscenium arch, or from just behind it) on a blue and silver cloud. As she did, she sang the
verse emblazoned above the proscenium arch, which also functioned as the musical refrain of
this section. 29 Her song continued with a gloss on the iconography of the landscape adorning the
proscenium and abundant praise of the queen, king, and infanta. La Música was then joined by
two other arts personified as nymphs: La Poesía (poetry) and La Pintura (painting). These two
were also borne in on clouds, that the text of the Houghton Manuscript describes as “moving in
the manner of triumphal chariots, with grace and splendor.” 30 As they continued to sing the
nymphs provided a preamble to the production with “the closest approximation to a theoretical
statement of the procedures of such spectaculars” in Calderón’s writings. 31 According to La
Pintura, her task was to offer beautiful perspectives to trick the eye, while La Poesía claimed the
task of providing the soul of the work. La Música modestly took a subordinate role to the others,
saying only “I receive from both of you the favor that you offer me.” 32 She did, however, go on
to warn La Pintura to rein in her propensity for variety, to which the latter replied, “I will always
have the scene conform to the fable.” 33 With this simple exchange Calderón asserted his

Baldinucci, Notizie dei professori del disegno da Cimabue in qua, 5:34.
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primacy: poetry ensouls the story, the story determines the scenery, and music provides a
compliment to both the narrative and visual elements.
Though Calderón used the text to center himself as the source of the production, in
execution and in its subsequent recording in the Houghton Manuscript he is unable to hold on to
this position. Baccio’s illustration of the introduction focuses not on the nymphs and their song,
but on the final moments of the scene, when his theatrical ingenuity makes its first big
impression. 34 The curtain is shown rising, its swagged bottom edge nearly even with the three
nymphs who are suspended halfway between the stage floor and the top of the arch. Each nymph
is seated on her own cloud, though they converge at center, giving the appearance of a single
entity. The proscenium, with its mottos and decorative cartouche, is drawn in detail; possibly a
sign that Baccio was involved in their making or possibly an attempt to capture some the visuals
corresponding to the introductory text. Visible below the edge of the curtain is the lower part of
the setting for the loa, a teasing glimpse of a remarkable effect to come.
There is much to be said about the moment Baccio has chosen to depict. Given what must
have been a somewhat general request from his royal patron to illustrate the text with images
from the production, Baccio’s decision to begin with a transitional moment draws attention
immediately to his skill as an engineer. All the scenic elements in the foreground are in motion,
and each motion represents a complex mechanical achievement. Reading the text in conjunction
with the image makes clear that each of the nymphs is on a cloud that moves independently of
the others. Yet at this moment the clouds have drawn together and are moving upwards as one.

“Andrómeda y Perseo: Fábula Representada En El Coliseo Del Real Palacio de Buen Retiro a Obediencia de La
Serenissima Señora Doña Maria Teresa de Austria Infanta de Castilla En Festibo Parabién Que Felices Años Goze
La Siempre Augusta Magestad de La Reyna Nuestra Señora Doña Mariana de Austria” (Madrid, 1653), folio 3,
verso, Houghton f MS Typ 258.
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Fig. 1: Prologue, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 3, MS Typ 258, Houghton Library, Harvard
University.

The curtain behind them is rising simultaneously, and it is not a simple drop curtain but
one with complicated rigging. A similar curtain, used in 1680 for Calderón’s Hado y divisa de
Leonido y Marfisa (The Fates and Devices of Leonido and Marfisa), was described as “en forma
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de pabellón” (in the style of a pavilion), but might today be called an Austrian or Venetian
curtain. 35
From a technical standpoint, neither of these elements of the design would have been
extraordinary at the time. Simple curtains that dropped down to reveal the stage space were in
use by the second century BCE, and more complex curtains that could be pulled up and down
were common in Italy by the late 1620s. 36 Cloud machines had been around for decades in
Italian courts, and Nicola Sabbattini’s 1638 treatise Pratica di Fabricar Scene e Machine ne’
Teatri (The Practice of Building Scenes and Machinery in the Theatre) discusses at least 11
different ways to move clouds across the scene—including some involving multidirectional
movement like that in the introduction to Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo. 37 In fact, Sabbattini
describes an effect in a section titled “How To Make A Cloud Divide Into Three Parts As It Is
Lowered and Become One As It Is Raised” that could produce the exact visual represented in the
drawing, that is, three individual clouds drawing together into one as they are raised upwards. 38
This confirms that the effects that Baccio used in this scene were long-established in Italian
courts. It is important to note that cloud machinery was also well known in Spain. It wase used in
the public theatres in Spain by 1608, and even earlier in court entertainments. 39 Regardless of the
fact that neither effect was new, the moving clouds and elaborate curtain rigging in conjunction
would have been impressive. This drawing, the first in the manuscript and representing only the
Quoted in Jeremy Robbins, “Baroque Stage Curtains: Space, Spectacle and the Monarch,” Bulletin of Spanish
Studies 92, no. 8–10 (2015): 350, https://doi.org/10.1080/14753820.2016.1105482. The use of the term “pabellón”
here is not entirely clear, but Robbins’ is the only reference to this kind of curtain and he does not dwell long enough
to illuminate the issue.
36
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the Seventeenth Century,” Art History 33, no. 2 (April 2010): 251, 253.
37
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Theatre 1 (Coral Gables, FL: University of Miami Press, 1958), 147–68.
38
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39
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used in a production given for the court at the palace of Valladolid in 1548, though the exact types is not recorded.
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short introduction to the loa to the play, seems to suggest that if this is how it begins there will be
even more extraordinary things to come.
The next illustration bears out this suggestion. Baccio’s second drawing, is of the loa
proper. 40 The text describes the scene as “the color of the sky, with many concealed artificial
lights.” 41 In front of this softly illuminated background knelt an enormous figure (an automaton)
of Atalante (Atlas), bearing on his back a globe with representations of the zodiac painted on it.
In the air above him float twelve nymphs on twelve clouds, each holding a torch in one hand and
a shield marking her as one of the signs of the zodiac in the other. The most astonishing element
of this image, and indeed of its real-life inspiration, is its scale. Atalante’s head, and to reiterate
the figure is kneeling, reaches approximately halfway up the height of the composition. Baccio
opted not to include the proscenium arch—possibly to give more space to the new machinery
rather than include something already depicted in the previous image—so it is difficult to
estimate the height of the figure but comparing it to the real women depicted confirms that this
was a large construction. Though Baccio had a penchant for exaggeration—he was, after all, a
noted caricaturist—it seems that in the kneeling position Atalante is about twice the height of the
human figures in the foreground. The effect created by Atalante is perhaps even more impressive
when you take into consideration that it was an automaton.

40
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“Andrómeda y Perseo: Fábula Representada En El Coliseo Del Real Palacio de Buen Retiro,” folio 8, verso.
Calderón de la Barca, Andrómeda y Perseo: fábula escénica, 45.
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Fig. 2: Loa, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 8, MS Typ 258, Houghton Library, Harvard
University.

Automata draw upon ancient technology, the term referring generally to devices that are
animated by concealed mechanical means. The Iliad contains a reference to some automata that
the god Hephaestus created to be servants to the Olympians. 42 One of the earliest extant technical
texts on the subject in the European tradition is by first-century mathematician and engineer
Hero of Alexandria, though he explicitly credits foundational work by others, upon which his is
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intended to build. 43 The context in which ancient automata were used is not always clear, but by
the 16th century they were to be found among the other marvels in the private collections and
Wunderkammers of Renaissance princes across Europe. 44 (You will remember from the previous
chapter that one of Cosimo Lotti’s first successful works in Spain was an automaton of a satyr
that made realistic movements and uttered sounds. 45) They also appeared in more public contexts
in religious ritual and early theatrical celebrations, such as those at Good Friday observances. 46
As with many spectacular theatrical effects from the medieval period, automata also became part
of some secular performance practices, particularly among the courts of Europe, due to their
undeniable theatricality. Leonardo da Vinci famously created an automaton of a lion that
“walked several paces forward and then opened his breastplates to reveal heraldic lilies” to
welcome King Francis I of France on a visit to Milan. 47In Spain, automata in the form of la
tarasca, a kind of dragon that knocked hats off the heads of unwary spectators, were commonly
seen in the celebrations of the Feast of Corpus Christi.
As one of the Titans and the bulwark between the heavens and the earth, Atlas was a
symbol of power in the visual vocabulary of Renaissance art. It appears in visual art and
performance culture, as for example, in the triumphal entries of Holy Roman Emperor Charles V
into Naples in 1535 and that of Henri IV of France into Lyon in 1595. 48 In the seventeenth
43
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century, no less a figure than Inigo Jones designed an Atlas for Thomas Carew’s Coelum
Brittanicum. The text of the masque, given at Whitehall palace in 1633, includes the following
description: “At this the scæne changeth, and in the heaven is discovered a spheare, with stars
placed in their severall images, borne up by a huge naked figure (onely a peece of drapery
hanging over his thigh) kneeling and bowing forwards.” 49 Scholar of architecture Rumiko Handa
notes that Jones had a copy of Italian humanist Pierio Valeriano’s 1556 Hieroglyphica, which
contains an illustration of Atlas kneeling. 50 Valeriano’s text, dedicated to Tuscan Grand Duke
Cosimo I de’ Medici, was a significant contributor to the development of the emblematic
tradition in European court culture. 51 However, the illustration to which Handa refers shows
Atlas as a bearded old man in a robe in the foreground of a landscape. 52 There is some similarity
between this image and Inigo Jones’s design for Atlas, but the latter bears a stronger resemblance
to an etching of Hercules by Francesco Albani. Albani had adapted the composition from a
fresco by his contemporary Annibale Carracci, and expert analysis indicates that Jones used it as
a model, swapping in the character of Atlas for that of Hercules. 53
Inigo Jones’ Atlas design for Coelum Brittanicum also shows striking similarities to an
etching by Jacques Callot of a Giulio Parigi design. The etching represents the “Carro del Sole”
(Sun Chariot) from a 1616 tournament in Florence. The martial spectacle, scripted and framed as
the Guerra de Bellezza (War of Beauty) included events on horseback and on foot, and was
Thomas Carew, The Works of Thomas Carew: Reprinted from the Original Edition of 1640 (Edinburgh: W. and
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50
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preceded by a parade of triumphal chariots. 54 Giulio Parigi designed the chariots and other
elements of the Guerra de Bellezza in his capacity as court architect for the Medici family. The
chariot in question featured “the figure of a youth astride a golden globe, which in turn rested on
the shoulders of Atlas, a statue twelve braccia in height.” 55 Parigi’s Atlas is an old, bearded man,
wearing nothing more than a cloth draped over his groin and one shoulder. His nearly nude body
is wiry and muscled; perhaps to be expected given the anatomical tradition of Florentine
draftsmanship. Atlas is kneeling, with his arms raised overhead to support the weight of the
massive globe (and the young sun god perched on it). This may be a concession to the
practicalities of rendering the figure in three dimensions; at this scale a globe balanced on just
the upper back and shoulders would be unstable and could possibly destabilize the chariot.
The likeness between the drawings of Giulio Parigi and Inigo Jones is of interest because
Jones studied under Parigi during a stay in Florence in the early 1600s. 56 (The engraver Jacques
Callot was also associated with Parigi’s workshop between 1612 and 1621.) 57 It is tempting to
imagine that Jones had Parigi’s Atlas in mind—from Callot’s etching, given the date—when he
adapted Francesco Albani’s Hercules. Callot’s etching of Parigi’s giant Atlas (twelve braccia
works out to about 22 feet) could also have been an inspiration for Baccio’s Atlas. 58 When the
spectacular Guerra de Bellezza took place in the piazza in front of Florence’s Basilica di Santa
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Croce, Baccio was 12 years old, and about 4 years into his artistic training in Giovanni Biliverti’s
workshop. Were young Baccio and his fellow apprentices in the crowded grandstands that Parigi
had built around the tilting area? 59 Impossible to say. Even if he had been, would the figure of
Atlas—only one of many marvelous creations Parigi executed for the event—influence Baccio’s
work more than thirty years later? Possible, if somewhat improbable. Could Baccio have known
the design from Callot’s etching? Certainly possible, and probable. Baccio sought out Giulio
Parigi when he deemed his own master (Giovanni Bilivert) deficient in certain areas of practice.
Though he does not appear to have been formally accepted into Parigi’s workshop, it is
reasonable to expect that he would have undertaken the task of learning from him in the
traditional manner—that is, by copying. During training, aspiring Florentine artists were tasked
with, among other things, “drawing after other works of art.” 60 This was an essential aspect of
the principle of disegno, and was, in fact, what Jones was doing when he looked to Francesco
Albani’s Hercules as a model for his Atlas. 61
The work of Giulio Parigi forms a bridge between the three designers—himself, Jones,
and Baccio del Bianco. Both younger men studied with the master directly, of course, but they
were also conditioned, through the practice of disegno, to look to his works in reproduction as a
foundation for their own. The recurrence of Atlas in Guerra di Bellezza, Coelum Brittanicum,
and Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo is simply one expression of the continuity of practice
across time and space in seventeenth-century design, attributable—at least in part—to the
emergence of many of its fundamental aspects from Medici court performance. Which is not to

Nagler, Theatre Festivals of the Medici, 129. See also figure 93 for an etching of the scene by Jacques Callot.
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say that the later works, each presented outside the Florentine context, were derivative of it. In
fact, a letter written by Baccio to Mattias de Medici about this scene shows just how much local
culture influenced theatrical practice. He described the arrival on the celestial scene of “four
rogues dressed in the usual black with Spanish guitars, capes and swords.” 62 As the dancers
descended on their clouds, the musicians issued from the wings “in a jumble” to stand in the
background. 63 When Baccio tried to inquire if the custom of on-stage guitar accompaniment
could be dispensed with for the ballet of the zodiac, he was informed that “it is impossible to
dance without these guitars in the back.” 64 He wrote Mattias in exasperation: “…excellence of
scenes, preciseness of streets [wings], is not the fashion here nor is it made for these actors.
Rather many, having said their lines, if there is no sign that they return within, with a turn of
their back are understood to be inside…. It is not possible to bring them to good order.” 65 It must
be noted that Baccio did restore order to this scene in reproduction. The moment that he chose to
represent does not include any of the offending musicians. Instead, his remarkable automaton
dominates the drawing. On the globe across its back, the delicately sketched figures representing
the zodiac and other constellations seem to tumble and chase one another. The zodiac dancers
wait upon their clouds, each holding a real lighted torch. 66 The beauty and decorum of the scene
are maintained, at least according to Baccio, and the designer’s engineering prowess is on full

Transcribed in Bacci, “Lettere inedite di Baccio del Bianco,” 72.
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display. The text describes the marvelous effect of Atalante/Atlas rising, revealing his “gigantic
stature,” and extolls the perfection of the loa’s execution. 67
The drawing of the opening scene of the play, which is the next illustration in the
manuscript, also foregrounds Baccio’s mechanical skill. The scene itself is of “rustic country
houses, huts and cottages.” 68 They line either side of the wide country lane (stage), and in the far
background is a range of snowy mountains. Typologically it is an unambiguous descendant of
the Sebastiano Serlio’s Satyric scene. The setting represents Acaya (Achaia, in northern Greece),
where the exiled princess Danae and her son Perseo (Perseus) live. 69 Peopling the quaint locale
are rustics, including one Bato, played by the period’s most famous comic actor, Juan Rana. As
is so often the case, the first act is largely given over to exposition, though the court audience
would already have a general familiarity with the story of the princess who, after being
impregnated by Zeus, was cast out to sea with her infant son. When the play’s audience meets
Perseo, he is a hot-tempered young man, with no knowledge of his semi-divine origin (though of
course his inherent nobility sets him above his fellows, much to their chagrin). In short order he
learns the true circumstances of his arrival at the seaside village from Bato, is refused a full
explanation of his parentage by his mother Danae, and receives a visit from the gods Palas
(Pallas Athena) and Mercurio (Mercury).

“Con este verso, se fue maravillosamente el Atalante levantando con el cielo a questas, hasta quedar en
proporcionada estatura de gigante; y con el que se siguio, a baxar los signos al tablado, donde desapareciendo el
uno, empecaron los otros un sarao; en que, mudando metro y tono, remataron la loa con estas coplas dancadas y
bayladas. Y porque no dege de lograr el curioso todas las perfecciones con que fue el prologo executado, se pone al
fin del la cifra de la musica, que es como se sigue.” Calderón de la Barca, Andrómeda y Perseo: fábula escénica, 47.
68
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69
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Interestingly, this illustration from act 1 is out of narrative order. In the context of the
story, the next image would be the one that comes after the village scene in the manuscript. It
depicts Palas and Mercurio, as well as the cloud on which they enter the scene. 70 The description
of this entrance from the Houghton manuscript sheds light on a deceptively simple illustration.
According to the text, a beautiful silver cloud first appears on the “far horizon,” seeming to
Perseo quite small. 71 However as he speaks—a soliloquy of confused thoughts about the
personal history that has been partially revealed to him—it moves forward and appears to grow.
The silver cloud, now filling a large part of the stage, disappears to reveal “another beautiful
cloud of gold, crowned with rays in the manner of a throne, bearing on its top step the two gods
Palas and Mercurio.” 72 Baccio’s corresponding illustration shows the gods already revealed,
Palas in “military attire” and Mercurio “in Roman garb with wings on his sandals and on his
hat.” 73 The silver cloud hovers above the one on which they stand, suggesting the means of
execution for the elaborate entrance. The trick is evidently a combination of effects described in
Pratica di Fabricar Scene e Machine ne’ Teatri. Published by Nicola Sabbattini in 1638, the
popular technical manual describes “well-known” effects that “had long been used.” 74 For the
entrance of Palas and Mercurio, Baccio likely drew upon techniques outlined in sections titled
“How To Lower A Cloud With Persons In It From the Rear of the Heavens Forward To The
Center Of The Stage,” and “How To Represent A Cloud That Increases In Size

“Andrómeda y Perseo: Fábula Representada En El Coliseo Del Real Palacio de Buen Retiro,” folio 29.
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Fig. 3: Pallas and Mercurio, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 29, MS Typ 258, Houghton
Library, Harvard University.
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As It Descends.” 75 As in the image of the introduction, the spectacle technology depicted is
interesting not because of its novelty, but because of the combination of more than one
established technology to create a complex effect. Including this image underscores Baccio’s
self-identification as an “inventore,” the title that he appends to his signature (in various
spellings and abbreviated forms) in most of the drawings in the Houghton manuscript. 76
Returning to the previous drawing, showing the full set for the first scene of the play,
Baccio has chosen to present another example of his theatrical ingenuity. In front of—or rather
above—the charming rustic setting are two female figures. On the left is Palas, hovering in the
sky with her martial accoutrements. She looks down upon the second figure, Discordia, whom
she has just cast down. This is the climactic ending of the first act. Palas, having been tasked by
Mercurio with aiding Perseo’s quest for his origins, runs afoul of Juno’s minion Discordia. When
Discordia tries to reveal Perseo’s existence to her mistress, putting the young man’s life in peril,
Palas attacks both verbally and physically. 77 Baccio’s illustration captures the moment after
Palas has overcome her opponent, casting Discordia down from the sky. A contemporary
newsletter said of the fall of Discordia that it “caused much amazement.” 78

Hewitt, The Renaissance Stage, 158–64. To be clear, I am not claiming that Baccio’s work derives directly from
Sabbattini; there is no evidence that he had access to Practica di Fabricar Scene e Machine ne’ Teatri. However,
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Fig. 4: Rustic village, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 12, MS Typ 258, Houghton Library,
Harvard University.

The play text offers a more detailed account of the event:
It was marvelous the fall with which DISCORDIA came down, from the highest point of
one part of the stage down to a hidden place in the lowest part of the other, with so much
speed that beginning to give out the verse, she could not but finish hidden; the shock of
this sudden burst of movement suppressed much of the pleasure [of the effect]. 79

“Fue maravilloso el despeño con que LA DISCORDIA cayó, desde la más alta punta de una parte del teatro hasta
esconderse en lo más inferior de la otra, con tanta belocidad que empeçando el verso al desasirse, no le podia acabar
sino ocultarse; cuyo arrabatado movimiento quitava con el susto mucha parte del agrado. Pero asegurado del peligro
79
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However, it is Baccio’s own description that is most memorable. In his letter to Mattias de’
Medici he recounts “among the other [effects] a fall that God placed in his own hands, to make it
that the poor muchacha, lovely like an angel, did not break her neck because she fell about 18 of
our braccia with full speed.” 80
Including the fall of Discordia in the presentation manuscript of the play, rather than an
illustration that introduces any of the central characters, is a choice as calculated to draw
attention from the narrative as the theatrical effect itself. However, it may not have been a choice
Baccio made before he began the drawing. The complete setting was drawn first, without any
characters on it—though there is plenty of space on the open stage to have accommodated some
or all of the characters who appear in the first act. The figures of Palas and Discordia were drawn
on a separate sheet of paper, cut carefully, and then pasted onto the blank background. This
cutting and pasting is seen in many of the drawings from Baccio’s studio school, where he
adjusted the composition of drawings he famously rendered dal vivo (from life) to improve their
value as teaching tools. 81 Such a technique is more surprising in a presentation manuscript,
especially one serving as a gift between rulers, but it speaks to the deliberateness of Baccio’s
compositional choices and the degree to which he must have been thinking strategically about
the entire project of illustrating the text of Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo.
The second act of the play begins right after Discordia’s spectacular fall and is preceded
by a sudden transformation of the scene from the country village to the “horrible cave of Morfeo
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[Morpheus], which gloomy place was adorned with bare rocks and a few branches of pale
henbane and cypresses.” 82 The drawing is very different from the previous full-stage images.
Whereas the introduction, loa, and fall of Discordia are done in the style of prints (that is,
hatched and shaded in the manner of an etching or fine woodcut), as requested by Baccio’s royal
patron, Morfeo’s abode is rendered in a softer style. 83 It is the first of two drawings done
primarily in black chalk, as opposed to ink, and is “full of sinuously twisting rocks, trees, and
plants.” 84 In the foreground is Morfeo himself, standing over Perseo as he brings the young man
a dream revealing the latter’s semi-divine origins. (This is the first appearance of Perseo in the
drawings, though he is slumped over a rock in sleep and thus has no distinguishable features.)
This dream-inspired revelation is part of Mercurio and Palas’s plan to help their half-sibling and
a significant moment in the unraveling of the plot. It is also another opportunity for Baccio to
exercise his theatrical skill, as is evidenced by the next illustration.
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“…transformándose la scene en una horrorosa gruta de Morfeo, cuyo lóbrego espacio guarnecían peladas peñas
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Fig. 5: Grotto of Morfeo, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 39, MS Typ 258, Houghton Library,
Harvard University.

The second black chalk drawing shows the story revealed in Perseo’s dream, that of his
mother Danae. 85 It represents the sumptuous chamber in which the young princess was
imprisoned by her father to prevent the prophecy that Danae would conceive a son who would
kill him. Of course, the king could not prevent his fate, and Baccio’s drawing captures the
moment when amorous Júpiter turns himself into gold and showers himself down upon Danae, in
order to breach her sanctum. Like the drawing of Morfeo’s cave, that of Danae’s chamber is
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rendered in a softer style than the other illustrations, but it has in common with them a clear
orientation towards highlighting Baccio’s technical skill. The text describes the chamber as “a
rich, majestic dressing room decorated with precious furnishings, hangings, beds, mirrors, desks,
chairs and divans.” 86 Almost none of this appears in the illustration; instead Baccio focused the
visual representation on the architectural elements of the space. The action of the scene, gold
raining down on Danae (and her attendants), is set within a classically inspired architectural
frame. The stage opening is flanked by two engaged columns decorated with an enormous
atlantid on one side, in the form of a faun, and a matching caryatid on the other, styled as a
nymph. The mostly nude figures rise from decorative bases and support the entablature, itself
decorated with a scrolling floral motif. At the center of the frieze is a grotesque mask, also faunlike. The whole is topped with a balustrade, forming a second proscenium around the action
playing out in Perseo’s dream.
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Fig. 6: Danae’s chamber, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 42, MS Typ 258, Houghton Library,
Harvard University.

Though the drawing is as detailed as any of the other full-scene illustrations, it is smaller
in dimension and sits on the page surrounded by white space. There is evidence (in the form of
pentimenti) on the righthand and upper parts of the page that “indicate that the artist purposely
decreased the set's size in the drawing.” 87 This, in conjunction with the way that Baccio used line
weight to create a strong distinction between the frame and the rear wall of Danae’s chamber,
suggest that the drawing represents not a full scenic transformation but a discovery in which the
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latter was “skillfully inserted within the Grotto of Morpheus set.” 88 The architectural frame
created a second proscenium for the performance of Perseo’s origin story, in effect creating a
second, smaller perspective stage for the hero to watch. It was most likely made up of two side
wings and an upper border, and the remaining elements of Danae’s chamber may have been
painted on a backcloth. 89 Typically, Baccio uses his theatrical imagination and mastery of
perspective to make the most of the limitations of this simple setup. In the middle of the back
wall of Danae’s chamber is a doorway through which can be seen a room with a doorway at its
far end, opening on to yet another room with a doorway, and so on for an indeterminate number
of repetitions until the pattern is broken by two distant figures standing before a terminal wall.
The text describes it thus: “There was, in the architectural façade, a large window-like opening
revealing, in the distance of its passageways and faraway doors a space that appeared to
represent an immense distance.” 90 What is being described is the same kind of striking trompe
l’oeil that Baccio used to such great effect in his frescos at the Casa Buonarroti when he was a
young artist. Like the musicians serenading the countryside or the ladies looking out upon the
dance in the formal garden in those paintings, Baccio sets Danae and her women in front of a
perspective image that seems to expand real space. This visual trick may have been especially
charming to the noble audience at the Buen Retiro because it evoked the architecture of the
palace itself.
The importance of plazas (courtyards) in Spanish architecture meant that many structures
were built with long wings featuring large rooms arranged one after another. This was certainly
true of the Buen Retiro. An English merchant named Robert Bargrave was allowed to tour the
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palace in the winter of 1654-55 (about a year after the production of Fortunas de Andrómeda y
Perseo). Since the court was not in residence, he visited the king’s quarters, and passing through
he looked backward and recorded that “the doors of all six [rooms] are made so exactly in the
middle, that we see the whole length in perspective, from one end to the other.” 91 Another part of
the palace, the long western wing, extended from the royal apartments off the Church of San
Jerónimo along the Servants’ Court, the plaza containing the Leonera, and the Emperor’s Court
on one side and along the Plaza Principal and Plaza Grande (the largest of the plazas) on the
other. The 1712 map by French architect René Carlier, who had been commissioned to remodel
the palace in the French style for the new Bourbon rulers of Spain, shows nearly all the doorways
of the rooms between the king’s private quarters and the landscape gallery at the far end of the
wing lined up. 92 Yet another version of this architectural feature was present in the Hall of
Realms, the “focus of ceremonial life in the Buen Retiro.” 93 Located in the north wing of the
palace along the Plaza Principal, it was flanked by two smaller rooms, the saloncetes, the doors
to which “marked the axis of the gallery and gave a degree of spatial and compositional unity to
the whole area.” 94 In other words, entering the Hall of Realms to meet the monarch would
present a visitor with a version of the prospect depicted in Baccio’s drawing.
One further element of this illustration bears discussion; it depicts two separate parts of
the narrative simultaneously. As mentioned above the drawing shows the shower of gold that, in
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this version of the tale, is used by Júpiter to distract Danae’s maids. However, it also shows
Júpiter bursting through the ceiling on the back of a golden eagle “in the guise of Cupid with
wings, bow and arrows” 95 The disguise and dramatic entrance are Calderón’s inventions,
possibly with input from Baccio, and this was likely another opportunity for the designer to
showcase his skill with automata. 96 In any case the shower of gold ended and the serving
women, here depicted collecting the riches, were gone by the time that Júpiter arrived on stage.
Once again Baccio has used his space in the manuscript not to illuminate the narrative but to
emphasize aspects of the performance and his own contributions to it. By including both these
parts of the dream sequence Baccio is able to illustrate the familiar part of the mythological story
underlying this production (the shower of gold) as well as highlight his inventiveness in
providing new and exciting stage effects (Júpiter/Cupid on his eagle).
After his true origins are revealed in Morfeo’s dream, Perseo—and the setting—returns
to the rustic village. Baccio del Bianco’s next illustration, however, takes us to perhaps the most
richly imagined of the scenic locations: the underworld. The underworld scene, commonly
referred to as an “Inferno” scene was another conventional location in court spectacles of the
period. The setting was an opportunity for designers to offer something more dramatic than a
village, palace, or formal garden. The Houghton manuscript describes the Inferno of Andrómeda
y Perseo in effusive terms. “In an instant,” the text reads, “the theatre transformed into a fiery
volcano.” The setting used the full depth of the stage space and featured “perspectives of burning
ruins [that] were sufficiently exquisite to make the near distant.” 97 The delightful horror of the
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scene was increased by the presence of several denizens of the underworld from Virgil, including
Sisyphus, Tantalus, Tityus, Hydra, and Cerberus. Some of these roles were performed by actors
but others, such as Hydra “moving the heads on its seven necks,” were automata. 98

Fig. 7: Inferno, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 57, MS Typ 258, Houghton Library, Harvard
University.

“The Inferno subject was dear to the hearts of Florentine stage engineers,” and so as a
Florentine youth and in his professional life Baccio would have encountered a variety of

sus distancias, pues nunca se vio con más fondos descubiertos; y siendo assí que las perspectivas de ruynas
abrasadas vastaran primorosas a hacer distante lo cercano, que sería quando en los términos pudieron hacer más
distante lo distante.” Calderón de la Barca, Andrómeda y Perseo: fábula escénica, 109–10.
98
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interpretations. 99 For one, the 1637 production of Le nozze degli dei, with which Baccio assisted
Alfonso Parigi, had several scenes set in the realm of Pluto that were rendered as Inferno
settings. 100 The younger Parigi’s design for that production’s Inferno is, like Baccio’s, a fiery
land populated by fierce creatures. Unlike Baccio’s, it is not a collection of ruins but a
Renaissance palace that seems perpetually aflame; apt, presumably because it was meant to
represent the regal court of the god of the underworld. Somewhat more like Baccio’s rendering is
Alfonso Parigi’s “realm of Pluto” for the 1628 production of La Flora. Though not labeled an
“Inferno” in the literature, it is the same location, narratively, as in Le nozze degli dei. In the
etching of this setting, done by the artist, there are ruins of fine buildings on either side. Though
they retain some architectural detail they are significantly damaged, and some are in flames. 101
Another Florentine Inferno of note was designed by Bernardo Buontalenti for the Medici
wedding celebrations of 1589. Though Baccio obviously could not have seen the production, not
having been born yet, the engraving by Epifanio d’Alfano was widely circulated. Buontalenti’s
Inferno is Lucifer’s abode and the demon himself dominates the scene, almost certainly an
automaton. 102 Rather than Parigi’s symmetrical palace walls, the foreground is dominated by
craggy cliffs with caves disclosing tortures for the wicked. In the background is a conventional
Renaissance city view, with the fine buildings engulfed in flame.
Baccio del Bianco’s Inferno scene for Andrómeda y Perseo is also a rocky landscape, but
intermixed with the unshapely outcroppings and scraggly trees are crumbling ruins. The wrecked
buildings are not uniform, as in Buontalenti’s vision, but reflect different periods and
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architectural styles. At the front left the rounded turrets and partially destroyed archways suggest
a Gothic castle (not unlike the Alcázar of Segovia), while on the same side near the background
is a simple rectangular structure with the flat roof and projecting eaves of a country villa. On the
opposite side of the image, and the stage, is a square tower with a crenelated top next to a solid
stone wall with arched window openings in the Romanesque style. Behind this and nearer to the
center of the stage is a round fortified tower, which shares some distinct features with towers on
the castello built by the Sforza family in Milan. This edifice, by this time in possession of the
Spanish governors of Milan, was well known and images of its round towers could be found in
both the Spanish royal and Tuscan granducal collections. 103 Baccio had likely seen the castello
in person as well, during his temporary residence in Milan. As a young architect with expertise in
fortification and a passion for drawing from life, he may even have attempted to sketch some
part of the complex. (Unfortunately, no such sketch is known to exist.) In the background are the
outlines of more towers and partial structures of different shapes and styles.
The most striking difference between Baccio’s Inferno and those of his Florentine
predecessors is the former’s grim details. Baccio, like Alfonso Parigi, peppered the landscape
with mythological figures, and like Bernardo Buontalenti he included some demons in a more
recognizably Christian form (see especially the winged demon wielding a pitchfork atop the
turret at the far left of the drawing). However, Baccio also includes what appear to be skeletal
human remains. Two bodies swing together in a noose dangling from the eaves of the rustic
structure at the back left. Two more, further in the background, are each suspended by their
waists from a crane-like projection on top of the towers (the nearer of which closely replicates
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the shape of the clock tower of the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence). Another hangs from its foot off
the round fortified tower, the top of which is also decorated with a number of heads on pikes.
The pulley mechanism on which this body swings is clearly discernable. To the right of this
tower is yet another body, impaled on the top of a massive spike.
The grotesque spectacle of Baccio’s Inferno setting is unlike any other in the Andrómeda
y Perseo series. Neither does the granducal collection of Baccio’s works now held in Florence at
the GDSU contain any theatre designs in this vein. It does contain an allegory of death in ink and
watercolor by Baccio that strikes a similar tone. 104 In it four skeletons surround a nude, shriveled
elderly woman who begs for her life, while two more skeletons prepare a young woman, also
nude and bound at the wrists, for her imminent death while time flies by above, in the figure of a
winged and bearded old man. Similarly pitiful are the figures in a drawing held in the collection
of the Ashmolean Museum. It is an artifact of Baccio’s war experience and shows the maimed
soldiers and starving camp followers of the opposing papal troops in motley procession away
from the battlefield. Yet the tone of this drawing is not somber, instead “it mockingly portrays
the misery and utter indigence to which the ecclesiatici (the soldiers in the service of the pope)
have been reduced.” 105 This sense of mocking at torment is also present in the Inferno design
from Andrómeda y Perseo, nowhere more clearly than in the illustration’s inclusion of Juan
Rana. Juan Rana, the stage name of Cosme Pérez, was an actor whose immense popularity in the
public theatres was matched by his success with court audiences. 106 In Andrómeda y Perseo he
played Bato, Perseo’s reluctant comic sidekick (or gracioso), a role that was almost certainly
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written for him. 107 The Inferno illustration places Bato/Rana across the proscenium opening from
Cerberus, hands raised in consternation, as if to say, “Oh no! What the devil is this?” 108 His
awkward gesture and distinctive short, stocky frame undercut the horror of the scene and also
draw attention to the two ingenious automata with which he faces off.
The shift to the next setting must have been as jarring as it was impressive. No sooner
had Discordia achieved the goal for which she had journeyed to the underworld (the assistance of
the three Furies in thwarting Perseo’s success) than the scene shifted to the “lush forest” of
Trinacria, Andrómeda’s home country. 109 Of all the illustrations this appears the most
conventional, in the sense that it is basically a landscape. Both sides of the drawing, that is the
wing flats on both sides of the stage, are rich with greenery. The central stage area is open,
revealing more trees in the distance, on the painted backdrop—and this is where it begins to
become apparent that this is not simply a conventional wooded landscape. Instead of single-point
perspective, which Baccio had used in all the previous settings, this backdrop features multiplepoint-perspective. The central open path appears to deviate into three, with lines of trees between
them. This was not a novel approach, instructions for a three-lane background like the one in this
image can be found in Nicola Sabbatini’s treatise, but it was one that required particular skill in
mathematical perspective to be effective. Interestingly, Sabbatini states that he “cannot approve
very highly of this treatment because it can make the scene seem larger.” 110 While this could, as
is Sabbatini’s objection, interfere with the realistic illusion when applied to a street scene, it was
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a shrewd choice for a landscape. In fact, the appearance of a larger space was ideal for the effects
that Baccio produced for Andrómeda y Perseo, and which he illustrates here.

Fig. 8: Forest of Trinacria, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 70, MS Typ 258, Houghton
Library, Harvard University.

The drawing shows the final moments of the scene, in which Palas in a cloud-borne
chariot is flanked by Mercurio and Perseo, each on his own cloud. 111 The three spectacle
machines each represent a different technical effect. First was the arrival of Mercurio, perched on
his cloud and singing as he descended vertically from the heavens to the stage. The audience
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marveled at the ease with which the god alighted, performers often being tethered to flying
machines for safety and stability. 112 Mercurio’s cloud disappeared during a short exchange in
which he gifted his caduceus to Perseo to aid in the upcoming fight against Medusa. Then Palas
arrived on the scene in a silver chariot pulled horizontally across the sky ostensibly by a pair of
lions, but actually “guided by a rail situated in the gridiron” above. 113 She offered Perseo the use
of her reflective shield, and one of the clouds that appeared to be supporting her chariot detached
and descended to the stage. Perseo stepped onto it. At the same time Mercurio’s cloud returned
and both he and Perseo rose into the skies. This drawing, in conjunction with the text, furnishes
another example of Baccio’s extraordinary expertise, even if the unnamed author of the
manuscript’s descriptions notes that it lacks the “soul” imbued by movement. 114
The possibilities of cloud effects had been more or less exhausted by this point in the
play. Palas and Mercurio had made their entrances on cloud machines, as had the zodiac dancers
of the loa. And the sung prologue with La Música, La Poesía, and La Pintura had featured a
cloud machine that appeared to be, at different points, one large cloud or three smaller,
individual clouds. They were perhaps deployed to greater effect in this scene, but it was the
“carro triunfal” that made the strongest impression. 115 As iconography the triumphal chariot
achieved popularity in Renaissance culture through illustrations of Petrarch’s I trionfi. The latefourteenth-century allegorical poem describes “the successive victories of Love, Chastity, Death,
Fame, Time and Eternity, each triumphant over the preceding personification,” and from the
early history of engraving in Florence it was a popular subject for prints. 116 These generally
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featured “the six subjects as personifications enthroned on triumphal chariots and followed by
processions of devotees.” 117 Allegorical figures also became a popular subject for paintings,
especially those adorning cassoni (decorative chests, often commissioned for Florentine
weddings), and “artists, especially those in Italy, latched on to the chariot iconography, assigning
all the figures their own chariot, each drawn by a unique team of animals.” 118 The frequency of
processional performances in Florence, a form that preexisted the Petrarchan trionfi, may have
contributed to the popularity and elaboration of triumphal chariots in Florentine art.
Baccio del Bianco’s slipper-shaped chariot for this production seats one, Palas, who is
reclined with one arm resting on its raised back. The manuscript description calls her place a
“throne” and indicates that beautiful rays radiated from it, likely a lighting effect indicated in the
drawing by the lines surrounding Palas like a corona. 119The chariot was decorated on the side
with an acanthus leaf pattern and at the back with a half-length bust of a winged female figure. It
was pulled by two lions with full manes, whose harness was attached to the exaggerated chin of a
fixture shaped like a grotesque face. The whole appeared to be plated in silver and its spoked
wheels spun as it moved across the stage on its silvery cloud. It sounds like an extraordinary
creation—it certainly impressed its original audience—though it would probably have felt more
familiar to a Florentine audience. In addition to the common use of wheeled triumphal chariots in
public processional performance, flying chariots had long been integrated into the court theatre
there. Bernardo Buontalenti used one for the entrance of Maga (a sorceress) in the Inferno scene
of the 1589 production discussed above, as did Giulio Parigi for the entrance of Mars into the
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Forge of Vulcan scene in Il Giudizio di Paride (The Judgement of Paris, 1608). 120 Baccio may
have personally worked on some aspect of Mercury’s flying chariot from the Inferno scene of Le
nozze degli dei. 121
Though his involvement with the creation of that particular chariot is not known, there
are four drawings for triumphal chariots in the GDSU collection that are definitively his. In the
first, Hermes (or Mercury) sits at the front, driving two horses. 122 Behind him the body of the
chariot is styled to looked like a rocky bank, with a raised area at the back that serves as a seat
for three of the four female passengers. The fourth sits on what would normally be the floor of
the chariot, surrounded by putti and small animals. The wheels under the chariot, realistically
rendered horses, and the presence of mythological and/or allegorical, figures indicate that this
could have been intended for a processional performance. However, the winged putti and
woodland creatures suggest it was more likely a decorative image, rather than a practical design.
The remaining three drawings are inarguably designs, though for what is not clear. 123 All three
were discussed, albeit briefly, in chapter 2. The first is very different in style from Palas’ chariot
and so will not be revisited here. The second and third are on either side of the same sheet. The
design for a wheeled chariot on one side is also too different in construction to warrant revisiting.
The chariot on the reverse has similarities to that in the drawing from Andrómeda y Perseo that
merit another look in this context.
Both drawings on the sheet with two designs could be described as sketches, given their
uncertain states of finish. However, the verso is sufficiently detailed to include the frame and
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pulley mechanism that would move the chariot across a stage. The nature of the mechanism
suggests that it would be on the stage floor, rather than attached to a flying machine. Like the
chariot for Andrómeda y Perseo, this is a one-person conveyance with a half-length bust of a
winged female figure at the back. Another interesting similarity, though perhaps the most
confusing, is the pair of lions harnessed to it. Based on the direction that the chariot’s occupant
(a winged woman in classical garb) is facing, it is being pulled by a pair of large chickens. At the
opposite end of the chariot, what must be its back, are two harnessed lions. The raised head of
the lion in the rear has been hatched so completely that the artist’s intention may have been to
cross it out, and indeed both may be part of an idea that was abandoned mid-sketch. Baccio’s
extant materials suggest that he valued his paper supply, and many of his more informal works
have multiple subjects on a single page or made use of both sides for different drawings.
Though the forest of Trinacria scene was spectacular, the next scene that Baccio
illustrated was even more impressive. The visible transition from one location to the next was an
event in-and-of-itself, the manuscript specifying that at the beginning of the act “before anyone
came out on stage, the whole scene was transformed.” 124 The setting is a noble country house in
the midst of a beautiful garden. 125 The edifice is impressive, but the most striking element of the
setting is its asymmetrical composition. Asymmetry was not unknown by this period of
scenographic development. In fact, even Sebastiano Serlio’s models for the Comic, Tragic, and
Satyric scenes were not symmetrical in the mathematical sense. While some settings did use
identical wings on either side, often to attractive effect, the more common choice was near
symmetry—as in Baccio’s preceding designs for this production in which the wings on both
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sides of the stage were similar rustic cottages, or rocky cliffs, or burning ruins. In this design the
side wings on the left of the page (stage right) represent a fine Renaissance country house, with
its regularly spaced tabernacle windows on the ground floor and neat loggia on the story above.
(The tabernacle windows are so like the ones on the ground floor of the Palazzo Medici in
Florence that it cannot be a coincidence.) 126 On the opposite side of the page/stage is the edge of
the formal garden, with cypress, chestnut, and other trees forming lanes between large statues in
niches on elaborate pedestals. It is possible that Baccio was inspired by his memory of a design
by Alfonso Parigi for the opera La Regina Sant’Orsola (Queenly Saint Ursula) in 1624. Parigi’s
design for the second and third acts placed the temple of Mars on one side and on the other a
fortification outside the city of Cologne. 127 However, etchings of that design show that there was
much more similarity between the looks of the different locations, both structures being framed
by woods. The placement of two such different scenic types on stage at the same time, as Baccio
represents here was very unusual for this period. In fact, it would not become common until
much later in the seventeenth century, suggesting that the artist’s style was shifting towards
“modernity,” or at least that he was moving in the same direction as others pushing at the
boundaries of the medium. 128
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Fig. 9: Perseo displays Medusa’s head, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 76, MS Typ 258,
Houghton Library, Harvard University.

In addition to the side scenes, Baccio also applied an unusual approach the backdrop.
There are two distinct perspectives representing the extensive gardens and lands beyond. The
first is a single wide lane bounded by trees that extends straight back from the open stage space.
About two-thirds of the way towards the horizon is a perpendicular path, on the far side of which
the lane splits into three, each with its own line of perspective stretching off toward faraway
hills. The effect is, just as Nicola Sabbatini predicted, that the stage appears to encompass a
remarkable amount of space—even more so than in the previous scene in which Baccio used a
similar multiple-point perspective. Though the set alone delighted the audience, it was just the
179

beginning of the scene’s theatrical thrills. Baccio’s drawing illustrates the climax of the scene, to
which his engineering experience was essential. At center stage stands Perseo. One hand holds
the shield and caduceus he had received from his divine half-siblings. The other hand holds up
Medusa’s head. It drips blood, and her body lies nearby in a pool of blood, from which Pegasus
has just sprung. Pegasus flies high in the air, to the astonishment of the onstage onlookers.
Again, what is represented in this image is really a series of events. First, after catching
her image in Perseo’s shield Medusa’s magic began to work on herself. She, with her sisters
Libia and Sirene, fled off and were pursued by Perseo. In her haste, Medusa tripped and at this
moment the special effects began. When Medusa tumbled back on stage, the actress was replaced
by a three-dimensional dummy in an identical costume that was so lifelike that “it was easy for
the audience to make the mistake of thinking that it was [the actress] who had tripped and
fallen. 129 The manuscript calls this figure a statue, suggesting that the process of Medusa turning
into stone was represented as well advanced. Perseo immediately cut off her head and leaped
back from the body, comically frightening his attendant Bato, who had accompanied him (under
protest). Moments later the dummy fell through a trap door in the stage, disappearing, while out
of the trap door flew Pegasus. The winged horse, no less than Medusa’s gory death, stunned the
onlookers—Prince Lidoro and his men, who had also come to fight the gorgons who had been
terrorizing their land. Pegasus then flew away to Mount Parnassus, where his arrival was
heralded with a shower of “liquid crystals.” 130
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The gaping mouths of Lidoro and his men are probably a good representation of the
effect all these events had on the audience of Andrómeda y Perseo. In an evening of theatrical
marvels this scene was arguably the most marvelous yet. It is notable then that Baccio del Bianco
draws the eyes of the manuscript’s audience to Bato’s reaction in particular. Bato is placed at the
right of the page, outside of the scenic space. His gesture of exaggerated shock is even more
emphatic against the white of the page’s margin, and his distinctive physical features are more
obvious than in the previous scene in which he featured. The artist has drawn further attention to
the figure by labeling it with the name “Juan Rana.” This use of the actor’s stage name rather
than the character’s, and his placement outside the scenic space, is striking and implies that
Baccio had something more in mind than using Bato/Rana simply to “[mediate] between the
action and the audience,” and provide a “bridge into this mythic world.” 131 Baccio had been in
Spain long enough to realize that “the life and theatrical work of Cosme Pérez, alias Juan Rana,
was linked to the royal house and concretely to the house of the queen.” 132 Queen Mariana being
the patron of the manuscript, it may have been Baccio’s courtier instinct that suggested these
innovations, hoping that featuring a favorite performer would please her. The execution here is
deft enough that the exact meaning of Juan Rana’s explicit presence is impossible to parse. It
highlights the well-known actor and offers the audience (both of the manuscript and, by
implication, of the production) a proxy through which to engage with the world of the play. It
also underscores the degree of astonishment engendered by the theatrical marvels Baccio
created.
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The sensational death of Medusa must have whetted the audience’s appetite for its
narrative successor, Perseo’s conquest of the sea monster. The text indicates that there was an
intermission between the two scenes, and when the play began again the scene had changed
entirely to the seashore of Trinacria (Andrómeda’s home). 133 As in the Inferno scene, the setting
took up the entire depth of the stage. The text describes it in admiring detail:
The wings in the foreground were covered with rough rocks, strewn with shells, snails
and corals, with some sea creatures and driftwood; and the second wing made up of reefs
barely uncovered by the waves. The sea waves (though having been seen other times
before) were new because of the perfection with which they were executed. 134
Though there is an extensive dramatic scene for Andrómeda, who pleads in vain—first with the
people of Trinacria and then with six sea nymphs—to spare her life, Baccio again uses his
illustration to depict the climactic action. This is, of course, Perseo swooping from the sky on the
back of Pegasus to slay the sea monster. As was the case previously in the manuscript, there
were some effects preceding this moment that Baccio had to gloss over. For example, the sea
green and silver scaled costumes of the sea nymphs were among the best of the evening,
according to the text; and the monster, which shares center stage with Perseo in the drawing, first
appeared on the far horizon, drawing closer and appearing larger as Andrómeda lamented. 135
Finally, the sea monster appeared “so large and so horrible, that it made the spectacle of the tale
more tremendous.” 136 The drawing places it at the far right (stage left), where its serpentine tail
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rises out of the waves above a round scaly body with spines along its back. The monster’s jaws
gape open and a “dark green haze” issues forth. 137

Fig. 10: Perseo slays the sea monster, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 88, MS Typ 258,
Houghton Library, Harvard University.

Facing off against the monster is Perseo, seated astride Pegasus and armed with a spear.
In the drawing, the space above them is marked with a dotted line that traces three s-curves from
the top of the sky to Perseo’s back, and another dotted line forms most of a circle just above
them. These indicate paths of movement; Baccio had used the same method to indicate the
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trajectory of the fall of Discordia in the illustration of act one. The text of this scene describes the
audience watching Pegasus move up and down, and side to side “without seeing anything of the
machine that was moving it.” 138 Baccio’s illustration clarifies this somewhat. His markings
suggest that the mechanism was capable of simultaneous vertical and horizontal movement
(within limits), which would give the impression of horse and rider bobbing and weaving as they
battled their opponent. It must also have been able to make a full circle, which in the context of
the fight scene would allow for a swift retreat followed by an attack from above. The lines of
movement are another unconventional feature of the illustrations in this manuscript, and like the
inclusion of Juan Rana in the margin of the drawing discussed above they raise questions about
what the artist was trying to do when he committed them to the page. Again, one possible answer
lies in what he wanted to communicate to the viewer of the manuscript. In the drawing, as in
performance, Baccio used his artistic skill to hide the mechanism behind the flying effects.
However, without the benefit of the live performance the viewer of the manuscript is left to
imagine how they would actually look in motion. By adding the dotted lines, Baccio intercedes
in the manuscript audience’s experience and provides scope and range for the “extraordinary
movements” represented in word and image. 139
After two scenes so filled with dramatic action and special effects, Calderón and Baccio
were left with the task of bringing the play to a satisfying and sufficiently theatrical conclusion.
Rather than the sudden transition to a scene of resolution, their solution was a gradual transition
to the final scene, “as if wanting to give the spectators a rest after this scene loaded with tension
and suspense.” 140 First, King Cefeo of Trinacria entered onto the stage to meet his daughter’s
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savior, then came Prince Lidoro, who told the tale of his long journey back from Medusa’s
homeland. Then the spectacle began to pick up again. Two cloud machines appeared. One
carried Juno and Discordia, who bemoaned their defeat at the hands of Mercurio and Palas (and
possibly Jupiter). The second bore Mercurio and Palas, who crowed about Perseo’s victory and
the divine power of the attributes they had loaned him to achieve them. After this a temple
appeared in the sky and descended vertically to the stage, covering the backdrop of the seaside
scene. Several characters, including Danae, issued forth from the temple and as this happened the
side wings also changed; the rocks and reefs replaced by pairs of Corinthian columns. The
drawing shows five pairs of columns per side, with enormous classical statues between each
pair. 141 In the distance, on what turns out to be a backdrop behind the temple, is a further
colonnade. The text states that these were part of a “royal palace.” 142 After one more threat to
Perseo’s future happiness was vanquished, “above the dome of the temple, the sky was torn
apart, and in it was Júpiter with a chorus of gods with instruments and singers; so that at one time
the stage could be seen with (as the design drawing will tell better) a temple, a palace, a heaven
with some gods in the air, and people on the stage.” 143 All these were further joined by nine
muses and some demigods dressed as farmers and playing rustic instruments.
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Fig. 11: Final scene, Baccio del Bianco, Andrómeda y Perseo, f. 99, MS Typ 258, Houghton Library,
Harvard University.

This is the scene captured in Baccio del Bianco’s final drawing for the manuscript of
Andrómeda y Perseo, and it is the very image of baroque excess. On stage, the order of the
neoclassical architecture is disrupted by the profusion of human figures on stage in a wide
variety of costumes and attitudes. In addition to the remaining characters, the muses, and rustics,
there are courtiers and attendants—including a dwarf—and even a lone guitar player—perhaps
one of those that Baccio had banished from the drawing of the loa. In the air, stately Júpiter and
his neatly arrayed heavenly chorus contrast with the two pairs of unruly deities on the cloud
machines in the foreground. (On one side Palas flourishes her fan, while on the other Discordia is
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tearing her hair out in anguish.) Altogether the scene is a fitting end to an extraordinary
production, and the drawing is a shrewd final contribution to the manuscript that would be its
most durable manifestation. The image highlights Baccio’s theatrical strengths: mastery of
perspective and mechanical skill. It also balances universality of design—conventional
architectural style, widely used allegorical imagery—with nods to his local context. In addition
to details like the guitar player and the dwarf (the Spanish court kept several dwarfs, some of
whom were subjects of portraits by Diego Velázquez), the way that Baccio represented
Andrómeda is notable.
The princess, who apparently at some point was able to change from the deshabille in
which she was about to be sacrificed, wears a dress that is very similar to the one worn by Queen
Mariana in her first official portrait, painted by Diego Velázquez in 1652 or 1653. The two
dresses share details of cut and are similarly trimmed with braid, but their most salient
characteristic is the exaggerated shape created by an undergarment called a guardainfante. The
guardainfante “tied around the waist to extend the hip” and was made up of “hoops attached to
each other by straps” that “gave the skirts worn over them a stiff appearance and created a large
cavity beneath the cage-like structure.” 144 As the name suggests, it was (erroneously) associated
with the concealment of pregnancies, which led to attempts to ban it in the name of public
morality. However, the women of Philip IV’s court never gave it up, perhaps because “a royal
woman’s primary function was to bear heirs,” and so “when worn by a princess or a queen, the
controversial garment promised fertility and the political stability that came with an uncontested
succession.” 145 By 1652 Queen Mariana was associated with the garment in the public
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imagination, and the way she “wore it became its most recognizable style, with an exaggerated
geometric shape, elongated on the sides, rather than the rounded and more flowing style of its
previous incarnation.” 146 In this context, Baccio del Bianco’s choice to dress Andrómeda as
Queen Mariana’s double takes on the weight of potential meaning. Mariana was the object of the
celebration, and just as the performance began with her initials adorning the curtain and an
allegorical celebration of her health and future abundance, it ended with a vision of her rescued
from peril and poised to become the mother of kings. As the manuscript’s patron, she would
have seen herself clearly in this drawing and it is probable that the manuscript’s eventual owner,
her father Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand III, would have as well—he commissioned the
portrait by Velázquez that features the duplicate dress. 147 If the loa was a paean to the monarchy
and the queen in particular, the finale was their apotheosis.

The whole of Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo was a celebration of the potential of the
House of Habsburg, and its allegorical program was created by two artists in the fullness of their
powers: Pedro Calderón de la Barca and Baccio del Bianco. The traces of this ephemeral event
are surprisingly robust, possibly because of its success. After being performed for the court, it
was given for two more nights for the “Councils and Municipality of Madrid.” 148 After that, it
was presented “about 30 times for the public,” and just when Baccio was ready to rest on his
laurels he was commissioned to provide illustrations for the presentation manuscript. 149
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Whatever reservations Baccio had had about taking up the position in Spain, by the end of 1653
he was obviously thriving artistically in his new environment.
For almost four more years Baccio continued to work for the court of Philip IV,
providing his expertise for performances in the Buen Retiro and in other contexts. 150 He also
continued to use his skills in the service of the church, apparently producing a Passion play to
benefit the Italian Hospital. The production, which featured automata, was so impressive that the
king reportedly attended incognito. 151 But in 1657 he became ill with a fever, which was treated
by two courses of bloodletting. The second caused an infection that made his arm turn
gangrenous. Baccio del Bianco died in his residence on the grounds of the Buen Retiro on June
29, 1657. His fourteen-year-old son, who had been summoned from Florence to take up a post in
Madrid as his father’s assistant, arrived three days too late to say goodbye.
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CONCLUSION
Baccio del Bianco was 53 years old when he died. He had been working as an artist and
architect for more than 30 years. He had created works of art, architecture, engineering, décor,
and even craft for generals, princes, and a king. He had taken part in the formation of numerous
young artists as a teacher of mathematical perspective and drawing. He had traveled the Holy
Roman Empire and the Italian peninsula. He had experienced war. He had looked at the moon
through Galileo’s telescope. He had married twice and fathered several children, including five
who survived him. To conclude this study of his work, I want to briefly consider Baccio’s
legacy, in various meanings of the term.

Baccio’s final illness was reportedly precipitated by a day working outside in the sun on
grounds of the Buen Retiro. The king spent some time watching the progress of the unidentified
project and so Baccio was obliged to go without his hat, which led to a fever. This fever raised
enough concern that a doctor prescribed bloodletting. Despite improvement in his condition,
eight days later another doctor performed a bloodletting on the other arm. Shortly thereafter
Baccio was drawing at his table when this second arm began to ache terribly. Under the
bandages the arm was discovered to be “greatly swollen and black.” 1 The doctor who attended
him the second time was nowhere to be found, leading to rumors that Baccio had been poisoned
by a rival because of his success at the Spanish court. However, in reality it seems that the
mysterious second doctor had inadvertently made a bad cut during the routine operation.
Baccio’s condition worsened over the course of seventeen days, during which he was cared for
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by doctors sent by Philip IV himself. 2 Baccio was conscious for much of this time, and he had
the presence of mind to conduct some business and dictate a will and testament, a copy of which
now remains in the notarial archives in the Archivos de la Comunidad de Madrid. Baccio’s will,
dated June 26, 1657, contains instructions for the disposition of his material legacy.
The preamble to this document contains standard language that declares Baccio’s
nationality, parentage, and devout faith as a Roman Catholic. It is an uncanny echo of the
opening of the autobiographical letter that Baccio sent to Biagio Marmi. Compare:
“Cosimo del Bianco, mercer of the Calimala, was my father’s name, Caterina Portigiani
was my mother; he who had a father in the good Cerreto Guidi, who came down to
beautiful Florence…” 3
to
“…Baccio del Bianco, native of the city of Florence, legitimate son of Cosimo del Rafael
del Bianco and Caterina Portigiani deceased.” 4
The will then goes on to detail Baccio’s wishes for burial. He states his desire to be interred in
the parish church of San Sebastián in Madrid before the altar of San Antonio. He also instructs
that his body be wrapped in the amice of a Franciscan monk. The reasoning behind the choices
of order and burial location are not clear. His primary religious affiliation in Florence was with
the confraternity of the Arcangelo Raffaello, whose confessors were affiliated with the
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Dominican and Theatine orders and whose patron was the titular archangel. 5 The other
organization in which Baccio was deeply involved was the Florentine Accademia del Disegno,
which, though not specifically a religious organization, had strong devotional practices related to
its patron, Saint Luke. 6 In Madrid, the Hospital de los Italianos for which Baccio had created the
extraordinary Passion play with automata was under the protection of Saints Peter and Paul. 7
Baccio’s connections to the parish church, the Franciscans, and Saint Anthony remain
unexplained.
The degree to which Baccio’s preparations for death are tied to the ongoing life of the
Catholic church is striking. In addition to the stipulations above, he requested a sung mass with a
deacon and subdeacon present to be given over his body. In both early modern Spain and
Florence devotion to the Roman Catholic faith and church were, of course, required of all men in
good society. However, the details of Baccio’s will suggest the earnestness of his belief. Despite
the irreverent character of much of his archival presence (in addition to the various jokes and
bawdy insinuations mentioned in the previous chapters, there are numerous caricature
drawings—some with cheeky additions such as visible genitalia), this document suggests that the
Arcangelo Raffaello had succeeded in its aim of molding a boisterous Florentine youth into a
pious man. 8 This in turn supports the reconsideration of the Arcangelo Raffaello’s role in
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Baccio’s professional trajectory. It was in the context of confraternal life that he gained his first
experience of seeing, participating in, and designing for theatrical productions. It was also there
that he first had the opportunity to form social bonds with artists from outside of Giovanni
Bilivert’s workshop, his primary artistic context. At the center of both social and performance
activity was faith, a faith that, for Baccio, endured until death.

After seeing to the disposition of his body and soul, Baccio turned his attention to the
discharge of his earthly debts. This was a canny decision on his part, and a thoughtful one. As
the law stood, “the heir came into the sweeping and singular legal personality of the deceased as
a universum ius.” 9 In practice this meant that the debts of the deceased transferred to the heir and
had to be satisfied by them, making inheritances in some cases “less than nothing.” 10 This part of
the will records debts to be paid to “Damian Guttierez” of the guardaroba of the Buen Retiro and
Tuscan ambassador Ludovico Incontri, among others. 11 Baccio laid some of the groundwork for
these transactions in a document dated June 28, 1657. In it, he ensured that payment would be
made to his heirs for the designs of triumphal carts he had already made for the performance of
autos sacramentales in the coming year. 12 Baccio also used his will as an instrument for
collecting the considerable sum owed to him for his work at court. Given that Philip IV had
made non-payment of court employees a matter of policy, by 1657 Baccio was owed quite a bit
of money. His will humbly requests payment for six months of wages, a plea directed at the
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king’s “charity and greatness.” 13 And if that didn’t open the royal heart—and purse—Baccio also
reminds the king of the wife and five children he left behind in Florence and begs pity for them.
Baccio del Bianco’s wife and children are, in fact, the next subject of the will’s concerns.
Of the three children from his first marriage, Magdalena had become a nun and was therefore
now the concern of the church. Cosimo and Raffaello, along with the two children from his
second marriage, Catherina and Alessandra, were given into the care of two guardians: Biagio
Marmi and Agostino Melissi. 14 The two names are familiar from Filippo Baldinucci’s biography.
Biagio Marmi was the Medici functionary and original recipient of the autobiographical letter
from Baccio that Baldinucci excerpted throughout his text. Baldinucci refers to Marmi as
Baccio’s “great friend,” and the tone and content of the autobiographical letter support that
assertion. 15 Agostino Melissi was Baccio’s friend and brother-in-law. He was both the conduit
through which Baldinucci received the letter and the source of much of Baldinucci’s additional
information about Baccio. The fact that these two men, Marmi and Melissi, were close enough to
Baccio to be given care of his children lends weight and veracity to Baldinucci’s account. It also
reinforces the fact that Filippo Baldinucci’s Notizie redefined what it meant to write about artists.
He knew Baccio del Bianco, at least casually, but he wrote what would become the essential
biographical work on the artist based upon interviews with his brother-in-law and documents
received from the latter, presumably in Baccio’s own hand.

“Testamento de Bacho del Bianco,” f 220 (recto).
I have used the Italian forms of Baccio’s children’s names. The will itself uses Spanish spellings.
15
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If Baldinucci’s biography established Baccio del Bianco’s place in the catalog of
celebrated Florentine artists, it was his own work that cemented his artistic legacy. The period
during which he served as lettore in mathematics with the teaching program of the Accademia
del Disegno meant that he provided vital training for aspiring academicians in the early 1640s.
Through his own workshop he contributed to the development of a number of young men who
would become successful in their fields, including the engraver Stefano della Bella, the painter
Jacopo Chiavistelli, and the mathematician Vincenzo Viviani. Then there was his eldest son,
Raffaello. Though only 14 when he arrived in Madrid, he had been trained and was intended to
take up a post there as his father’s assistant. Baldinucci described him as “a witty young man
with a very dreamy appearance” who “had a mind to continue in his father’s profession.” 16 After
spending 18 months in Madrid under the protection of Baccio’s friend and Tuscan ambassador
Ludovico Incontri, Raffaello returned to Florence with his father’s back wages and a “nice gift”
from King Philip IV himself, in consideration of Baccio’s extraordinary service. 17 Raffaello
indeed followed in his father’s footsteps, pursuing training under some of Baccio’s own disciples
and contributing to the obsequies for the death of Grand Duke Ferdinand II in 1670, before dying
at the young age of 37. 18
Baccio’s legacy persisted in the works of those he influenced, but even more so in his
own. Filippo Baldinucci had two of Baccio’s paintings in his collection, and the Arcangelo
Raffaello had at least five paintings and a wooden monstrance. 19 An unknown number of his
drawings were gifted to patrons such as the Marquis de los Balbases, to whom Baccio had given
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a drawing of Susanna and the elders. 20 Similarly, an undetermined number of his caricatures
were left in the hands of significant figures, including members of the Grand Duke’s household
such as Pier Francesco Vitelli, captain of the German guards. 21 Existing records also suggest that
his designs for “plumes and flags” to be used in processional, martial, and/or sporting events
were in some private collections. 22 Baccio’s religious paintings could be seen publicly in the
churches of La Badia in Florence and St. Wenceslas in Prague. There were also the frescoes at
the Casa Buonarroti, the Villa di Mezzomonte, and the Wallenstein Palace, among other
locations. The Medici family’s collections contained hundreds of works in a variety of media
made or designed by Baccio. All these works kept Baccio’s memory alive, and, again,
Baldinucci’s biography and other documents suggest that his near contemporaries thought of the
artist fondly and valued his contributions to various fields long after his death.
Today, more than 270 of Baccio’s works on paper from the Medici collection are
available for consultation in the Gabinetto dei Disegni e delle Stampe at the Uffizi. Smaller sets
of Baccio’s drawings and single works are held by museums and libraries, and in private
collections across the world. 23 This is to say nothing of Baccio’s relatively robust archival
presence in the records of the Florentine and Spanish states, where letters by and about Baccio
can be found, as well as details of his employment at both courts. He also appears in the records
of the Accademia del Disegno, the confraternity of the Arcangelo Rafello, and religious
organizations to which he contributed his talents on a paid basis. The volume of extant evidence
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of Baccio’s life and work is remarkable, and it accounts in part for the resurgence of scholarly
interest in him from the early 2000s. The focus of this interest has largely been on his
contribution to the development of caricature. However, little attention has been paid to what is
perhaps his most remarkable extant work, the illustrations in the Houghton manuscript.
The manuscript itself, which is in the Houghton Library at Harvard University is now
held under restricted access. The volume was deposited there in 1968 by Philip Hofer, book
collector, art historian, and curator of printing and graphic arts at Harvard University library. It
became part of the Houghton Library’s permanent collection upon Hofer’s death in 1984. The
pages inside the marbled-paper cover, a modern addition, have become fragile with age and
many have been irrevocably damaged by corrosive ingredients in the ink used both by Baccio del
Bianco and by the unknown scribe of the text. To the great fortune of scholarship, the
manuscript—from the inside cover annotated by Philip Hofer to the last page of the score—was
captured on microfilm and has subsequently been digitized. In addition, the title page, all
Baccio’s illustrations, and a selected page from the score have been reproduced as highresolution color images. Both digital versions of the manuscript are freely accessible online for
scholars, or anyone else who wishes to view this remarkable record of seventeenth-century court
performance.
The Houghton manuscript was the origin of this study and remains its centerpiece. There
is, perhaps, a book length work to be written on this subject. However, my aim was not simply to
illuminate the performance situation out of which the Houghton manuscript arose or elucidate its
contents from a theatre history perspective. Instead, I took it as a point of departure to which I
could feel free to return at any time. This approach, rooted in Actor-network-theory, encouraged
me to roam freely through archival material and secondary sources on a variety of topics far
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afield from theatre and performance, and has highlighted the ways in which traditional theatre
scholarship on design has been limited.
There are two areas in particular that, at the conclusion of this study, seem ripe for further
scholarship. The first of these is the role of religious organizations in the careers of professional
artists during the Early Modern period. While professional organizations such as the Accademia
del Disegno have been widely acknowledged as formative, confraternities like the Arcangelo
Raffaello are much less studied in the context of professional artistic activities. 24 This is
particularly true in the case of theatre, with few studies to be found, especially in Englishlanguage scholarship. 25 However it is clear from my research that participation in the
performance activities of the Arcangelo Raffaello was essential to Baccio’s success as a designer
and engineer for theatrical performance. It gave him his first experience with production both as
a performer and as a designer and builder. It also gave his theatrical talents exposure to social
circles beyond his own, especially in the case of confraternity productions in private houses. 26
This is undeniably a factor in his career success.
The second area that my work on this project has illuminated as under-investigated in
theatre design historiography is the role of technology. The idea that theatrical rigging was based
on ship rigging (and also that the earliest stagehands were, consequently, sailors) is an oftenrepeated chestnut, but the scholarship to support such an assertion is elusive. It may be true,
especially considering the prominent role of Venice in both shipbuilding and innovation in
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theatrical machinery. What is unequivocally true is that Baccio del Bianco’s architectural
training and hands-on experience of construction meant he had both theoretical and practical
understanding of construction equipment that was also based upon systems of ropes, pulleys,
counterweights, and the like. Though scholarship on theatre design from this period
acknowledges the role of architectural training, it is essentially focused on the design aspects and
all but ignores the materiality of the field. When Baccio came to Spain, where there was no
established apparatus for fabricating the elements of theatrical spectacle, he was obliged to act as
“carpenter, blacksmith, painter, engineer and tailor” for his first production. 27 That he could
paint and tackle complex engineering tasks was established by his training, and tailoring could
be inferred both from his family background and his experience with the Arcangelo Raffaello.
Carpentry and smithing, however, would seem to fall into the category of craft, not art. Early
Modern rhetoric dividing the two suggests that meaningful experience in these areas would be
below Baccio’s status as an artist. Despite the devotion of Florentine artists—and
historiographers of them—to the idea of disegno, the reality is that their practice was full of
hands-on activities. They did not just imagine or draw things, they made things, and to the extent
that scholars understand the tools and materials used to construct their projects we will increase
our ability to understand the production practices of Early Modern theatre.

My ability to delve into these two areas of research has been limited by time, resources,
and world events. It has also been limited, as all scholarship is, by my methodology. Pursuing an
approach to this project informed by cultural history of design and network theories, including
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Actor-network-theory, has continually encouraged me to broaden the scope of my investigation
of Baccio del Bianco and his theatrical career. I have chosen to end where I have because it feels
complete; however it is evident from my work that there is more depth to be mined in the areas
I’ve explored as well as numerous avenues that I did not. Baccio is a fascinating artist with a
significant archival presence, but I hope I have illuminated the ways in which he was not
singular. Understanding Baccio in different contexts and examining these in varying degrees of
detail illuminates the realities of life for many artists in the Early Modern period—and in
Florence, particularly—and opens the door to understanding realities of theatre design in new
ways.
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